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Chapter 
General introduction
Abstract
In this chapter we introduce the topic of this study We start with a
historical overview in which it is shown that the study of speaker variab
ility constitutes a rather new branch in the discipline of phonetics We
dene speaker variability and some related concepts the most import
ant of which for this study is speaker specicity Also we identify the
linguistic and in more detail the phonetic aspects of speaker variability
The research objectives and the outline of the study are given

 INTRODUCTION
 Introduction
It is a remarkable aspect of human speech that we can recognise a speaker from hisher
voice We can do this without seeing the person whom we hear for instance when we
listen to the radio or answer the telephone In other cases if we are less successful we are
able to recognise a voice as familiar without being able to attach a name to it I know
the voice but who is it The tantalising aspects of the latter situation have at least in
the Netherlands been cultivated in a national radio quiz called De stemband the voice
tape  the vocal cord in which the voices of well
known fellow
countrymen have to
be identied Although the popular common view is that the sounds of the vocal cords
are indeed the sole source of speaker identity considerably more factors are involved see
section  As a matter of fact in this study we will try to discard the characteristics of
the vocal cords and focus on the speaker
specic properties of the mouth vocal tract and
nasal cavities In this introductory chapter we will rst give a historical sketch of research
into speaker characteristics section  Next we will dene aspects of speaker variability
and give an overview where speaker variability can be found in speech section  We
will then discuss the objectives of the present study section  and give the outline of
the further chapters section 
 Historical outline
Figure  depicts three dimensions that are simultaneously present in each speech utter

ance The rst dimension is associated with the linguistic content of a message What
does a speaker say the second dimension is concerned with the setting of the message
How is it said and the third dimension pertains to the individual aspect of the utter

ance Who says it According to a lecture manuscript   of G Ungeheuer from
which gure  was adopted these are the three dimensions that should establish the de

terminants of phonetic study However the individual dimension of speech utterances has
not received much attention in phonetic research until say  A brief reconstruction
of the historical motives for this negligence should touch the following events
The lectures of the Swiss professor de Saussure became in their published form a
landmark for the development of linguistics after  In describing language langage
de Saussure distinguishes between langue and parole By langue he meant the social
super
individual aspect of language
   la langue   est sociale dans son essence et independante de lindividu de
Saussure 	

by parole he meant the individual aspects of the speaking process
  La parole a pour objet la partie individuelle du langage cestadire la parole y
compris la phonation de Saussure 	


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linguistic meaning
situation
individual dimension
Figure  Three dimensions of phonetic information reproduced after Ungeheuer
	
The latter aspect of language is in de Saussures own words secondaire whereas the
former is essentielle de Saussure 	 The langue is characterised by structural
relationships signes between a form signiant and its meaning signie These struc

tural relationships signs became from then the major object of linguistic study
In the American tradition ranging from Bloomeld and Harris to Chomsky idio

syncratic behaviour in speech was considered relevant neither for linguistics in general
nor for phonetics in particular Symptomatic for the view of Chomsky and Halle are the
following quotations from The Sound Pattern of English	
 We may think of a language as a set of sentences each with an ideal phonetic form
and an associated intrinsic semantic interpretation Chomsky  Halle 	
  in this view phonetics is concerned with grammatically determined aspects of
the signal  Chomsky  Halle 
The rst quotation postulates that an ideal phonetic representation is the starting

point of the linguistic study of the relationships between form and meaning This ideal
phonetic form does not contain any speaker
related information as is explicitly stated in
the second quotation where the object of phonetic study is delimited to only the lin

guistic dimension depicted in gure  It will be clear that such a view on phonetics is
not particularly incentive for the study of speaker
related properties in the speech signal

 HISTORICAL OUTLINE
However after de Saussure this lack of interest had become widely spread in all lin

guistic traditions Some phonologists recognised that the study of speaker idiosyncrasies
constituted a legitimate part of phonetics eg Trubetzkoy 	 But in general
individuality features or to be more precise	 personality traits were considered relevant
only from a psychological or sociological point of view Sapir  Allport  Cantril
 Taylor  Firth  Phonetic study was mainly focused on the essential
invariant aspects of phoneme entities In this quest speaker
related variability in the
speech signal was regarded as an annoying kind of noise disturbing the view on the real
matter Stimulated by the work of in particular Roman Jakobson phoneticians concen

trated more and more on the study of so called distinctive features These distinctive
features are subphonemic physiological physical or perceptual categories by which one
phoneme or class of phonemes can be distinguished from another They are by deni

tion completely speaker
independent The rst complete distinctive feature system was
published by Jakobson Fant and Halle 
Before the fties acoustic analysis was mainly carried out by hand This made it
dicult to process larger data
sets Consequently it was problematic to estimate the
variation in acoustic parameters of speech In the early fties the rst quantitative ana

lyses were published which showed considerable speaker variation in acoustic parameters
Peterson  Barney  At the end of the fties the technological equipment became
available to build the rst speech recognition machines Tillmann 	 accounts that
phoneticians at that time were inclined to take the linguistic concept of distinctive fea

tures as passable currency for the development of these recognition machines but were
rapidly disconcerted since contextual and speaker variability turned out to be not trivial
at all Neglected so far they manifested themselves all the more annoyingly In addition
also speech transmission systems became sensitive to the need of individuality features
as is attested by Shearme  Holmes 	
  an investigation of the characteristics which enable us to recognise a speakers
voice  is becoming of more than academic importance because some speech trans
mission systems based on the analysis and synthesis of speech are now emerging from
the stage where mere intelligibility is a useful criterion of performance Shearme 
Holmes 	
As a result from the beginning of the sixties an increasing ow of papers dealt
with speaker characteristics in speech acoustics eg Shearme  Holmes  Ker

sta  Compton  Garvin  Ladefoged  Hargreaves  Starkweather 
Miller  Pruzansky  Mathews  Voiers  Ungeheuer  Apart from
such issues as the improvement of automatic speech recognition and speech synthesis
also automatic speaker identicationverication ASIV became an attractive applic

ation for the newly gained signal processing tools Thorough overviews over ASIV are
oered by Bricker  Pruzansky  Geppert Kuhn  Ney  Doddington 
OShaughnessy  Corsi  Rosenberg  Soong  Bimbot Chollet  Paol

ini 

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Auditory and acoustical methods for speaker identicationverication are nowadays
employed in the domain of forensic phonetics Here these methods are applied to compare
the acoustical andor auditory characteristics of an incriminating speech sample to those
of one or more suspects Various handbooks on this subject have been published recently
Kunzel  see also Kunzel  Baldwin  French  Hollien  Several
warnings against the uncertied and unscrupulous use of speech analysis techniques for
forensic purposes have been raised by eg Hollien  Chollet  Kunzel 
Especially the visual comparison of spectrograms to obtain evidence in lawsuits Kersta
 Tosi  Koenig  has been criticised vehemently from a methodological
perspective Bolt et al   Hazen  Stevens  Shipp Doherty  Hollien
 Kunzel  Nonetheless the technique is still advocated and approved by courts
in countries like Columbia Israel Italy and Spain In Germany and in the Netherlands it
is entirely abandoned and in the USA it is at present used only for investigative purposes
Kunzel 
Another area where ASIV in particular verication is applied is in the commercial
be it presently mainly experimental eld of entrance protection and security Here the
voice operates as a personal key and is used to obtain access to specic rooms in buildings
and to nancial or other transactions Working examples of such entrance systems have
been described by Geppert Kuhn  Ney  and Doddington  Near future
perspectives for ASV include fraude reduction in monetary transactions and in telephone
calls involving telephone credit cards The rst type of services will be oered by banks
the second by telecommunication companies
Also speech synthesis systems may benet from knowledge of speaker characteristics
Systems have been developed with speaker
dependent voice sources speaker
dependent
vocal tract parameters cf the DECtalk version of Klattalk  Klatt 	 and
speaker
dependent segmental durations Bartkova  Sorin 
Also in fundamental phonetic research the impact of speaker variability is becoming
more acknowledged Perkell  Matthies  Johnson Ladefoged  Lindau  Van
den Heuvel Rietveld  Cranen  Shaiman Adams  Kimelman 
 Speaker variability in speech
We have seen that speaker variability has become an accepted part of acoustic
phonetic
research in the last three decades But we have not made clear what is exactly understood
by speaker variability and from which sources it emerges This will be dealt with in the
next two subsections Section  will be concerned with a denition of speaker variabil

ity and concepts related to it speaker specicity and speaker identicationverication
In section  dierent aspects of speaker variability will be discussed There it will
be claried and illustrated from which perspectives speaker variability may be observed
These considerations intend to provide the conceptual and terminological background for
the research objectives of this study which will be discussed in section 

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   Denition of speaker variability and related concepts
Two types of speaker variability can be discerned The rst and most evident is the
variability between speakers This type commonly termed between
speaker variability
or interspeaker variability is observed when several speakers produce the same text in
the same setting The other type is termed within
speaker variability or intraspeaker
variability It is found when one and the same speaker produces the same text in the
same setting
On the basis of these two types of speaker variability we can proceed to dene
speaker specicity Obviously a phenomenon that exhibits a large amount of inter
speaker
variability can be expected to be highly speaker
specic On the other hand if the ob

served intra
speaker variability is large as well the speaker specicity of the phenomenon
decreases Accordingly we may view speaker specicity as the ratio of inter
speaker vari

ability and intra
speaker variability and propose as a preliminary working denition
Speaker specicity 
inter
speaker variability
intra
speaker variability
  
This formula underlies most studies of speaker variability although the exact math

ematical form and the dimensions of variability employed may dier widely cf Wolf
 Bonastre Meloni  Langlais  Our way to operationalise formula  will be
claried in section 
The comparison of inter
 and intra
speaker variability serves as the basis of both
auditory and machine
driven speaker recognition Like all recognition processes speaker
recognition is essentially a matter of pattern matching Apart from feature extraction two
phases can be distinguished	 training and recognition In the training phase one or more
reference models for each speaker are constructed to account for the inter
 and intra

speaker variability In the recognition phase an incoming speech stimulus is compared
to the speaker reference models and the resulting distances are evaluated by a decision
procedure We speak of speaker identication if the stimulus is compared to the models
of all say S speakers The unknown speaker is identied as the speaker whose model
best matches the input stimulus This gives S possible outcomes or S   if also the
reject option is included We speak of speaker verication if the stimulus has to be
compared to the models of only one of the reference speakers whose identity has to be
veried Here we have only two possible outcomes	 the stimulus is accepted as belonging
to the reference speaker or is rejected as belonging to another speaker cf Doddington
	 Rosenberg  Soong 	
Inter
speaker and possibly also intra
speaker variability may resource from two ori

gins	 group features and genuine individual characteristics Typical group features are
dialect status sex age and so on Although combinations of such group features may
be sucient to uniquely identify a speaker they cannot be termed idiosyncratic since
this term is exclusively reserved for strictly individual characteristics Indeed as Brown
denes	

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  an idiosyncratic feature is one which cannot be correlated with group factors
such as sex age regional origin social status health etc Brown 
In the experiments described in this study we will attempt to include individual
ie idiosyncratic characteristics only Therefore the term speaker
specic can best be
interpreted as idiosyncratic in this book
  Aspects of speaker variability
Speaker variability may be looked upon from several perspectives each of which renders its
own classication categories Below we will rst discuss a broad classication of speaker
variability from a biological or psychological point of view viz as  the organic
versus learned speaker characteristics Next we will envisage the speech chain itself
and discuss the  linguistic levels of speaker variability Here acoustic
phonetic speaker
characteristics are considered as the low level of speaker variability Zooming in on this
phonetic level of speaker variability we will further describe  the production
related
sources of speaker variability  static versus dynamic features  articulatory acoustic
and perceptual measurements of speaker variability An aspect typically relevant for intra

speaker variability is  the eect of the time interval between recording sessions Finally
we will make a division of  the low acoustic
phonetic level of speaker variability into
four sublevels
For a more detailed account of the aspects of speaker variability the reader is referred
to chapter  in Nolan 
 Organic versus learned speaker characteristics
Speaker variability is commonly traced back to two origins Some of the speaker character

istics are supposed to be predetermined by anatomical andor physiological constitutions
whereas others are assumed to be acquired by the individual through communication in
hisher language environment The former type can be called structural and the latter
functional The same categories are often denoted as organic and learned Garvin 
Ladefoged  Wolf  Kunzel  and less often as intrinsic and extrinsic
Brown 
The intrinsic organic type is frequently on an intuitive basis regarded as acoustic

ally invariant for each individual and thus as easy to use for automatic speaker recogni

tion Nolan  objects against this idea He scrutinises the organic
learned dichotomy
as a
 gross oversimplication which  conceals the complexity of the bases of speaker
specic information in speech Nolan 	

In Nolans opinion the speakers anatomy and physiology merely impose the ranges
between which a speaker may vary for instance the minimum and maximum range of
fundamental frequency The range in
between is further conated with characteristics of

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the linguistic message which operates on the same acoustic dimensions as the speaker
idiosyncrasies do This even holds for the rather invariant nasal cavity since the acoustic
output generated by this cavity is aected by interactions due to the coupling to the
highly variable vocal tract cf Nolan 	f  We can only agree with this view
The speech organs are employed to convey a linguistic message in a paralinguistic set

ting Speaker idiosyncrasies are brought in by making use of the organic constitutions
of the speech organs to convey the linguistic and paralinguistic intentions of the speaker
However this cooperation between the speech apparatus and the communicative inten

tions of a speaker makes the disentangling of the organic and the learned dimension of
speaker variability in the actual speech signal similar to the untwining of the Gordian
knot Habitual speaking patterns can never be eliminated since each situation has its
social and psychological impact on the speaking individual
 Linguistic levels of speaker variability
Speaker variability may manifest itself in a large range of linguistic levels In a top
down
order we mention a few obvious examples	
 Topic of the discussion some people always talk about their pet subjects	 animals
children
 Sentence structure An illustrative example is oered by Brown 		
 One can usually identify an unknown passage by Henry James for example from its
interrupted syntax
 Choice of words like fascinating cool tremendous
 Choice of morphemes some persons are characterised by a frequent use of dimin

utives or prexes like hyper

We call speaker characteristics at these levels high level speaker characteristics whereas
we reserve the term low level speaker characteristics exclusively for acoustic
phonetic
features
	 Production sources
Speaker variability at the low phonetic level has its origin in four production sources
Tillmann  Stevens 	  the respiratory system below the glottis  the
larynx  mouth cavities above the larynx shortly	 the vocal tract and  the nasal
cavity These production domains are depicted in gure 
The reader is referred to Stevens  for more details as to the role of these
production sources in speaker variability Here we will only briey comment on the four
sources of production mentioned
 The eect of the subglottal structures on sound production is secondary and brought
about by size and elasticity of the trachea and the lungs To our knowledge speaker
variability in this domain has not been investigated as yet

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1. subglottal respiratory
system
2. larynx
3. oral and pharyngal
cavities
4. nasal cavities
Figure 	 Midsagittal section through the vocal mechanism showing the four
regions that are potential sources of speaker variability during speech production
 Individual characteristics of speech are to a large extent determined by the vibrat

ory patterns of the vocal cords Elasticity mass length and shape of the vocal
cords are of vital importance here Vocal cord vibration directly aects funda

mental frequency intensity and vocal quality and indirectly probably also formant
bandwidths
 The length of the vocal tract and the shape of the mouth cavities formed by jaw
lip and tongue positions are largely responsible for the frequencies and bandwidths
of the formants The production of plosives and fricative consonants is inuenced
by details of the hard palate and the dental ridge
 Finally the spectral characteristics of nasals and nasalised vowels are highly de

pendent on the anatomical and physiological structure of the nasal cavity Since
this cavity can hardly be manipulated by the speaker high inter
speaker variability
can be expected from this source On the other hand the nasal resonator is also
highly susceptible to large intra
speaker variability induced by colds pollinosis etc

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 Static versus dynamic features
So far we have approached speaker variability from a rather static point of view However
the temporal control of the speech articulators may also vary considerably between speak

ers For this reason research into speaker variability has not only addressed static por

tions of speech segments ie phoneme steady
states Glenn  Kleiner  Wolf 
Hofker  Paliwal  Bonastre Meloni  Langlais  Greisbach et al 
Mella  but also dynamic features of the speech signal ie transitions segments
and more in particular formant trajectories Bricker  Pruzansky  Goldstein
 Ney  Lhote  Abou Haidar 
From experiments in automatic speaker recognition it appears that the static and
dynamic properties of the speech signal contain rather complementary types of speaker
information and can therefore best be used in combination Furui  Soong  Rosen

berg  Xu  Mason 
The dynamic properties of speech are clearly reected in coarticulation phenomena
The acoustic output of the speech ow is aected by the articulatory demands that the
concatenation of phoneme segments imposes upon the speech organs Thus the acoustic
realisations of phonemes obviously depend to a large extent on their phonemic environ

ments The eect of coarticulation can also be investigated from a static perspective if
only the steady
state part is analysed Investigated from this static point of view the
coarticulation in nasals Su Li  Fu  and liquids Nolan  has been found to
be very speaker
specic
 Articulation acoustics perception
Speaker variability can be measured in three domains	
 in the articulatory domain in terms of the positions and movements of the articu

lators Perkell  Matthies  Johnson Ladefoged  Lindau 
 in the acoustic domain by duration measurements Kraayeveld Rietveld  Van
Heuven  Campbell  OShaughnessy  Bartkova  or spectral
measurements Atal  Sambur  Goldstein  Hofker  Doherty 
Hollien  Paliwal  Chan  Brookes  Bonastre Meloni  Langlais
 Eatock  Mason  Le Floch Montaci!e  Caraty  Greisbach et al
 Mella 
 in the perceptual domain by testing how relevant speaker dierences are for listeners
Compton  Bricker  Pruzansky  Coleman  LaRiviere  Ab

berton  Fourcin  Brown  Van Dommelen  Broeders  Rietveld
 Eggen 
Since there exists no one
to
one mapping of these three dimensions Vieregge 
Atal et al  Stevens  the three types of research are all justied and necessary
if we want to obtain a full understanding of speaker variability in speech

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 Timeinterval between recording sessions
A source of intra
speaker variability about which not much is known is the length of the
time
span between recording sessions Experiments by Furui on long term average spectra
indicate that
  the intraspeaker spectrum pattern is stable over short periods whereas it
presents large uctuations over long periods Furui 
Furuis results show that the amount of intra
speaker variation increases until about 
months after the rst recording session and stabilises after that Work by Markel  Davis
 suggests that intra
speaker variation in fundamental frequency follows a similar
pattern whereas the intra
speaker variation in spectral slopes remains stable over time
These ndings do have consequences for speaker recognition applications They
demonstrate that the speakers reference data must be updated periodically to obtain
optimal results Furui  This approach is useful if the changes can be assumed to
be systematic Other options are to look for features that are more stable over time or to
take into account the increase of intra
speaker variation in the recognition algorithm
 Acousticphonetic sublevels of speaker variability
With respect to the acoustic
phonetic features we can distinguish two dimensions	 a
time
scale	 segmental versus suprasegmental features and b domain	 time versus fre

quency domain Table  shows the corresponding four categories of low level speaker
characteristics
Following table  the acoustic
phonetic speaker characteristics pertain to respect

ively 	
I Speech tempo Boves 	
 Kraayeveld Rietveld  Van Heuven 
Kraayeveld  or other units of duration larger than one phoneme segment	
syllables words tone units Campbell  Yegnanarayana Wagh  Rajendran

II Phoneme durations OShaughnessy  Bartkova 
Table  Low level speaker variability can be classied into four categories using
the two dimensions timescale and domain
Time
scale
Supra

Domain segmental Segmental
Time I II
Frequency III IV

	 OBJECTIVES AND RESTRICTIONS OF THIS STUDY
III Suprasegmental spectral features such as average fundamental frequency and its
variability Atal  Sambur  Boves 	
 Van Dommelen 
Kraayeveld Rietveld  Van Heuven  Kraayeveld  intonation contours
Yegnanarayana Wagh  Rajendran  Kraayeveld  intensity Markel
Oshika  Gray  Kraayeveld  voice quality Murry  Singh 
Chan  Brookes  and long term average spectra LTS Doherty  Hollien
 Boves 	
 Nolan 	
 Furui 	
 Harmegnies
 Landercy 
IV Spectral features of phoneme segments	 eg lterband values cepstrum coecients
and formant values Pruzansky  Mathews  Sambur  Goldstein 
Hofker  Boves 	
 Paliwal  Bonastre Meloni  Langlais
 Eatock  Mason  Le Floch Montaci!e  Caraty  Greisbach et al
 Mella 
 Objectives and restrictions of this study
In the case of Dutch hardly anything is known about speaker variability on both the
segmental and the suprasegmental level This holds for both the durational and the
spectral domains of the speech signal To ll up this void an explorative approach is
needed in which each of the four categories in table  is systematically addressed In
the research reported upon in this thesis we concentrated on the segmental properties
of the speech chain categories II and IV whereas the suprasegmental properties of the
speech chain categories I and III are dealt with in another study from our laboratory
Kraayeveld 
Thus in this thesis we will focus on speaker variability in phoneme realisations
Speaker variability in phoneme realisations stems from two origins the voice source on
the one hand and the vocal and nasal cavity on the other Although the exact contribution
of either source to speaker specicity is unclear to date it is known that both voice source
and acoustic lter are of great importance to perceived speaker identity see the discus

sion in Eggen 	
 Notably vocal tract parameters in the articulation domain
have been demonstrated to display large variability between speakers Perkell  Matthies
 observed large between
speaker variability in the timing of lip protrusion for the
vowel u pointing to dierent individual strategies for this timing They recommend
further articulatory and acoustic study for clarication Perkell  Matthies 	
Similarly in a study by Johnson Ladefoged  Lindau  on vowel production it was
found that speakers employed dierent articulatory strategies to realise the tenselax op

position The authors concluded that inter
speaker variation was too large to uphold the
hypothesis that articulatory dened phonetic features are of a universal nature Instead
they suggest that the acoustic product of speaking is the crucial determinant of the or

ganization of speech articulation Johnson et al 	 Judged from this perspective
the acoustical product of articulatory behaviour is a highly interesting area for the study

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of speaker variability
Given a the relevance of vocal tract congurations with respect to speaker variab

ility b the need of acoustic analyses in this eld and c the fact that suprasegmental
properties of the speech chain were not intended to be the object of our study we de

cided to remove voice source information from the spectral representation of the speech
signal as well as possible so that voice source characteristics would not interfere with our
measurements
On this basis we will examine the speaker variability in Dutch phoneme realisations
both in the durational domain category II of table  and in the spectral domain
category IV of table  In section  the goals of this thesis are presented and
summarised in the form of three research questions Then the background conditions of
the study are exposed in section 
   Research objectives
The main aim of this study is to conduct an explorative investigation of speaker specicity
in some Dutch phoneme segments and to present some methods and techniques that we
developed to do so A second aim is to discuss the phonetic and methodological implications
of the phenomena that are observed during this investigation
As was mentioned for Dutch the speaker specicity of phonemes has not been
investigated in a systematic fashion For other languages like American
 English French
and German various studies have pointed out that some phonemes are realised in a more
speaker
specic manner than other phonemes eg Hofker  Paliwal  Bonastre
Meloni  Langlais  Eatock  Mason  Hence we pose the following question
for Dutch	
 Which phonemes of Dutch contain more speakerspecic informa
tion
a in the durational domain
b in the spectral domain
We consider the duration of phonemes as being mainly determined by vocal tract
behaviour In general the movements of jaw tongue and lips are decisive for the duration
of a phoneme Even the dierences in length between voiced and voiceless obstruents
largely stem from dierences in vocal tract behaviour and are reected in the rate of
formant transitions and the duration of the plosive burst cf Minie 	
Not only the phonemes as such are realised in a speaker
dependent manner Speakers
also dier in their coarticulation that is in the way that the pronunciation of a phoneme
is aected by production characteristics of neighbouring phonemes Su Li  Fu 

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found speaker
specic behaviour in the coarticulation of m and n and Nolan 
in the coarticulation of l and r For Dutch the relationship between speaker spe

cicity and coarticulation is hitherto unexamined This relation is of course important
for the development of phonetic theory If a coarticulation phenomenon appears to be
highly speaker
specic then such a nding has clear implications for theories on speech
production and perception Indeed as Nolan  attests	
  idiosyncrasy in coarticulatory behaviour is data which cannot be ignored in
formulating theories of speech production Nolan 	
In the present study we examined the relation between coarticulation and speaker
specicity for the Dutch vowels aiu We put forward the following question	
 What is the relation between coarticulation and speaker specicity
a in the durational domain
b in the spectral domain
To answer part a of the question we will take the position that the eect of phonetic
context on phoneme durations can be interpreted as a form of coarticulation that is as
the deviation of a reference duration due to phonetic context see section 
A great diculty in investigating speaker specicity is that the descriptive categories
that phoneticians are familiar with are probably not adequate to distinguish between
speakers Although we do have manners to transcribe various group features such as
voice quality and pathological behaviour the current IPA transcription system is not
equiped to express idiosyncratic phenomena Likewise we do not know whether the rst
two or three formant locations which allow a reliable classication of vowels are equally
successful in discriminating between speakers Completely dierent parts of the spectrum
may be relevant for this purpose This brings us to the third research question for this
study
	 Regarding the spectral domain are there specic parts of the spec
trum that contribute more to a phonemes speaker specicity and
if so how are these parts related to formant positions
By examining the various aspects of speaker variability mentioned we will come
across a number of questions relating to the methodological considerations and phonetic
implications of the study These questions include	 What can we conclude from the
proportion of speaker
related variation as compared to the proportion of linguistic
related

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variation How can we account for speaker variability in a vowel production model How
can we decide what is a speaker
independent rule and what is merely a speaker strategy
What are the implications of our ndings for ASIV applications Such questions will be
addressed in the nal concluding chapter of this study
  Research framework
The research questions listed above were pursued in a specic experimental setting the
outlines of which are given below
 An explorative study like ours can follow two approaches The rst is to examine
a large speech corpus to nd relevant instances of speaker specicity The second
is to compile a smaller data set in which a small number of factors is comprised in
a controlled factorial set
up We think both approaches are necessary and should
be pursued Due to the fact that a large data base of Dutch speech utterances
was not available at the time we started our investigations we could only opt for
the second approach Given this situation we chose an experimental set
up com

prising disyllabic pseudo
words read out in isolation The evident disadvantage of
this restricted approach is that the results cannot be directly extrapolated to the
production of full sentences let alone to spontaneous discourse On the other hand
the use of a restricted self
made data set allows full control over the factorial design
of the experiment This is a problem for large data bases where the data should be
labelled for all possible factors that might be of relevance and that must therefore
be distinguished As a result the exact source of the observed variation is mostly
dicult to nd due to a variety of conating factors A related problem of large
data bases is that many cells of the underlying factorial design are sparsely or un

equally lled or not lled at all see eg Van Santen  for an explanation of so
called lobsided sparsity this causes diculties in the statistical processing of the
data In the restricted data
set we employed we have attempted to minimise these
problems Thus the data
set should serve as the base
line for further research into
speaker variability
 As explained previously we decided to remove voice source characteristics from the
spectral representations of the speech signals Voice source characteristics reect
predominantly long
term suprasegmental properties of the speech signal For this
reason we attempted to remove the fundamental frequency the associated harmonic
structure and the spectral tilt from the spectra Of course we are aware that this
partitioning can be realised to only a limited extent
 To determine the speaker specicity of phoneme realisations we applied among other
methods speaker recognition techniques based on Linear Discriminant Analysis It
should be stressed that we did not try to achieve the highest possible identication
scores since for our purposes this technique was only a means and not a goal

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of investigation In our set
up we considered the analysis of underlying factors
such as the eect of coarticulation and the distribution of speaker specicity along
the frequency axis together with a sound methodology of more relevance than
maximally high speaker recognition percentages
 We examined only the acoustic dimensions of the aforementioned characteristics
not the articulatory nor the auditory ones It is important to note that we did not
try to mimic the human faculty of speaker recognition As a consequence we did
not make any attempt to express the segmental durations and spectra used in this
study in terms that reect the output of the human auditory system
 The speaker groups in this study were selected to form homogeneous samples Sub

jects with marked group features in terms of dialectal inuences and speech dis

orders were not included in the experiments Thus we strived to make the speaker
specicity observed in this study as idiosyncratic as possible cf section 
again to set the base
line for future research into speaker variability in Dutch
 In principle the middle frame of a segments steady
state part was used to examine
speaker specicity in the spectral domain This implies that we opted for a static
rather than for a dynamic approach section  and that we did not look at
transitions and formant movements This is perhaps somewhat surprising since
we have put forward that coarticulation is an essential component of our research
as well However coarticulation can still be examined since it is known to exert its
inuence onto the steady
state of a segment In fact the steady
state of a segment
is quite commonly chosen to measure the eect of coarticulation eg Stevens 
House  Su Li  Fu  Ohde  Sharf  Nolan 
 Since intra
speaker variability is probably not stable over time last part of sec

tion  a cross validation after some months is desirable to obtain more reliable
results Recordings were made but due to time limitations such a cross validation
could not be carried out Alternatively some analyses on intra
session consistency
were performed
In the methodological part of this thesis chapter  most of these boundary condi

tions will be readdressed and elaborated in greater detail
 Outline of the study
The further structure of this book is as follows
In chapter  we will describe the methods and techniques chosen a to answer the
research questions presented in section  and b to full the research conditions given
in section  Chapter  introduces two experiments the remainder of this thesis will
be based on these experiments

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The rst experiment was carried out with ten speakers ve males and ve females
and concentrated on the speaker specicity of phoneme durations This experiment will be
denoted as experiment  throughout this thesis The results of experiment  are presented
and discussed in chapters  and  Chapter  gives a general account of the phoneme
durations and the factors aecting the durations It further reports on the speaker spe

cicity of the phoneme durations and investigates the contribution of individual speech
tempo In chapter  the eect of the consonantal context on vowel durations is quantied
and interpreted in terms of durational coarticulation For the vowel a the speaker
variability in this durational coarticulation is examined in more detail
The second experiment was carried out with fteen male speakers and concentrated
on the speaker specicity in the spectra of phoneme steady
states This experiment will
be denoted as experiment  in this thesis The results of experiment  are presented and
discussed in chapters  and  In chapter  the speaker specicity of the phonemes is
explored by examining spectral lterbands Further the relation of the most speaker

specic lterbands to formant peak positions is studied An additional analysis on LPC

derived formant parameters is presented to assess the eect of formant bandwidths on
speaker specicity In chapter  the eect of the consonantal context on vowel formants F


F

and F

is quantied and interpreted in terms of spectral coarticulation It is evaluated
whether this coarticulation is speaker
specic and if it is feasible to use coarticulation as
an additional parameter in speaker identiciation tasks
The book is concluded by a general discussion of the results found chapter  In
this nal chapter we will discuss some methodological and phonetic issues that arise from
our ndings
To conclude we recapitulate the research questions of section  and point out
in which chapters these questions will be addressed
 Which phonemes of Dutch contain more speaker
specic information
a in the durational domain  Chapter 
b in the spectral domain  Chapter 
 What is the relation between coarticulation and speaker specicity
a in the durational domain  Chapter 
b in the spectral domain  Chapter 
 Regarding the spectral domain	 are there specic parts of the spectrum that contrib

ute more to a phonemes speaker specicity and if so how are these parts related
to formant positions  Chapter 

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Chapter 
Method
Abstract
In this chapter we will describe in detail the speech data of our exper
iments the speakers who participated the segmentation procedure the
acoustic representations of the phonemes and the statistical techniques
employed to analyse the data

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 Introduction
The two experiments which were introduced in the last section of the previous chapter
are closely related from a methodological point of view Both share the same type of
speech material recording set up segmentation protocol and statistical analysis tech

niques Because of this similarity we deal with the methodology of both experiments in
one chapter Moreover such an approach helps to avoid duplications in the descriptions
of the experiments
However to make this approach work the chapter must be clearly structured In this
way it can be used as a reference when reading further chapters of this book Therefore
a number of guidelines will be given below
First of all gure  presents a block diagram which shows the topics that will be
dealt with in this chapter together with the numbers of the subsections in which these
topics can be found The left series of boxes denote the sections of the chapter the right
column zooms in on the contents of each section by displaying its subsections
A second means of assistance is the manner in which each section itself is structured
It starts o with a paragraph printed in italics It contains a short summary of the section
with the most important information Next the topic at issue is described in more detail
and the choices made are explained Finally the information that is only valid for one of
the experiments is placed in separate subsections at the end of each section The summary
paragraphs in italics are recapitulated in the nal section section 
 Speech data
The data sets used in the two experiments each consisted of 
 C

V C

  mainly pseudo
words spoken in isolation The three nucleus vowels used were aiu and the eight
consonants which appeared once as C

and once as C

 were ptkdsmnr
In the next subsections it is explained why isolated words were used section 
on which grounds the vowels aiu and the consonants ptkdsmnr were selected
section  and why the words were disyllabic pseudo
words section 
  Words in isolation
There were several reasons to conduct our experiments with isolated words
First our set
up was to reduce the possible number of factors that could inuence
the temporal and spectral properties of the speech segments In our set
up the factors
employed were	 phoneme identity phoneme context and speaker The exponentially in

creasing number of interactions that would be caused by adding more factors was regarded
as inconvenient for a study on such virgin territory as speaker variability in acoustic fea
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Figure 	 A block diagram displaying the methodological topics dealt with in this
chapter See the text for further explanation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tures of Dutch phonemes The introduction of extra interactions is strictly speaking
not avoided if carrier phrases are used for the embedding of the target words Also here
speaker
dependent interferences of factors related to eg syntactic position and coartic

ulation across word boundaries may show up
Second a set
up with isolated words does not stand on its own Many acoustical
studies on contextual inuences on vowel spectra employ words spoken in isolation
Peterson  Barney  Stevens  House  Stevens House  Paul  Pols
Tromp  Plomp  Ohde  Sharf  The same holds for studies of speaker

specic aspects of coarticulation	 also Su Li  Fu  who investigated mn and
Nolan  who looked at lr used words spoken in isolation This demonstrates
that a set
up like this has historical grounds and has been used by more experimentors
as a starting point for further research This enhances the comparability of our results to
these studies
In the applicational area this approach is currently loosing somewhat of its sig

nicance Increasingly more speaker identicationverication devices are developed to
process on a sentence
oriented basis Nonetheless quite some algorithms and applications
in the eld of automatic speaker recognition operate upon words spoken in isolation eg
Hunt  Xu  Mason  De Veth Gallopyn  Bourlard  Zinke 
 Phonemes selected
Due to time limitations it was not possible to incorporate all vowels and consonants of
Dutch Hence a representative subset had to be compiled
For the vowels aiu were chosen Among vowels these show the largest spread
in acoustical realisation in terms of F

and F

values cf Pols Tromp  Plomp 
In the articulatory domain they represent clear opposites in terms of jaw lowering iu
vs a tongue position i vs au and lip rounding ia vs u Further a is
a long vowel in Dutch whereas iu are short except if followed by r  Nooteboom
 Slis  Mees  Collins  Finally in Dutch aiu are stable in the time
course of their realisation whereas the vowels eo tend to diphthongisation in Dutch
Mees  Collins  Hoppenbrouwers  This makes it less easy to identify one
representative spectral frame for the latter vowels as will be the approach taken in this
thesis see section 
For the consonants ptkdsmnr were selected All three voiceless plosives of
Dutch ptk were included since they represent the three main places of consonantal
articulation bilabial alveolar and velar and are easier to segment than their voiced
counterparts One of the voiced stops however was also included	 d It was preferred
over the other voiced stop b  does not exist in Dutch because of ds noted
coarticulatory eect on u eg Ohde  Sharf  From the fricatives we selected s
since it has the same place of articulation as td and is known to be spectrally aected
by ensuing u Mann  Repp 	Appendix A The nasals mn are reported to be

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very speaker
specic in their realisation Glenn  Kleiner  Hofker  Bonastre
Meloni  Langlais  whereas it has been established that the eect of the ensuing
vowel is greater on m than on n Su Li  Fu   was not in the consonant
set since it cannot appear in word
initial position in Dutch r was added as it is
known to display a large allophonic variability in Dutch Mees  Collins  Vieregge
 Broeders  which could make this phoneme more speaker
specic than others
 Disyllabic pseudowords
We used disyllabic words because we wanted to study the consonants both in the C

and
in the C

position that is before and after the nucleus vowel Since word
nal obstruents
are devoiced in Dutch d could only serve as C

if its position was medial Therefore
C

V C

 
words were chosen rather than C

V C


words for our experiments
A second characteristic of the words that needs discussion here is the fact that
they were predominantly pseudo
words ie they do not exist in a lexical sense but are
correct in a phonotactical sense The main reason for this was the exibility it rendered
for the construction of the words within the C

V C

 
frame It is impossible to construct
lexically existing words with the given set of phonemes without adding a variety of nal
consonants This option was rejected since again it would introduce additional factors
coarticulation into our experimental design
The question could be raised whether pseudo
words such as ours still can be regarded
as valid samples of Dutch There are several reasons why they can In tables  and 
see pages  and  both phonemic and graphemic representations of the words are
given All words are designed to be phonotactically correct with respect to the Dutch
phoneme distribution system This is corroborated by the fact that most of the words
become existing Dutch words if a nal n r or l is added Only pin  rus 
sap  and tum  cannot be transformed into real Dutch words in this manner A
nal posthoc argument is given by the nding that the speakers in the experiments
pronounced the words in a natural clearly Dutch manner see also section  This
pronunciation was evoked by the graphemic forms in which the words were presented to
the speakers Possibly the instruction stating that the words were nonsense words which
could have been real Dutch words but only accidentally are not was of some assistance
to the speakers too
The word set was constructed in such a way that every possible CV
combination
and VC
combination occurred only once This rendered a total of  vowels   conson

ants   words It was decided not to incorporate all possible C

V C


combinations
since this would yield a total of  consonants   vowels   consonants   words
which would have been too time
consuming from a practical point of view considering
the fact that we wanted to have ten replications of each word per speaker to measure
intra
speaker variation In a set
up with  words per speaker the recording session
for each speaker would have lasted about two hours and the segmentation of the words

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Table 	 The C

V C

  pseudowords used in experiment  both in phonemic
and graphemic representation
V  a i u
C

 p pas  pase pip  piepe pud  poede
C

 t tan  tane tir  tiere tur  toere
C

 k kap  kape kin  kiene kun  koene
C

 d dak  dake dis  diesse duk  doeke
C

 s sam  same sid  cide sup  soepe
C

 m mat  mate mik  mieke mut  moete
C

 n nar  nare nit  niete num  noeme
C

 r rad  rade rim  rieme rus  roesse
see section  would have taken the lion
part of the research project
 Experiment  
The words of experiment  are listed in table 
A few of the words existed in a lexical sense	 mieke which is a Dutch rst name and
kiene koene nare which are declined adjectives in Dutch Most of the other words
however become existing words if a nal n r or l is added the only exception being
rus  If we take into consideration that nal n after schwa is mostly not pronounced
in Standard Dutch then most words are realised as existing Dutch words Exceptions
remain diesse poede roesse and cide Final ns were not added to the spellings
of the words to prevent that some speakers would realise the words with nal n and
coarticulate with it whereas others would not
 Experiment 
The words of experiment  are listed in table  They slightly dier from the words of
experiment  The motivation for this is twofold Firstly it appeared very dicult from
experiment  to segment words containing two nasals severe segmentation problems were
encountered for the word num  Secondly we wanted to improve the possibilities to
nd out which consonant exerted more coarticulatory inuence on the nucleus vowel	 C

or C

 If we had used the words dak  dik  and duk  and had found that a
i and u were highly coarticulated in this context then we could not tell whether the
coarticulation stemmed from C

or C

 For this reason we took care in experiment  that
we did not use the same consonant combination for two or three of the nucleus vowels
So if dak  was selected then dik  and duk  were excluded It can be checked

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Table 		 The C

V C

  pseudowords used in experiment 	 both in phonemic
and graphemic representation
V  a i u
C

 p pas  pase pin  piene pud  poede
C

 t tan  tane tir  tiere tum  toeme
C

 k kad  kade kim  kieme kun  koene
C

 d dak  dake dis  diesse dup  doepe
C

 s sap  sape sid  cide sur  soere
C

 m mar  mare mik  mieke mut  moete
C

 n nat  nate nip  niepe nuk  noeke
C

 r ram  rame rit  riete rus  roesse
by a glance at table  that this was not the case in experiment  where dak  and
duk  were both included Comparable instances are the co
ocurrence of kin  and
kun  mat  and mut  and tir  and tur  in experiment  If in the revised
set
up of experiment  we nd that a in dak  is highly coarticulated together with
i in dis  and u in dup  then we can infer with somewhat more security that the
coarticulation is brought about by C

d
Again a few of the words existed in a lexical sense	 mieke which is a Dutch rst
name koene which is a declined adjective in Dutch and kade and mare which are
Dutch nouns All but ve of the words can be changed into real Dutch words or names
by adding a nal n r or l The exceptions are pin  rus  sap  and tum 
 Procedure
The 
 words were printed in a random order on ten 	word word lists All ten word
lists were read out by each speaker in one recording session The initial three words served
as llers as did the nal three In this way 
 words   repetitions  
 target
words were obtained for every speaker This amounts to a total of 
 word tokens for
experiment  ten speakers and 	 word tokens for experiment  fteen speakers
The six ller words were of the same type as the target words but not identical
so that their dummy function in the list could not be discovered by the subjects Not
only were the  words randomised for each word list also the order of presentation of
the word lists was randomised for each subject We did this to avoid order eects in the
speech data
The recordings were made in the sound
treated studio room of the department of
Language and Speech University of Nijmegen and audiotaped on BASF Studiomaster

	 SPEAKERS
 or AGFA PER  tapes at a speed of  cms The recorder used was a Studer
Master Recorder A No amplitude compression was used The speakers were seated
at a lip distance of about  cm from the Sennheiser MKH T condensor microphone
In this situation tape recordings with a signal
to
noise ratio SNR of 
 dB were
obtained
The speakers read out the word lists one by one and were instructed not to touch
the sheet of paper they were reading This was a safeguard to prevent that the rustling
of paper would interfere with the pronunciation of a word and would thus spoil the
recording All participants were instructed to read in a relaxed speech tempo and to leave
pauses between the words The experimentor intervened if the speakers accelerated and
tended to make the silent intervals between the words too short In case of a reading error
the speaker was interupted and instructed to start again a few words before the word that
was misread
The setting in which the recordings were made has to be characterised as highly
formal The recordings took place in a studio room which was clearly recognisable as
such Also the speakers task reading out word lists elicited a formal speaking style
quite dierent from spontaneous speech Thus the speakers were stimulated to adopt
their most formal style of standard Dutch and to restrain from dialectically coloured
word realisations That they were supposed to do so was not explicitly stated to them
Of course it is dicult to assess in objective terms whether the speakers complied with our
expectations and in the meanwhile maintained a naturalness of production Therefore
some procedures were developed to evaluate and select speakers afterwards as will be
discussed in section 
 Speakers
In experiment  ve male and ve female speakers aged between 	 and  years parti
cipated They were all native speakers of Dutch and showed no marked deviations from
Standard Dutch in their stimulus productions They were not paid for their services
In experiment  fteen male speakers aged between  and 	 years participated
They were selected from a larger group by a panel of speech therapists which screened and
approved them with respect to  pronunciation of Standard Dutch  naturalness of
production and 	 absence of voice and articulation disorders Also these fteen speakers
were native speakers of Dutch They were rewarded with   for their participation
In the next two subsections we will describe in more detail the speakers participating
in respectively experiment  segmental durations and experiment  segmental spectra

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  Experiment  
Five male and ve female speakers took part in this experiment which served to study
segmental durations only The male speakers were recruited from the sta of the De

partment of Language and Speech at Nijmegen University The female speakers were
students from the same department and were all qualied as speech therapists None of
the speakers displayed marked dialectical inuences in their speech
The male speakers showed a large variety in ages ranging form  to  years old
whereas the female speakers were far more homogeneous in age  to  years old Thus
apart from sex the two groups of speakers diered in profession and age Therefore the
groups were analysed separately before pooling operations were conducted
There were no special reasons to select this group of speakers except that they were
easy to recruit and could be expected to pronounce the test words in a dialect
free manner
The appropriateness of their pronunciation was conrmed by an informal listening session
in which apart from the author two trained phoneticians participated
 Experiment 
For experiment  which was intended for the study of speaker variability in speech spectra
additional precautions were taken to ensure that our speakers constituted a homogeneous
group Therefore we tried more than in experiment  to preclude that speaker vari

ability could be attributed to dierences in age dialectical background or voice andor
articulation disorders
A group of eighteen male speakers was recruited from the student and sta popu

lation of Nijmegen University All speakers were aged between  and  years They all
read out the word lists of experiment  according to the procedure described in section 
To judge the suitability of the speakers word productions for the experiment a
part of their utterances was assessed by a panel of trained listeners To this end the fth
replication of fteen words see below was copied onto a new audiotape BASF LH Hi
LP In this subset all words containing a and r were included since dialectical
inuences were thought to manifest themselves most prominently in these phonemes In
addition words containing n were selected as these could help in detecting colds none
of the subjects reported to have a cold worth mentioning This is important since
infections of the nasal soft tissues are known to have a severe impact on the spectra of
nasal consonants Sambur 	 All words with s were also selected since s
realisations with a lisp were of course unacceptable as well Thus the complete subset
of fteen words consisted of	 dak  dis  mar  nat  nip  pas  pin 
ram  rit  rus  sap  sid  sur  tan  tir  In this way eighteen blocks
of fteen words were put onto tape one block for each speaker
A panel of ve qualied speech therapists one male four females was asked to
judge each of the eighteen speakers with respect to three criteria	


 ADCONVERSION
 absence of dialectical inuences
 naturalness of production
 absence of vocal and articulatory disorders including colds
Each member of the panel independently judged every speaker by listening carefully to the
tape through a head set Sennheiser HD SL and by evaluating his pronunciation using
the three criteria mentioned on a scale ranging from  to  Here  meant completely
unacceptable  acceptable and  excellent The  to  scale was chosen for being
the scale most commonly used in the Dutch school system The judges were additionally
requested to motivate their choice in a short phrase A print
out of the words was made
so that the judges would know in advance which word was next to come
After the judgements had been made the fteen best speakers out of the original
eighteen were selected as the actual participants of the experiment Each of them met
the following conditions	
 The average judgement averaged over the ve panel members for each of the three
criteria was  or more
 Every raw score ie the judgement for each criterion given by each judge was 
or more
Two of the original eighteen speakers were discarded because of their unnatural pronun

ciation of the words and one of the speakers was rejected because of his hoarse voice
 ADconversion
The speech data was read into a computer with a bit ADconverter at a sampling
frequency of 	 kHz which was downsampled to  kHz
As mentioned in section  the speech signal on the audiotapes had a signal
to
noise
ratio SNR of 
 dB The speech data was read into a digital computer VAX using
an analogue
to
digital AD converter with a quantisation resolution of  bits Three
low
order bits turned out to be unreliable Thus a noise
free resolution of maximally
nine bits could be obtained which corresponds to somewhat less than  dB according
to equation  in Rabiner  Schafer 	 Since it was not possible to achieve a
maximal dynamic range for each individual word stimulus it was too laborious to adjust
the amplier for each word and convert each word separately the SNR that was obtained
after AD
conversion may be realistically estimated at 
 dB
The speech data was digitised at a sampling frequency of  kHz Before conversion
the signal was ltered by an analogue th order low
pass lter having a cut
o frequency

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of  kHz Next it was downsampled to  kHz using a linear phase digital low
pass lter
with a cut
o frequency of  Hz This lter had been developed by the procedure LFI
from the ILS software package This lter achieves an attenuation of  dB at  kHz
In this way the frequency region between  and  kHz was optimally preserved The
frequency range between  and  kHz was not of particular interest for sonorant segments
these contain predominantly noise in this region but it was for s which is known to
have its major spectral peak between  and  kHz Minie 	
	 Segmentation
After ADconversion the words were excised from the word lists and stored into separ
ate les Each word was then segmented into phonemesized units the nucleus vowel
was additionally segmented into a steadystate part anked by transitions Segmentation
boundaries were derived from the sampled waveform itself the RMS intensity curve and
the four lowest formants as obtained from an LPC analysis Segment boundaries were
proposed by a DTWbased segmentation algorithm and if needed manually corrected A
rather strict segmentation protocol was used to carry out the labellings The resulting
segmentation was highly consistent as could be shown by ttests and Pearson correlation
coecients
	  Excision of words
After AD
conversion all words were stored in very large les Each of these les contained
the  words of a word list as read out by a speaker In this section we will briey describe
how each word was excised from its list le and stored in a separate le
An interactive programme called INTERSPLICE was used to splice the lists into words
and get rid of the intervening pauses It uses a set of macros written for the WENDY
speech editing system

INTERSPLICE takes as its input	 a a large le containing the
waveforms of the  words with intervening pauses and b an ASCII text le containing
the grapheme strings of the words in order of realisation INTERSPLICE scans the input
waveform le for pauses on the basis of a given amplitude threshold After scanning it
proposes boundaries for one word after another the user may adjust the boundaries and
then save the word under the name read from the ASCII
le The resulting word les
had names which corresponded to the following format	
 
We used a version of this software package kindly provided by Haskins Laboratories and adapted it
for our own purposes

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HHKINE
  
   replication number
 
  word

 speakers initials
For an exact chronological account of the processing stages it should be noted here
that the downsampling operation mentioned in section  took place not before but
directly after the words had been extracted from their list environment
After the  words of a list had been excised and downsampled the six ller words
were discarded from further use
	 Segmentation into phoneme and subphoneme units
The next subsections will be devoted to the segmentation of the words into smaller units
ie into consonants and vowels with a subdivision of the vowels into two transitions and
a steady
state We will discuss the method section  the criteria section 
and the results section  and  of this segmentation
 Method
Segmentation can be dened as the division of a speech wave into sound units with the
objective of obtaining a symbolic representation of a sequence of acoustic events Shoup
 Pfeifer 	 Strictly speaking only the division of speech into sound units can
be termed segmentation whereas the assignment of a symbolic representation to these
units is properly referred to as labelling But because of the close relationship between
the two segmentation is always performed with respect to a labelling concept both terms
segmentation and labelling are often used interchangeably as will be the case in this
thesis too
Three aspects of segmentation are of relevance and are treated below
 The size of the segments
 The acoustical information on which the segmentation is based
 The segmentation technique	 manual or automatic
 The size of the segments
Segmentation may be conducted at various levels rendering dierent types of segments
see for an overview Barry  Fourcin  We opted for the most common type of
segment	 the phone unit Moreover it was decided to split up the nucleus vowel into

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two transitions and a steady
state because a at an early stage of the research reported
here we wanted to compare the individual contributions of transitions and steady
states
to speaker specicity an idea that was abandoned later on and because b in view of
experiment  the most representative frame of a vowel is in our opinion to be found in
the middle of the vowels steady
state part see section  which presupposes that a
steady
state part has rst been identied The schematical segmentation of the words is
depicted in gure  The block structure above the segments may be viewed as a stylised
intensity curve C

V and V C

represent the transitions into and out of the nucleus vowel
C1 C1V V VC2 C2 C2 e e
Figure 		 The schematical segmentation of the C

V C

  words into consonants
and vowels The nucleus vowel V is subdivided into an ontransition CV  a
steadystate V  and an otransition V C	 A stylised intensity curve is imposed
on the segment symbols
Of course the discrete phoneme
like acoustic segments we are dening here dier
from production or perception units which show partial overlaps or may not have distinct
boundaries at all Fowler  Diehl  Therefore we follow OShaughnessy 
when he states	 Although we may mention "phoneme durations" it is of course the
time measure of acoustic segments that is the subject of this paper OShaughnessy
	
 The acoustical information on which the segmentation is based
The information that was used to conduct the segmentation included the speech wave

form the RMS intensity curve and the time track of the four lowest formants and
their bandwidths These formants were obtained from an asynchronous autocorrela

tion LPC
 analysis using a window length of  ms and a window shift of  ms The

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formant tracks were a valuable help particularly in segmenting vowel steady
states and
concatenations of vowels and nasals and vice versa and vowels and r and vice versa
Here the waveform and the intensity curve alone were often insucient to establish reli

able segment boundaries Finally all segmentation boundaries were auditorily evaluated
How these information sources were used to determine segment boundaries is explained
in greater detail in section 
	 The segmentation technique manual or automatic
Segmentation can be carried out manually and semi
automatically Automatical pro

cedures are faster and more consistent than manual approaches The best performances
for automatic segmentation are nowadays achieved by HMM
based algorithms although
the results are still far from optimal Brugnara Falavigna  Omologo  Fujiwara
Komori  Sugiyama  Furthermore automatic approaches hardly ever discrimin

ate between transitional and stationary vowel parts however cf Wagner  We
adopted a semi
automatic approach which consisted of three stages The rst realisa

tion of a word by a speaker was labelled by hand PROTOSEG whereas the other nine
replications were automatically labelled AUTOSEG by using the rst as a prototype Fi

nally the nine automatically labelled replications were manually checked and corrected
INTERSEG if the proposed segmentation did not meet the segmentation criteria to be
outlined in section 
PROTOSEG and INTERSEG used a set of macros written for the WENDY speech editing
system to enable the user to easily dene and correct segment labels AUTOSEG brought
the labelled rst replication of the word the prototype into time alignment with the
nine other replications and subsequently implanted the segment boundaries of the proto

type into these replications using the corresponding time alignment function To do so
AUTOSEG converted the LPC
 representation of the words see above under  stored as
reection coecients into a coding with  cepstrum coecients according to the con

version algorithm given in Markel  Gray 	 The time alignment was established
by Dynamic Time Warping DTW Sakoe  Chiba  Strik  Boves  The
slope constraint for the DTW
algorithm was xed at P    which made the alignment
rather versatile and yielded good labellings
 Criteria
The manual segmentation and the correction of automatically assigned labels that were
discussed in the previous subsection were conducted according to a rather strict seg

mentation protocol Six basic criteria were used which were then tailored into a more
rened set of rules for each segment type vowels nasals plosives fricatives It would
be beyond the scope of this thesis to go into these detailed segmentation prescriptions for
each segment type A few illustrations together with the set of basic criteria must suce
here The basic criteria will be given below in descending order of prominence ie the
rst criterion was the most important one but if it did not oer a clear clue as to where
a segment boundary had to be located then the next criterion was used and so on

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 The speech waveform	 used to detect pauses frication noises periodic speech por

tions
 Movements tracks of F

and F

	 used to detect transitions and steady
state vowel
parts and boundaries between nasals and vowels
 RMS intensity curve	 used to detect transition and steady
state vowel parts the
starting point of medial d and the end points of nasals s and r
 Movements tracks of F

and F

 used to detect boundaries between sonorant
segments
 Changes in the formant
bandwidth plot	 divergences convergences and discontinu

ities in formant tracks were used to detect boundaries of nasals and r
 The segmentation proposed by AUTOSEG
 Auditory feedback
The fact that auditory feedback is the last item of the list needs some explanation
All segment labels that were assigned using the other criteria were checked and if needed
corrected on the basis of auditory evaluation By the nal position of this criterium in
the list we merely intend to express that the placement of a segment boundary was based
on auditory information alone if segmentation was not possible on the basis of any of the
other criteria
A few examples will illustrate the segmentation protocol Figure  shows the
segmentation of the sixth replication of the word dak  by speaker IS The top panel
displays the rst four formants F
 
 the middle panel gives the intensity curve frame
numbers along the horizontal axis and the bottom panel displays the corresponding
waveform sample numbers along the horizontal axis The initial d can be labelled
solely on the basis of the waveform label DD The same holds for the vowel a as a
whole the next three labels until KK However the information of the movements of F

and F

is needed to select the transitional and the steady
state part of the a Further
also k can be labelled by the inspection of the waveform on itself Since schwa was not
relevant for our experiments the nal labels were drawn rather loosely
In case a word started with a voiceless plosive the length of the silent interval could
not be determined see for an example the initial p in gure  For this reason
word
initial voiceless plosives will not be included in the durational analyses carried out
in this study Figure  also shows that for this example the boundaries of the u
steady
state were based on intensity information the F
 
trace could not be used to nd
the transition between p and u as these formants were stable immediately after the
burst of p Finally the start position of the medial d was inferred from the intensity
curve as well It is marked by a twist in this curve
More dicult cases of segmentation will be encountered in the next subsection

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DD DA AA AK KK KEEE
Figure 	 Segmentation of the rst replication of the word dak  by speaker IS
The top panel range  kHz displays the rst four formants F
 
 the middle panel
gives the intensity curve frame numbers along the horizontal axis and the bottom
panel displays the corresponding waveform sample numbers along the horizontal
axis The label DD denotes d AA denotes the steadystate of a KK denotes
k and EE denotes schwa The labels inbetween denote transitions segments See
text for further details The double tic marks in the middle panel originate from a
bug in the plot routine

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Figure 	 Segmentation of the rst replication of the word pud  by speaker IS
See text for further details

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 Segmentation results experiment 
In this subsection we will discuss the consistency and the validity of the segmentations of
the data set of experiment 
All segmentations of experiment  were performed by myself To test segmentation
consistency the  words of the fth replication of speaker IS were resegmented over a
month later and the resulting segmental durations were compared to those obtained for the
rst segmentation For this comparison a Pearson correlation coecient was calculated
and since such a correlation is based on z
scores rather than on absolute values a t

test for matched pairs was conducted to reveal any dierences in absolute segmental
durations Since experiment  deals only with segments of phoneme size the nucleus
vowel was supposed to consist of the concatenation of its on
glide steady
state and o

glide Furthermore the segment boundaries of schwa which were irrelevant for our study
were not taken into account either Thus a total of  words   segmental durations
viz C

 V C

   segmental durations was compared A correlation coecient of 
p    was found whereas the concomitant t
test did not reveal a signicant dierence
in absolute segmental durations	 t

   p    These results were considered very
satisfactory
A consistent segmentation need not be a valid segmentation	 after all an invalid
segmentation can be carried out very consistently In practice invalid labellings are bound
to show up where the positioning of segment boundaries is troublesome on the basis of
the information sources used although admittedly easy segmentations may in theory
be just as invalid In the case of the present speech material diculties were encountered
if neither the waveform nor the F
 
trace nor the intensity curve criteria  see
section  rendered clear segmentation clues In such a case the other less valuable
criteria became decisive which no doubt led to more subjective judgements These
problematic cases were tabulated and counted Also here only units of phoneme length
were considered In total diculties were counted in  of the  words which amounts
to # The most problematic words were in descending order	 tur  tir  num 
mut  mik  Half of all the diculties appeared to be caused by r in tur  and
tir  An example is given in gure  where eventually the absence of the F


trace
was decisive for the labelling of r
Also the boundaries of nasal consonants could not easily be determined if u
followed as in num  and mut  This is illustrated by gure  where the end point
of initial m was determined solely on the basis of perceptual impression
Uncertainties in segment boundaries were more often encountered for the male
speakers than for the female speakers This may be a sex
related dierence but it may
as well be caused by the fact that our female speakers were all qualied speech therapists
and were hence trained to articulate precisely

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Figure 	 Segmentation of the tenth replication of the word tir  by speaker JK
The medial r caused diculties here and was segmented on the basis the F

trace
See text for further explanation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Figure 	 Segmentation of the rst replication of the word mut  by speaker HH
The second boundary of initial m was labelled solely on the basis of perceptual
impression See text for further explanation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 Segmentation results experiment 
The object of investigation for experiment  were the stationary segments of which the
middle frame was supposed to be a good representative see section  The stationary
segments in our speech data were	 mns and the vowel steady
states Hence the
segment boundaries for the vowel steady
state were more important than in experiment 
On the other hand these boundaries did not need to be very precise since only the middle
frame was of relevance
With fteen speakers participating the total amount of words that had to be seg

mented was  words   speakers   replications   This made automatic seg

mentation highly attractive The most obvious candidate for this task was the AUTOSEG
programme described in section  To get a rst impression of its performance
again the  words of speakers IS fth replication from experiment  were processed by
AUTOSEG The resulting segmental durations were compared to the durations that were
obtained after manual correction Since the vowel subportions transitions and steady

state were included this time a total of  words   segments   pairs of segmental
durations was evaluated A Pearson correlation coecient of r    p    was
found whereas a signicant dierence in absolute segmental durations was not observed
t

   p    This was regarded as a promising start Next a part of the
speech data of experiment  was processed by AUTOSEG All word realisations of four of
the speakers were automatically segmented and manually checked except the rst rep

lication of each word of a speaker which was already manually labelled and served as a
prototype for the automatic segmentation It was observed that the eight words that
contained two obstruent consonants like dak  dis  dup  pas  were segmen

ted nicely At least eight of all nine automatically segmented word
tokens of a speaker
were correctly segmented according to the criteria outlined in section  whereas the
spurious labels in the remaining word token covered the intended segment well enough to
render a representative middle frame Therefore it was decided to label the realisations
of the these eight words for the remaining eleven speakers automatically without further
visual inspection and correction
However for the remaining  words such an approach was not possible The test
with the four speakers revealed that less than eight of each set of nine automatically
processed words were correctly labelled These words all contained a nasal or an r
which caused segmentation diculties with the neighbouring vowel This is a nding that
shows a close resemblance to the observations for experiment  As a consequence the
realisations of these words by the other eleven speakers had to be visually inspected and
if necessary manually corrected after AUTOSEG had generated the initial segmentation
The automatic segmentations and manual corrections were carried out by myself
and a student assistant The assistant was instructed and trained to use the same criteria
as I did Dicult cases were discussed throughout the segmentation stage

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
 Spectral analysis
The segmental durations being available no further acoustic preprocessing was needed for
the data of experiment  For experiment  however a spectral analysis of the speech
data had to be carried out We selected two types of coding lterband energy levels and
LPCbased formant frequencies and bandwidths It was attempted to remove voice source
characteristics from the resulting spectra
The lterbank analysis comprised sixteen overlapping Barkscaled lterbands of which
the rst lterband was ignored  Hz normalisations for spectral tilt and for abso
lute energy levels were additionally applied For s the frequency range was covered by
 lterbands and no normalisation for spectral tilt was applied For the LPCanalysis
only the frequency values of the lower three formants and their bandwidths were considered
relevant
In this section we will as mentioned concentrate on the spectral analysis of the
data for experiment  We start o by describing a set of requirements that the spectral
analyses should full section  then we proceed with a description of the lterbank
analysis section  and we will elaborate on the LPC
based parameters that we used
section  Both types of analysis will be evaluated sections  and  with
respect to the analysis requirements formulated in 

  Requirements to be met
As was insisted in section  our aim in this thesis is not to obtain optimal speaker
classication performance Neither do we intend to replicate the auditory and perceptual
properties of the human hearing apparatus Our principal objective is to study speaker

specic aspects of the vocal tract and nasal cavity in the acoustic domain and to interpret
these if possible in an acoustic
phonetic frame of reference
On the basis of these notions the following set of requirements was formulated
 The spectral analysis should yield vocal tract information and abstract from voice
source characteristics Consequently a spectral slope tilt b the f


peak and
c the harmonic structure peaks of individual harmonics are components that
should be removed from the spectrum Beyond doubt it is impossible to com

pletely separate vocal tract information from voice source characteristics Both
information sources are so intricately entangled that any attempt to achieve a per

fect decomposition must founder Not only technical deciencies would make such
an attempt fail but also our lack of knowledge about the decomposition itself cf
Ananthapadmanabha  Fant  Cranen  Boves  Nonetheless there
are no methodological objections against attempts to lter out undesired spectral
components in the best possible manner if the shortcomings of the approach taken

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are well recognised In the next subsections the shortcomings of our choices will
therefore be pointed out
 The spectral analysis should yield a vector that can be interpreted in acoustic

phonetic terms More in particular the spectral coding must retain a clear relation

ship to the notions of formant peak positions and formant bandwidths so that the
speaker
specic characteristics found can be related to these concepts
 The resulting spectral vector should be surveyable and compact A great many
vector coecients thwart statistical processing and more annoyingly subsequent
interpretation
 Dierences in absolute intensity levels which may be caused by average mouth

microphone distance head movements intensity decreases and resets during read

ing and so on should be removed from the nal spectral representation
We decided to build our front
end according to two approaches	 a lterbank ana

lysis and b linear predictive coding LPC Both representations aim to furnish acoustical
parameters of production characteristics of the vocal tract In the lterbank approach we
represent the vocal tract transfer function as a set of lterband energy levels whereas in
the LPC
spectra this function is represented by the formants and bandwidths found by
a root
solving procedure We will elaborate on both types of analysis in sections 
and  respectively and evaluate how the four requirements given above were taken
into account in the specications of these analyses sections  and 

 Filterband energy levels

 Filterband composition
Acoustic preprocessing by means of lterbank analysis is not uncommon in studies of
speaker information in speech signals Wolf  Su Li  Fu  Ney  Suomi
 Bonastre Meloni  Langlais  However the implementation details of these
analyses vary widely
The lterbank that we used was constructed after Hermansky  be it only for
the part of the spectral analysis and the critical band resolution Hermansky 	
sections A and B the non
linear amplitude adjustments designed to account for the
frequency
dependent sensitivity of the human hearing system Hermansky 	

 sections C and D were not implemented in our lterbank analysis The incoming
speech signal was weighted by a Hamming window and transformed into the frequency
domain by a 
point Fast Fourier Transform FFT The window shift was xed at 
ms and the window length was  ms which amounts to  samples at a sampling rate
of  kHz The resulting FFT magnitude samples were then weighted and summed to
yield the actual lterbank analysis

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The most important specications in a lterbank analysis concern	 a the distri

bution of the centre
frequencies of the lters along the frequency axis and b the width
of the lterbands contiguous or overlapping Van Alphen 	 The lterbands in
Hermanskys and our own analysis are equally spaced along the Bark frequency axis The
centre
frequency of the rst lter is  Bark the centre
frequency of the second lter is
 Bark and so on To cover the entire frequency range up till  kHz  lterbands are
needed The lterbands have a at passband and a bandwidth of  Bark Although the
passbands are contiguous at the meeting points of their at roofs there is a consideral
overlap of the lterbands This overlap is specied by the band lter steepness given
by equation  in Hermansky 	 The centre
frequency and the bandwidths in
terms of upper and lower frequency of each band lter are shown in table 
Table 	 Frequency values in Hz for the lterbands specied as critical bands in
Hermansky 
 Apart from the centrefrequency of each Bark lterband
its lower and upper bandwidth frequency is given
Bark  Band frequencies
lterband centre lower upper
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
The Bark
scale is based on models of auditory speech processing A Bark cor

responds to the width of one critical band which is a unit of frequency resolution and
energy integration derived from psychophysical experiments Sene 	 Also the
smearing of the spectrum that is caused by the lterband overlap is a typical feature

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of the auditory system However as has been explained in the previous section 
our aim was not to imitate the auditory apparatus The reason why we nonetheless
opted for the Bark
scale was another It made it possible to reduce the number of vector
coecients requirement  on a reasonable basis This reasonable basis is given by the
close relationship between speech perception and speech production	 acoustic details that
cannot be captured by the human hearing system are not likely to be of signicance in
speech production Hence it is natural to give such details a corresponding weight in the
acoustical representation of the speech signal This consideration is properly accounted
for by a Bark
scaled frequency axis Also the smearing of the spectrum by the overlap of
lterbands is deliberately included in our set
up the reason being that it rather eectively
removes the harmonic structure from the spectrum requirement c
Other characteristics of the auditory system the non
linear distortions introduced
by equal loudness preemphasis and the intensity
loudness power law Hermansky
	
 were not included in our spectral analysis since they would not result
into a further fullment of our requirements On the contrary any type of pre
emphasis
in this stage of the spectral analysis including the FFT would interfere with or at best
would be corrected by the more rened type of pre
emphasis that we had in mind for the
removal of the spectral tilt

 Normalisation of spectral tilt
Spectral tilt is closely related to the abruptness of glottal closure It is therefore a voice
source characteristic that should be removed from the spectrum Several procedures may
be contrived to remove the spectral tilt from the lterbank spectrum One of the most
self
evident is to take the frequency derivative of the spectrum for example by computing
the so called Weighted Spectral Slope Metric Klatt 	 Van Alphen 	

In our case this metric would boil down to	
SB  LB   LB  
where SB is the slope and LB is the energy level of lterband B in a particular
frame We rejected this option for two reasons a The transformation SB lumps
the information of the neighbouring lterbands so that the contribution of individual
lterbands to speaker specicity is not recoverable b The frequency derivative of the
spectrum is a transformation of the original spectrum which gives formant slopes more
weight than formant peaks This would render an undesired bias in our experiment
since the speaker specicity of lterbands containing formant peaks versus the speaker
specicity of adjacent lterbands is one of the issues that we try to examine see question 
page  Therefore an alternative was developed
The spectral tilt was calculated by a rst order least squares approximation ie
regression and the spectral tilt found was then compensated for by lifting the spectrum
inversely Not all lterbands were used to compute the spectral tilt of a spectrum First
only the lterbands  entered the computation Further if the energy in a lterband

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was below a threshold level where only noise could be expected then this lterband was
excluded from the calculation of the spectral tilt As was discussed in section  the SNR
of the speech signal after AD
conversion was estimated at  dB which is roughly 
dB On this basis a signal containing Gaussian white noise at a level of     dB
 bit was generated and spectrally analysed by the lterbank  dB is the optimum
level to be achieved by using the  bits of our AD
converter The resulting lterband
energy levels established the threshold levels
It was found that only lterbands at the upper frequency end about  Bark and
higher were excluded from the computation of spectral tilt This was observed most
often for umn which have the steepest spectral tilt in our data For aiumn it was
also checked how often the spectral tilt was calculated over less than ten lterbands due
to the exclusion of below
threshold lterbands This was only encountered for mn
and for these in less than # of the cases which was not considered alarming
It must be noted that for s there was no normalisation for spectral tilt at all since
s is not generated by vocal excitation Any spectral tilt present in the frication source
of s was regarded as a vocal tract characteristic
SMOOTH_
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Figure 	
 Schematic overview of the lterbank analysis and the additional norm
alisations for spectral tilt and absolute energy level The lower part of the gure
shows the waveform the SMOOTHCBS spectrum and the normalised SMOOTH
CBS spectra respectively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
 Level normalisation
The energy levels in lterbands may still contain inter
 and intra
speaker variation due
to such uncontrolled factors as average mouth
microphone distance head movements
intensity decreases and resets during reading These variations in the lter output levels
were removed by calculating the total energy in a spectral frame and subtracting this
value from each individual lterband level in the frame Thus all spectra were scaled to
a mean of zero The total energy level in a spectral frame was obtained by adding the
energy levels of all lterbands For aiumn the lterbands   B   were used and
for s   B  
To conclude gure  gives a schematic overview of the lterbank analysis and the
additional normalisations

 Evaluation lterbank analysis
From now we will refer to the lterband spectra as SMOOTH
CBS spectra smoothed
critical band spectra because the lters are critical band lters which smooth the spectrum
by means of lter overlap Let us now return to the analysis requirements outlined in
section  and examine how well these requirements are met by the lterbank analysis
proposed
 Removal of voice source characteristics
a Spectral tilt which is mainly caused by glottal closure is dealt with by a rst
order least squares approximation section  On a Bark
scale this approxim

ation is fairly good but maybe not optimal On the other hand it is far better than
a general pre
emphasis that does not take into account the segment
 and speaker

dependent steepness of the spectral slope
b The variation in the rst band  Hz is related to the energy of the f



peak and consequently irrelevant for a vocal tract description Therefore the rst
lterband was excluded from further analysis All speakers in experiment  were
male speakers so it was not necessary to exclude lterband  as well
c Harmonic structure was removed by the overlap of lterbands but probably
not perfectly Consider gure  which depicts an example of a SMOOTH
CBS
spectrum for the vowel a It shows that the harmonic structure has been smeared
out fairly well apart from the second harmonic peaking at band  and  In
cases like these an f


correction as proposed by Van Alphen 	
 will not
improve much On the other hand it is certainly not self
evident to exclude band 
from further analysis as well like band  since it contains important vocal tract
information for imn viz F

 This is a clear case where vocal tract and voice
source information cannot be disentangled
 Perspicuous phonetic structure in terms of formant peaks and formant bandwidths

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The formant peaks and less straightforward their bandwidths can be estimated
from gure  F

is located at band  and F

at band 
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Figure 	 Example of a SMOOTHCBS lterband spectrum of the vowel a
It must be admitted that the resolution of the formant peaks is rather low due
to the limited number of band lters and their overlap However enhancing
the number of lters would bring us in conict with requirements c and  A
further disadvantage of the lterbank analysis is that formants that are located at
higher frequency positions such as F

and F

in u may fall within the same
lterband and cannot be resolved anymore This is a clear consequence of the
restricted number of lterbands and the use of the Bark
scale On the other hand
requirement  frustrates alternative attempts to use cepstral coecients which are
known to be relatively successful in speaker
recognition Atal  but cannot be
interpreted in a clear relation to formants
 A compact vector
Using the SMOOTH
CBS spectra we have warped the frequency axis into  coef

cients lterbands the rst of which has to be skipped A further reduction
is possible for the sonorants aiumn Since above  kHz little more than
instrumental noise can be expected the bands 
 were excluded from further
consideration as well cf gure  Thus for the sonorants only lterbands 

are necessary However for s the full range of bands must be taken into account

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 Absolute level normalisation
This was arranged by scaling each spectral frame to zero average as was explained
in section  The inuence of the factors mentioned in that section have been
removed by this operation

 LPCderived resonances
Apart from a lterbank analysis we also carried out an LPC
analysis We used the
pitch
asynchronous autocorrelation method to obtain our vocal tract parameters formant
frequencies and bandwidths The analysis was conducted with a Hamming window of
 ms and a frame shift of  ms as in the lterbank analysis Prior to the analysis of
each frame a pre
emphasis was applied the high
pass lter used was Hz   z
 

From the lter coecients that were thus obtained for each analysis frame formant
frequencies and bandwidths in Hz were computed by rootsolving routine RSO from
the ILS software package By an informal test it was deduced that given the signals
sampling rate  kHz the most consistent formant values were obtained if an analysis
order of M   was chosen and RSO was instructed to extract eight peaks By consistent
we mean that within a segment no or only a few frames missed formants and that the
formant traces found were steady within a segment Sometimes however less formants
were missed if RSO had to extract ten peaks instead of eight Output of the analyses were
eight spectral peaks per frame of which the rst three corresponded in general with
formants F
 
 For  vowel tokens of each of two speakers one token of each word the
LPC
spectra taken from the vowel middle frame were visually compared to corresponding
ninth order FFT
spectra in order to assess the quality of the LPC
spectra A close
match in the locations and bandwidths of F
 
was observed between the two types of
spectra
After a proper frame had been selected for each token of a segment the formant
frequencies and bandwidths were converted to Barks to keep them comparable with the
lterbank spectra This issue is dealt with in more detail in the section on frame selection

The pitch asynchronous autocorrelation method of LPC
analysis cannot be expected
to deliver very accurate bandwidths since the positioning of the analysis window is not
aligned with the start of a pitch period and the window comprises more than one pitch
period Bandwidth estimations that better represent vocal tract congurations can be
expected from a pitch synchronous LPC
analysis on the closed glottis interval using the
covariance method Pitch synchronous LPC
analyses based on the covariance method
were added at the very nal stage of the project to estimate the bandwidth values of
aiu to complement the bandwidth values obtained by the autocorrelation method To
this end the signals were downsampled to  kHz the analysis order was set to  the
window length was  samples pre
emphasis was  the Q
criterion for bandwidth values
was FB    the formant values were forced to remain within acceptable ranges for

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the vowel in question They were not further checked which is in contrast to the formant
values from the autocorrelation LPC mentioned above see section  The covariance
LPC for bandwidth values plays quite a subsidiary role in this thesis only in the nal
part of section  Thus if we speak in the following of the LPC
spectra we refer by
default to the pitch asynchronous autocorrelation method that was used to estimate the
formant frequencies

 Evaluation LPCanalysis
The LPC
based spectral analysis satises the requirements outlined in section  very
well but not perfectly
 Removal of voice source characteristics
a Spectral tilt is dealt with by a general pre
emphasis of  whereas the remaining
spectral tilt can be modelled by real poles Therefore the formant locations of F
 
given by the LPC
analysis are hardly aected by the spectral tilt
b and c If the second harmonic is relatively strong then it may be erroneously tted
as a formant if the LPC analysis order is high The analysis orderM   appeared
to be chosen suciently low to avoid such errors In the rare cases where erroneous
poles were tted eg for the second harmonic of a the check procedure to be
described in section  warranted that such errors were detected and removed
 Perspicuous phonetic structure in terms of formant peaks and formant bandwidths
The output of our LPC
analysis is given in terms of eight formant frequencies and
their corresponding bandwidths Of these only F
 
were relevant This matches
the demand of requirement  very well It must be admitted on the other hand
that the bandwidth estimation of an asynchronous LPC
analysis is not very accurate
and possibly contains a non
negligible voice source component
 A compact vector
Since a subset of three formants and their bandwidths establish the basis of our fur

ther analysis the resulting vector for each frame is suciently compact for feasible
statistical analysis and interpretation
 Absolute level normalisation
This requirement was most easily fullled as it bears only relevance for energy
levels which are not at issue here

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 Frame selection
Another topic that was only relevant for experiment  was the selection of a representative
spectral frame for each phoneme token We decided to select the middle frame of the
segments For the consonants mns this was the middle frame of the segment itself
and for the vowels aiu it was the middle frame of the steadystate As regards the
LPCbased spectral analysis too many invalid samples were found for ns so that only
aium were retained for the LPCanalysis
Three alternatives for the choice of a representative frame were evaluated	 F

 F

 F

of the segments middle frame the median values of F

 F

 F

 and the mean values of
F

 F

 F

averaged over all frames in the steady
state of the phoneme We preferred
to make the same choice for both the lterbank analysis and the LPC
analysis so that
the procedures for establishing speaker
specicity would be based on the same frames
for both types of spectral coding With this in mind the option of taking the mean was
rejected as will be briey explained Consider as an illustration gure  page 
It can be easily observed that F

is not resolved during the complete steady
state of
the u see the interrupted track of F

in u As a consequence the mean of F

would be calculated by partly using F


values This would lead to severe errors both
in the computation of mean F

as well as mean F

 for which a part of F

would be
used Of course an algorithmitic adjustment may be conceived to avoid this particular
miscalculation however more dicult cases can easily be imagined The median is far
less susceptible to such aws but an objection against it is that the resulting F

 F

and
F

do not need at all to represent an existing frame from the speech segment  which is
an argument that can additionally be put forward against the mean The statistic that
stands at least to the latter objection is the segments middle frame On the other hand
also the middle frame may be invalid because of for instance a missing formant
Hence a procedure was developed to check the formants F
 
in the middle frame
of a segment As a matter of fact this checking procedure was only performed for the
LPC
based spectral analysis Besides the checking procedure was only performed for the
formant frequencies not for their bandwidths The data was analysed for one speaker
after another Both the analyses with rootsolving for eight poles and with rootsolving for
ten poles were carried out see section  For each segment aiumns the formant
frequencies of F
 
from the middle frame of each realisation were plotted as vertical bars
on a linear frequency axis in Hz They were compared with values known from literature
and with the values from the nine other realisations of the same word by the same speaker
The best of the two alternative analyses eight or ten poles was selected Remaining
outliers were noted down and reviewed with the programme INTERSEG section 
which displayed among other things the formant traces and the segment labels of the
deviant word token If the middle frame of a phoneme steady
state was clearly an outlier
compared to neighbouring frames within the same segment a neighbouring frame was
selected to represent the segment In rare cases the proper formants could not be derived
from the formant track at all which was also noted down During the formant checking it

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Table 	 Number and percentage of words in which one or more deviant form
ants outliers were observed in the representative middle frame before and after
frame correction frame correction means that a deviant middle frame was replaced
by a neighbouring frame Values are given for aium as raw numbers and as
percentages In total 	 tokens of each vowel were checked and  tokens of m
Outliers a i u m total
Before frame n     
correction #     
After frame n     
correction #     
became apparent that n and s gave analysis results that were too often invalid Many
outliers could not be rectied in a satisfactory manner Especially n is notoriously
dicult for LPC
analysis due to anti
formants which cannot be tted by the all
pole
approach of the analysis In this respect n is known to be considerably worse than
m Vogten 	 For s it was found as can well be imagined that its
acoustic characteristics resist to be modelled in terms of formant poles and bandwidths
Therefore it was decided to exclude n and s from further processing as far as the
LPC analysis was concerned n and s were not problematic for the lterbank analysis
For the remaining segments aium a sucient number of valid frames was obtained
This is demonstrated by table  which shows the number and the percentage of words
containing outliers before and after the frame correction had taken place
The table points out that the i and u were the easiest segments for the LPC

analysis More diculties arose for a where the second harmonic was sometimes tted
as the rst formant and where F

and F

were not always clearly distinguished and for
m where F

was missed rather often in the words mik  and kim  probably due to
an antiformant overlapping the F


pole It can be inferred from the table that the total
percentage of outliers after frame correction is within reasonable limits
However to preclude that these remaining outliers would inuence the results of our
statistical analyses a precaution was taken The formant that caused a frame to be an
outlier was replaced by the overall mean value of that formant for the particular phoneme
Note that the other formants of the deviant frame remained unchanged$ The same was
done for the corresponding bandwidths We did not simply exclude these outliers from
further processing since this would bring along empty cells in the statistical design which
had far worse statistical implications than the substitution of this fairly small set of values
A further result of the frame correction was that the statistical analyses to be ex

plained hereafter section  were not conducted on exactly the same frames for both the
lterbank analysis and the LPC
based analysis With respect to the lterbank analysis

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the middle frames of the segments were used exclusively whereas a neighbouring frame
was selected for the LPC
analysis if the middle frame contained a deviant formant Thus
it can also be inferred from table  that # of the a frames diered for the two
types of spectral analysis # of the i frames # of the u frames and #
of the m frames
After the representative frames for the LPC
based spectral analysis had been selec

ted the corresponding formant frequencies were converted from Hertz into Bark
values
using the equation
b    lnf  %f

 &
 	

where f is the formant frequency in Hz and b the corresponding frequency in Bark
cf for this equation Hermansky 	 equation 
 Statistics
The resulting segmental durations experiment  and middle frame spectra experiment 
were subjected to basically two types of statistical analyses analysis of variance ANOVA
and linear discriminant analysis LDA The ANOVA enabled us to examine speaker spe
cicity and coarticulation by means of a score model The same score model could be used
for both the segmental durations and the spectral frames The LDA was particularly con
venient to relate speaker specicity to the contribution of specic lterbands or formants
It also furnished the opportunity to express speaker specicity as speaker classication per
centages This permits a view on speaker specicity from a more pragmatic perspective in
terms of identication percentages
From a statistical perspective the quintessence of examining speaker specicity is
to nd the proper ratio of inter and intra
speaker variance In an ANOVA approach
this amounts to dening a score model in which the relevant variance components are
accounted for In section  we will present a score model that is designed to cover
both speaker specicity in terms of interintra
speaker ratios and coarticulation in terms
of a contextual deviation from a xed reference The second statistical approach the
LDA which will be addressed in section  was used only for the spectral frames ie
for the data of experiment  We will give a brief description of LDA section 
and then elaborate on the way in which we interpreted the LDA results section 
  ANOVA score model
The essence of a score model is that it gives an explicit account of the factors that are
supposed to exert inuence on the value of a so called dependent variable cf eg Hays
	
 and Rietveld  Van Hout 	
 In our speech data the following

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factors are relevant	 phonemic context and speaker If we adhere for a moment to the
example of segmental durations we may observe	
d
Speaker IS
a in context dak
fth replication
  ms 
which leads to the following score model	
d
scr
  A
s
 C
c
 AC
sc
 
scr

In this model d denotes the dependent variable which is here duration The model
decomposes each segmental duration into the contribution of ve components
  equals the grand mean segment duration averaged over all phonemes in all phon

emic contexts spoken by all speaker in all replications
 A
s
is associated with the factor speaker and represents the contribution of the
average phoneme duration of speaker s
 Similarly C
c
context represents the contribution of the average duration of a
phoneme in a specic allophonic environment shortly	 the contribution of segment
c ie a phoneme in a specic context eg a in dak  or d in pud 
 AC
sc
is an interaction eect and reects the idiosyncratic behaviour of speaker s
when she pronounces segment c
 Finally 
scr
is the unexplained residual associated with the r
th replication for
speaker ss realisation of segment c
Obviously the term AC
sc
is the most interesting term for our objective to nd speaker
specicities in segment realisations
Returning to inter and intra
speaker variance we can now express inter
speaker
variance in segment c eg a in context dak  as
INTERc 

S
S
X
s
d
sc 
 d
 c 


  
S denotes the total number of speakers d
sc 
is given by
d
sc 


R
R
X
r
d
scr
ie the mean duration of segment c of speaker s averaged over all R   replications
d
scr
represents the raw scores Likewise d
 c 
is dened as
d
 c 


S
S
X
s

R
R
X
r
d
scr

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which denotes that d
 c 
is the overall mean duration of segment c averaged over all S speak

ers and all R replications Thus INTERc quanties the variability between speakers in
their realisations of segment c Similarly INTRAc for segment c is expressed as
INTRAc 

S
S
X
s

R
R
X
r
d
scr
 d
sc 


  
INTRAc then quanties the variability within the ten replications of segment c
spoken by each speaker s This makes the ratio INTERcINTRAc a reasonable meas

ure for the amount of speaker
specicity in segment c In this thesis we will refer to
this ratio as SSI Speaker Specicity Index As a matter of fact it is a rather straight

forward operationalisation of our concept of speaker specicity expressed in equation 
section  page 
SSIc 
INTERc
INTRAc

It is tempting and clarifying to compare our INTERINTRA ratio with other meas
ures inspired by ANOVA models A relatively popular alternative is the F ratio used
by eg Pruzansky  Mathews  Wolf 
 Nolan 	 Paliwal 
In fact applied to each segment c the analysis boils down to a oneway analysis of
variance containing only the factor Speaker It can be shown that in such an ANOVA
the F ratio can be expressed as
F 
MSinter   speaker
MSintra  speaker

P
S
s 
Rd
sc
  d
c


df
 
P
S
s 
P
R
r 
d
scr
  d
sc


df


with df
 
 S   and df

 S R S in our experimental setting MS refers to Mean
Square By substitution of equations  and 	 into  we arrive at
F 
df

df
 

INTERc
INTRAc

df

df
 
 SSIc 
This means that the INTERINTRAratios that will be presented for experiment 
can be converted into common F ratios by a multiplication by    
and the INTERINTRAratios in experiment  by a multiplication by about 
         The distinction between SSI and the F ratio is that SSI
is a pure measure of the ratio of inter and intraspeaker variance whereas F is a
measure for the statistical reliability of SSI This is demonstrated by the fact that
SSI is independent of the number of replications R while F is not
It can further be shown that in terms of estimated variance components


s




INTERc
INTRAc
 
df
 
df

 SSIc 
df
 
df

 

which means that another estimator for speakerspecicity ie 

s



 may be ob
tained by subtracting  experiment  or approximately  experiment  from
the presented INTERcINTRAc scores
The merit of our INTERINTRA
ratio is in particular that it permits us to normalise
for overall speaker characteristics in which we are not interested This can be achieved
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by an extension of INTERc to
INTERc 

S
S
X
s
d
sc 
 d
 c 
 d
s  
 d
   


  
where d
s  
denotes the mean segment duration for speaker s dened as
d
s  


C
C
X
c

R
R
X
r
d
scr
which can be interpreted as an approximation of the average speech tempo of speaker s
in this equation d
   
is the overall segment duration 
Coarticulation can be expressed by the presented score model too Coarticulation
may be interpreted as a context
dependent deviation from a xed reference eg the
phoneme centroid In the score model the coarticulation in a specic segment c in
replication r as realised by speaker s is given by
COART s c r 

I
I
X
i
d
scr
i d
s  
i

 
in which i denotes the index of the spectral coecient ie lterband or formant For
the computation of coarticulation we will restrict the model dened in equation  to
the level of individual phonemes So with this in mind COART s c r as expressed in
equation  has to be interpreted as the squared dierence between a raw spectral data
point and a phoneme centroid that is speaker
dependent a speaker
universal reference
of coarticulation is hard to imagine Of course a reference diering from the phoneme
centroid may be considered and is in fact required see section  but this brings us bey

ond the statistical framework of an ANOVA score model The overall coarticulation in a
particular segment c can be calculated by simple averaging over speakers and replications
COART c 

S
S
X
s

R
R
X
r
COART s c r  
It will be obvious that equations  and  can be used to quantify coarticulation both
in the durational experiment  and in the spectral domain experiment  How this
can be done will be shown in chapters  and  respectively
Up to now we have not debated the contributions of individual spectral coecients
to speaker specicity We have only averaged over them One way to study these con

tributions out is to carry out separate ANOVAs for each individual coecient From a
statistical stance a far more elegant approach however is to treat the data simultan

eously which can be realised by a multi
variate analysis MANOVA A MANOVA tech

nique that appears to be particularly convenient for our purposes is linear discriminant
analysis which will be the topic of the next subsection

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 Linear discriminant analysis LDA
 Description of LDA
LDA is a statistical technique that is typically suited for multidimensional data sets
This in fact makes it valuable only for the spectral data of experiment  where the
dependent variables are a set of lterband levels or formant values See for introductory
texts on LDA Klecka  and Stevens 	
 LDA is called discriminant
analysis since it gives the opportunity to predene groups in our experiment the fteen
speakers between which the analysis has to discriminate in an optimal manner
A rst essential property of LDA is that it reorganises the original p
dimensional
space x
i
the spectral coecients into a new set of uncorrelated dimensions z
i
in such
a way that the rst of the new dimensions explains most of the group variance speaker
variance and so on till the last dimension which explains the least group variance
These new dimensions are called functions Technically their rank order is specied
by a maximisation of the ratio of the between and the within sum of squares and cross

products matrices which as a matter of fact is comparable to our INTERINTRA
ratio
This is generally expressed in terms of Wilks Lambda ' which is in turn inversely
related to the well
known F 
ratio in ANOVA Thus the rst function is in our case the
most relevant for speaker specicity whereas the last functions are less important and
possibly even completely irrelevant
This leads us to a second important aspect of LDA	 reduction of dimensionality The
speaker specicity in the segments can now be described by a reduced set of functions
instead of by the larger set of original dimensions These original variables are also
termed predictors
Very interesting here and this brings us to a third feature of LDA is how these new
functions are related to the original dimensions Here it becomes clear why the analysis is
called linear The new functions can be rewritten as linear combinations of the original
predictors So for the rst function we may write	
z

 a

x

 a

x

     a
p
x
p
  
In this linear equation a weight denoted by a
ij
is attached to each predictor This
weight determines the contribution of the original predictor to the discrimination function
The weights a
ij
are generally computed for data converted into z
scores and therefore
referred to as standardised discriminant function coecients SDFCs In the framework
of experiment  this implies that the SDFCs can be used to estimate the contribution of
the individual spectral coecients to speaker specicity
A fourth and nal aspect of LDA that deserves attention here is its classifying power
Once the new dimensions functions have been arranged these functions can be used to
classify groups speakers A territorial map is created based on the speakers centroids in
which a territory around the centroid of each speaker is dened Thus it can be counted
how many data
points of a speaker fall within his own territory This can be expressed

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Table 	 The Np ratio as a measure for the reliability of LDA The Np ratio
for each vowel and each consonant is given for several analysis conditions The
ratio is shown if averages are taken over the contexts eight for vowels and six for
consonants and if the data are split up for individual contexts
Averaged over contexts Individual contexts
Filterband  Formant F
 
Filterband  Formant F
 
Vowel            
Consonant            
as a percentage of correct classication The classication can be carried out in a setting
in which test and training data are identical and alternatively in a setting where these
data sets dier The last setting of course more closely resembles realistic situations in
which speaker recognition is applied
 Interpretation of LDA
In this section we delve into three practical questions that concern the interpretation of
the LDA analysis results for our data We will discuss  the reliability of LDAs  the
number of discriminant functions to concern  the importance of individual spectral
coecients to speaker specicity
 The reliability of LDAs
Reliable results in a statistical analysis are obtained if the sample that constitutes the
experimental data is suciently large to represent the entire population According to a
rule of thumb given by Stevens 	 the ratio of N total sample size  p number
of variables should be larger than  if the LDA is to render reliable results In our
experiment we have fteen speakers and ten replications The number of variables for
the lterbands  amounts to  and for the formant values F
 
to  Table  shows
the resulting Np ratios for a relevant set of analysis conditions The contexts for the
vowels are specied by the eight consonants which gives eight contexts and the contexts
for the consonants are specied by the three vowels which may occur to the left and to
right of a consonant which amounts to six contexts
The table demonstrates that the results of our LDAs are all reliable according to
Stevens standard Np   except if the LDA is conducted for individual contexts on
lterband data Np   These LDA are therefore not conducted on our data
 Number of functions
The number of functions that is generated by an LDA is limited to a clear maximum
The maximum number of functions that can be obtained is the minimum of the number
of groups G minus  and the number of input variables p predictors	 minG   p

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Fifteen groups speakers were involved in the experiment This implies for the formant
analysis p   that the maximum number of functions is  and for the lterband
analysis p   that it is  For the latter case it would be overdone to consider
all fourteen functions since the last functions are bound to be irrelevant Therefore a
criterion is needed to decide how many functions are still relevant Rietveld  Van Hout
	
 present a set of such criteria Instead of listing these we conne ourselves
to the statement that we opted to retain the functions that together account for ##
of the variance It turned out that in general four functions suced to meet the criterion
as is shown in section 
 Contribution of individual spectral coecients
One of the most complicated and debated issues in LDA is how to asses the contribution
of the individual variables predictors to the discriminant functions For us this topic is
relevant since we are interested in the contribution of each lterband and formant to
the speaker specicity of a phoneme We have already seen in section  that the
function coecients SDFCs reect the importance of the predictors It can however
be questioned whether the SDFCs are the most suitable indices in this matter Klecka
	
 and Huberty 	 argue that the SDFCs constitute a rather imprecise
measure for the importance of a variable since they may easily be aected by variable
collinearity
Quite a variety of other measures has been suggested We mention the within
groups
structure coecients SCs eg Klecka  the F
to
remove statistic Huberty 
the Urbakh
index u Huberty  Thomas  and the discriminant ratio coecients
DRCs Thomas  The SC is derived by multiplying and summing the SDFCs
by the pooled within
groups correlation coecients see Klecka 	 for the exact
formula Hence the SC is not aected by the drawbacks of SDFCs mentioned before
DRCs parallel form are obtained by a multiplication of an SC by its corresponding
SDFC The advantage of DRCs is that they add up to  for each function summation
over the predictors which as claimed by Thomas  can be interpreted that each
DRC is a percentual measure of the importance of the associated predictor The salient
disadvantage is that the DRCs drag in the Trojan horse the SDFCs again On the other
hand intercorrelations with other variables can be traced by computing the total DRC
as well These total DRCs however can only be derived from the SPSSx
output in a very
indirect manner As a matter of fact the same holds for the u
index and the F
to
remove
statistic This leaves only the SCs as a reasonable alternative The SCs can directly be
read from the SPSSx
output and are not aected by relationships with other variables
 Summary
In conclusion we will summarise this chapter by giving a concatenation of the overviews
with which the individual sections started
The data sets used in the two experiments each consisted of 
 C

V C

  mainly

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pseudowords spoken in isolation The three nucleus vowels used were aiu and the
eight consonants which appeared once as C

and once as C

 were ptkdsmnr The

 words were printed in a random order on ten 	word word lists All ten word lists were
read out by each speaker in one recording session The initial three words served as llers
as did the nal three In this way 
 words   repetitions  target 
 words were
obtained for every speaker This amounts to a total of 
 word tokens for experiment 
ten speakers and 	 word tokens for experiment  fteen speakers
In experiment  ve male and ve female speakers aged between 	 and  years
participated They were all native speakers of Dutch and showed no marked deviations
from Standard Dutch in their stimulus productions They were not paid for their services
In experiment  fteen male speakers aged between  and 	 years participated
They were selected from a larger group by a panel of speech therapists which screened and
approved them with respect to  pronunciation of Standard Dutch  naturalness of
production and 	 absence of voice and articulation disorders Also these fteen speakers
were native speakers of Dutch They were rewarded with   for their participation
The speech data was read into a computer with a bit ADconverter at a sampling
frequency of 	 kHz which was downsampled to  kHz After ADconversion the words
were excised from the word lists and stored into separate les Each word was then seg
mented into phonemesized units the nucleus vowel was additionally segmented into a
steadystate part anked by transitions Segmentation boundaries were derived from the
sampled waveform itself the RMS intensity curve and the four lowest formants as obtained
from an LPC analysis Segment boundaries were proposed by a DTWbased segment
ation algorithm and if needed manually corrected A rather strict segmentation protocol
was used to carry out the labellings The resulting segmentation was highly consistent as
could be shown by ttests and Pearson correlation coecients
The segmental durations being available no further acoustic preprocessing was
needed for the data of experiment  For experiment  however a spectral analysis of
the speech data had to be carried out We selected two types of coding lterband energy
levels and LPCbased formant frequencies and bandwidths It was attempted to remove
voice source characteristics from the resulting spectra
The lterbank analysis comprised sixteen overlapping Barkscaled lterbands of which
the rst lterband  Hz was ignored normalisations for spectral tilt and for abso
lute energy levels were additionally applied For s the frequency range was covered by
 lterbands and no normalisation for spectral tilt was applied For the LPCanalysis
only the frequency values of the lower three formants and their bandwidths were considered
relevant
Another topic that was only relevant for experiment  was the selection of a repres
entative spectral frame for each phoneme token We decided to select the middle frame
of the segments For the consonants mns this was the middle frame of the segment
itself and for the vowels aiu it was the middle frame of the steadystate As regards
the LPCbased spectral analysis too many invalid samples were found for ns so that

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only aium were retained for the LPCanalysis
The resulting segmental durations experiment  and middle frame spectra exper
iment  were subjected to basically two types of statistical analyses analysis of variance
ANOVA and linear discriminant analysis LDA The ANOVA enabled us to examine
speaker specicity and coarticulation by means of a score model The same score model
could be used for both the segmental durations and the spectral frames The LDA was par
ticularly convenient to relate speaker specicity to the contribution of specic lterbands or
formants It also furnished the opportunity to express speaker specicity as speaker clas
sication percentages This permits a view on speaker specicity from a more pragmatic
perspective in terms of identication percentages
A schematic overview of the processing stages is depicted in the block diagram of
gure  It shows the order in which the data of experiment  and experiment  were
processed	 from the collection of speech material and speakers down to the statistical
analyses

 SUMMARY
speakers
exp. 1:
5 males
5 females
exp. 2:
15 males
24 isolated words
/CVC+schwa/
V = /a,i,u/
C = /p,t,k,d,s,m,n,r/
recordings
AD-conversion
12-bit, 32 kHz
word extraction
downsampling to 16 kHz
segmentation into (sub-)phoneme segments
filterbank
analysis
B2-16
LPC-analysis
F1-F3
frame selection
statistics: ANOVA and LDA
exp.1 exp.2
Figure 	 A block diagram displaying the processing stages of the two experiments

Chapter 
Speaker variability in phoneme
durations
 
Abstract
In this chapter we report on the speaker variability found in the phoneme
durations yielded by experiment  We found that the segmentrelated
factors vowelidentity phonemic context brought about much larger
variations in the durations of aiu than the speakerrelated factors
It was further observed that the durations of the vowels especially of
the long vowels were more speakerspecic than those of the consonants
This dierence could largely be attributed to idiosyncrasies in speaking
rates Similar ndings were obtained for logarithmically scaled durations
 
Sections 	 and 		 of this chapter contain durational analyses that were published earlier in a more
concise form in Van den Heuvel Rietveld  Cranen  Sections 	 Segmental durations were
recomputed to make them uniform to the phoneme durations used for the analyses on temponormalised
and logarithmic durations presented in section 	 of this chapter This recomputation means that
instead of the label length of a phoneme the dierence of the start positions of two adjacent phonemes
was taken as the phoneme length Wordmedial r was included in the analysis wordinitial ptk
were excluded from the analysis
Section 	 contains durational analyses that were published earlier in Van den Heuvel Cranen 
Rietveld  The results presented as so called RSSscores in the latter paper are recalculated for this
chapter in terms of SSIscores that are based on the ANOVA score model introduced in section 

 INTRODUCTION
 Introduction
In the present chapter we will study durational speaker variability from a general perspect

ive More in specic a we will examine the amount of speaker variability as compared
to the amount of linguistic variability in the segmental durations b an attempt will be
made to establish a ranking of the segments according to their speaker specicity and
c the eect of speech tempo on speaker specicity will be explored
We recall that two sources of variation contribute to speaker variability	 the inter

and intra
speaker variation Inter
 or between
speaker variation is found when several
speakers speak the same utterance in the same paralinguistic context intra
 or within

speaker variation is observed when a single speaker repeats the same utterance several
times in the same paralinguistic context Inter
speaker variability has been shown to
aect vowel production in a non
trivial way for recent examples in production see Perkell
 Matthies  Johnson Ladefoged  Lindau  At present not much is known
about speaker variability in segmental durations A tentative move was made by Campbell
 whereas more purposive studies were carried out by OShaughnessy  and
Bartkova 
Because of this void we studied durational speaker variability in a fairly simple set
of speech data in which the segmental durations could be assumed to be aected by only
a very limited set of factors The data used are the segmental durations of experiment 
This experiment has been described in detail in chapter  Here it must suce to note
that the segmental durations were measured in  C

V C

 
words which were read out
ten times in isolation by ve male and ve female speakers The vowels involved were
aiu and the consonants were ptkdsmnr The consonants appeared both in C



position and in C


position Since of the word
initial voiceless plosives the silent interval
could not be measured word
initial ptk were excluded from the analyses Only the
C

V C


part of the words was the object of our analyses In this part two linguistic
factors are relevant	 intrinsic phoneme duration and phonetic context Any variation
that can be associated with these factors will from now be denoted as segment
related
or segment
bound whereas variation due to dierences in speaker behaviour will be
termed speaker
specic speaker
dependent or speaker
idiosyncratic
In this data set speaker
idiosyncratic behaviour may result from two sources which
are of a quite dierent nature	  speaker
specicity may be generated already at the
suprasegmental level in terms of individual speaking rates and  it may be introduced
at the segmental level by intrinsic phoneme length and contextual allophonic adjust

ments of this length In this chapter we will attempt to disentangle the eects of the two
sources by using our score model approach see section  The speech tempo that we
refer to in this chapter obviously is not the speech tempo encountered in full sentences
but in the isolated words recorded in this experiment and is associated with a speakers
average duration of a phoneme in the words that she spoke

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Three analyses were conducted on the data set aiming to nd answers to the follow

ing questions	
  What is the average phoneme length  Section 
 What are the contextual eects on vowel durations  Section 
 What is the proportion of the speaker
related variability as compared to the two
types of segment
related variability in the vowel durations	 average phoneme
duration and phonetic context  Section 
 Which segments vowels as well as consonants were realised in a more speaker

specic way than others  Section 
 What is the eect of individual speech tempo on the speaker specicity of segmental
durations  Section 
Other issues pertaining to the speaker variability in contextual eects will be ad

dressed in chapter 
All analyses presented below were carried out on pooled male and female speech
data In addition separate analyses on male and female data were conducted Results
from the latter analyses will only be reported when they point to relevant dierences
between the two sexes The durations of word
initial ptk were excluded from the
analyses
 General description of the data
In this section a general description of the data of experiment  will be given We start o
by presenting the average phoneme durations and the corresponding standard deviations
section  Then we will investigate the contextual inuences on vowel durations
section  Finally the contributions of speaker
related and segment
related variances
in the vowel durations are compared in terms of the strengths of the corresponding eects
section 
  Average phoneme durations
Table  shows the mean phoneme durations and the corresponding standard deviations
observed for the segmental durations of the male and the female speakers separately
Additionally means and standard deviations pooled over the sexes are listed To enable
a somewhat clearer overview the data for the pooled durations are also displayed in
gure 
A number of observations can be made from the table and the gure

 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
Table  Mean segmental durations and corresponding standard deviations for the
ve male and ve female speakers Separate entries are given for C

and C

 Values
are in ms N   speakers    contexts    replications   for vowels N 
 speakers    contexts    replications   for consonants both in C

position
and in C

position The values for the pooled sexes are listed in the nal column
Male Female Male  Female
M SD M SD M SD
a V      
i V      
u V      
p C

     
C

     
t C

     
C

     
k C

     
C

     
d C

     
C

     
s C

     
C

     
m C

     
C

     
n C

     
C

     
r C

     
C

     
 The female speakers produced longer segment durations than the male speakers
This can possibly be explained as a matter of profession We recall that the female
speakers were all speech therapists trained to adopt a careful pronunciation
 r was much longer in C


position than in C


position An explanation for this
nding is that word
initial r was often realised as % r& ie with a preceding voice
bar This phenomenon is probably characteristic for this type of speech production
isolated words and will less likely show up in the production of continuous speech
 As for the vowels a had by far the longest mean duration and the smallest stand

ard deviation The former is a consequence of the fact that a is a long vowel in
Dutch whereas i and u are short while the latter nding is caused by the ex

tensive lengthening of i and u by postvocalic r see Nooteboom  Slis 
Mees  Collins  and section  We will return to this topic in the next

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Duration (ms)
Phoneme
/a/ /i/ /u/ /p/ /t/ /k/ /d/ /s/ /m/ /n/ /r/
300
200
100
0
Figure  Mean segmental durations and corresponding standard deviations for
the pooled male and female speakers The mean duration of a phoneme is given by
the middle of each vertical line segment The length of the vertical line segments
equals two standard deviations For the consonants separate entries are given for
C

left and C

right For ptk only C

durations are presented
subsection
 For word
initial dr we observed larger standard deviations than for their word

medial counterparts This observation can be explained by the occasional presence
of a voice bar for dr in C


position whereas word
medially such a voice bar is
always present for d and always absent for r
 Also for word
initial smn we observed larger standard deviations than for their
word
medial counterparts but to a less extent than for dr For smn this
nding cannot be readily understood
 Contextual inuences on vowel durations
A part of the variability in the phoneme durations can be attributed to dierences in
phonetic environment The durations of in particular vowels are known to be considerably
aected by postvocalic consonants Umeda  Crystal  House a Van Santen

 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
 Therefore we submitted the vowel durations to an analysis of variance ANOVA
in which three main sources of variance factors were distinguished
 Vowel identity three levels	 aiu
 Context eight levels since every vowel in the word list was surrounded by eight
dierent consonant combinations
 Speaker ten levels	 ve male and ve female speakers
The factors Context and Speaker were crossed Context was nested under Vowel
Vowel and Context were considered xed factors whereas Speaker was considered a random
factor The exact ANOVA analysis results will be presented in the next subsection For
now we concentrate on the contextual eects
A Tukey HSD post
hoc comparison     was conducted in order to examine
which subsets of compatibly long vowel allophones could be determined As a result
contexts that are characterised by a signicant dierence in their vowel durations fall into
dierent subsets Table  shows the outcomes of this analysis for the pooled data The
analyses for male and female data separately yielded similar results and will therefore
not be presented here
The table shows rst that there is a marked boundary between short and long
vowels	 the short vowels i and u are clearly separated from the long vowels a and
iu followed by r The short vowels are clustered in subsets 
 and the long vowels
in subsets 

Second for all vowels aiu the allophones with ensuing r are the longest ones	
in tir  and tur  %i& and %u& are signicantly longer than in all other words with i and
u in nar  %a& is signicantly longer than in all other words containing a except
rad  This endorses the ndings for Dutch reported by Nooteboom  Slis  and
Mees  Collins 
Third a lengthening eect of prevocalic r is also present This eect is smaller
than the eect of postvocalic r but nonetheless signicant Vowel %i& from rim  is
signicantly longer than every other allophone of i except in tir  The same is true
for u in rus  with the exception of tur  and num  Finally %a& from rad  is
signicantly longer than any other allophone of a except that of nar 
It seems improbable that this lengthening has to be attributed to the inuence of
the postvocalic consonant The postvocalic consonants in rim  rus  and rad  ie
msd do not bring about a substantial lengthening in other vowels The only exception
could be m in num  where the length of u does not signicantly dier from %i& in
rim  and %u& in rus  cf subset  But also for this single exception it has to be
kept in mind that the dierence in vowel length between rus  and num  is still
    ms To my knowledge this lengthening eect was never reported earlier
for Dutch For German a suggestion in this direction is made by Maack 	f

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Table 	 Subsets of vowel allophones not diering signicantly in duration accord
ing to a Tukey HSD posthoc comparison    HSD  
 In the left
column the mean durations of the nucleus vowels are given in ms N   speakers
   replications   In the subset columns each vowel is shown with both its
adjacent consonants Consonantal contexts with r are marked by a bold letter
font see text
Vowel Subset
Dur       
 mik
 duk
 pip pip
 sup sup
 mut mut
 kun kun
 kin kin
 pud pud
 dis dis
 nit nit
 sid sid
 num num
 rim
 rus
 kap
 mat mat
 pas pas
 dak dak
 sam
 tir
 tur
 tan
 rad
 nar

 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
In conclusion a signicant vowel lengthening eect is present in the case of both
postvocalic and prevocalic r the latter eect however is less established than the
former
The eect of consonantal context on vowel durations can be interpreted in terms of
temporal coarticulation This approach will be elaborated upon in chapter  where also
the speaker
dependencies of this type of coarticulation will be evaluated
 Segment and speakerrelated variability in vowel dura
tions
Before we turn to the degree of speaker specicity in the durations of individual segments
section  it is instructive to bring the variability in vowel durations that is brought
about by speaker
idiosyncratic behaviour into a proper perspective To this end the
results of the ANOVA outlined in the previous subsection  will now be presented
As mentioned three main sources of variance were distinguished	 Vowel identity Context
and Speaker
Table  lists the results for the ANOVA on the data pooled over the sexes All three
main factors together with their interactions proved to be highly signicant p   
Table  Degrees of freedom F ratios and 

values for the three factors Vowel V
Context C and Speaker S and their interactions All factors and interactions
were signicant at the  level
Factor df

 df

F 	

V    
C    
S    
VxS    
CxS    
To determine the strength of association for each factor we applied the correlation
ratio 	

 using the formula	
	

 SS
factor
SS
total
 
In Table  the 	

values for all three factors and their interactions are also shown
Quite similar results were obtained for the ANOVAs carried out on male and female data
separately
The 	

values from table  indicate that the eects of both segment
related factors
on vowel durations are irrefutably stronger than those of the speaker
related factors which

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corroborates ndings of Clark  Palethorpe  Of both segment
bound factors the
intrinsic vowel duration is of greater inuence than the phonetic environment This is
in line with ndings of Nooteboom  for Dutch and Crystal  House a for
American
English A look at gure  and table  makes clear that the largest contri

bution to the variation in intrinsic vowel length was made by the opposition between the
long vowel a and the short vowels iu
Let us conclude these observations by taking a closer look at the speaker
related
variance sources in table  The main factor Speaker which can be associated more
or less with individual speaking rate seems to be about ve times stronger than the
interaction eects VxS and CxS respectively This suggests that speakers dier more in the
suprasegmental determinant of vowel durations ie speech tempo than in the segmental
determinants of vowel durations This issue will be further addressed in section 
 Speaker specicity in segmental durations
  Aim and method
Table  demonstrates a signicant interaction between the factors Speaker and Context
This signies that the amount of speaker variability in the vocalic durations depends on
the consonantal environment
To pursue this further we attempted to quantify the speaker specicity in the dur

ations of the individual segments To this end we employed the ANOVA score model the
details of which were unfolded in section  By using this model we can express the
speaker specicity of a phoneme in a context c shortly SSIc as a ratio of inter
speaker
variance INTERc and intra
speaker variance INTRAc For the present analysis we
used equation  see page  for the computation of INTERc and equation  see
page  for the computation of INTRAc Accordingly we obtain the following equation
for SSIc
SSIc 
INTERc
INTRAc


S
P
S
s
d
sc 
 d
 c 



S
P
S
s

R
P
R
r
d
scr
 d
sc 


  
In the part decribing INTERc no normalisation for individual speech tempo is performed
this will be reconsidered in section  This implies that the SSI
values for speaker
specicity given in this section also include a component related to individual speaking
rate
Since it can well be argued that durational eects are of a multiplicative rather than
additive nature Klatt  Van Santen  we will as well comment on analyses that
we carried out on logarithmic durations In these analyses each raw phoneme duration
d
scr
was replaced by logd
scr

We will concentrate on three questions

 SPEAKER SPECIFICITY IN SEGMENTAL DURATIONS
 Is inter
speaker variance in general larger than intra
speaker variance In other
words are segment durations realised in an idiosyncratic manner
 Can we establish a phoneme ranking based on speaker specicity in segmental dur

ations
 What are the underlying phonetic characteristics of the most speaker
specic seg

ments on the one hand and the least speaker
specic segments on the other
The results of the analysis are given below they will be discussed in section 
As was shown in section  SSI
scores can easily be converted to F 
ratios F 
df

df

 SSI For the present analyses we have to do with  speakers and  replications
which makes df

  and df

  from which follows F   SSI Departing from
 analyses and using Bonferronis rule we set the signicance level at p    
  which corresponds to a critical F 
ratio of F

   This implies that all
SSI
scores higher than  presented hereafter can be regarded as signicant at p   
 Results
The results of the analysis are displayed in table  and gure  Table  lists
the  segments that were realised most speaker
specically in their durations and the
 segments that were realised least speaker
specically The analysis on logarithmic
durations yielded similar results and will not further be discussed here Logarithmic
durations will be addressed more in specic in section 
A rst observation pertains to the ratio of inter
 and intra
speaker variance If the
inter
speaker variance is larger than the intra
speaker variance then the corresponding
SSI is larger than  From table  it can be induced that this is true for  out of
the  segments This signies that the durations of most segments are realised in an
idiosyncratic manner
Both table  and gure  demonstrate that the longest segments ie the vowels
cf gure  and among the vowels the longest ones were realised as most idiosyncratic
This is evident from the mean SSI
values in gure  but more markedly from the list
of rank orders given in table  which shows that nine of the ten most speaker
specic
segments were vowels all of which were long ie a or iu followed by r The
phoneme that was least speaker
specic appeared to be r Of the consonants n in
C


position and ts were most speaker
specic
For male and female speakers no signicant dierence between mean SSI
values was
found A t
test for matched pairs performed for the SSI
values of the  segments yielded
a t

of 
 p    the compared mean SSIs being  and  for male and female
subjects respectively For female speakers C

proved to be less speaker
specic than C

whereas male speakers showed an opposite rank order Furthermore a was the most
speaker
specic vowel for female speakers whereas i was somewhat more speaker
specic

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Table  The 	 durationally most speakerspecic segments and the 	 least
speakerspecic segments with their corresponding SSIvalues by which they were
ranked The results were obtained on the pooled durations of male and female
speakers
Nr Word Segment SSI Nr Word Segment SSI
 kap  %a&   mut  %u& 
 tan  %a&   dis  %s& 
 dak  %a&   sam  %s& 
 mat  %a&   mut  %m& 
 sam  %a&   mik  %m& 
 tur  %u&   rus  %u& 
 tir  %i&   mat  %m& 
 nar  %a&   kap  %p& 
 pas  %a&   kun  %u& 
 num  %n&   rad  %d& 
 sid  %i&   rim  %r& 
 pud  %u&   rad  %r& 
 dis  %i&   rim  %m& 
 sup  %u&   kun  %n& 
 nit  %t&   num  %m& 
 sup  %s&   sam  %m& 
 nit  %i&   sid  %d& 
 num  %u&   dis  %d& 
 pip  %i&   tur  %r& 
 sid  %s&   dak  %d& 
 duk  %d&   pud  %d& 
 rad  %a&   nar  %r& 
 pas  %s&   rus  %r& 
 sup  %p&   kin  %n& 
 pip  %p& C

   tir  %r& 
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Figure 	 Mean SSIvalues for phoneme classes and phonemes The consonants
are split up according to their position as C

left bar and C

right bar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for male speakers Finally the speaker specicity of n in C


position was not observed
in the data of the female speakers separately
 Discussion
With our rather restricted data set stemming from ten speakers and a limited collec

tion of phonetic environments we have to be careful in our conclusions A number of
general tendencies however can be clearly observed The rst is that the durations of
most segments are realised in a speaker
specic fashion their SSI being larger than 
This is a nding that is not corroborated by the results of OShaughnessy 	
who observed equal proportions of inter
 and intra
speaker variance in his data set The
divergence of these results may be explained by the fact that OShaughnessy did not
use isolated words but full sentences embedded in a short story We assume that in full
sentences the intra
speaker variance is larger OShaughnessys 	 interpreta

tion that inter
speaker variance in phoneme durations is representative for intra
speaker
variance must in our view be modied by the remark that this depends on the type of
speech material investigated A further general observation is that long segments vowels
and among these particularly the long vowels demonstrate the largest speaker specicity
This is in line with the results for inter
speaker variance as found by OShaughnessy
 for French Our results also support the nding of Bartkova 	 for French
that consonants in our case r which lengthen preceding vowels introduce substantial
speaker
specic variations in these vowels
From these ndings we conclude that the long vowels are most speaker
specic in
length Their durations therefore are conceivably useful as additional parameters in
applications for automatic speaker identication and verication
A somewhat surprising result is the lack of speaker specicity found for r this
consonant has many allophonic variants in Dutch Mees  Collins  and it is gen

erally assumed that part of this variation is due to inter
speaker variation cf Broeders
 Rietveld  Vieregge  Broeders  This was also the case with respect to our
speakers who produced trills aps and approximants but most frequently uvular trills
On the other hand further inspection of our data revealed that intra
speaker variation
for r in C


position was exceptionally large due to the fact that a number of both male
and female speakers realised initial r as %r& alternating with % r& This suggests that
the inter
speaker variation in the pronunciation of r in initial position is obscured by
proportionally large intra
speaker variations Doubtlessly our nding that in C


position
r was not speaker
specic either is partly caused by the fact that its length was not re

liably established in medial position as was explained in section  Apart from r
also mn were not speaker
specic at all except initial n to which we will turn in a
moment Interestingly mnr are very speaker
specic in the spectral domain Hofker
 This demonstrates that spectral and temporal aspects in speaker variability have
to be clearly distinguished

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A clear drawback of the SSI as a measure of speaker specicity is its sensitivity
to outliers As a matter of fact its foundation on an ANOVA score model assumes
a Gaussian distribution of the durations for each factorial level context and speaker
An alternative measure that can be used to quantify speaker specicity is the so called
RSS Ratio of Speaker Specicity It was rst introduced by Van den Heuvel Cranen
 Rietveld  and also used by Thompson  Mason  The RSS utilises a
Euclidean distance measure and operates on a jack
knife basis this makes the RSS more
impervious to violations of the normality assumption Thompson  Mason  Also
RSS
analyses were applied to the present data set Van den Heuvel et al  Van den
Heuvel Cranen  Rietveld  The outcomes of these analyses were similar to those
presented above Only the speaker
specic status of word
initial n was not replicated
an extra reason therefore to regard this nding as invalid On the whole however the
results of the RSS
analyses indicate that the general tendencies mentioned above are not
introduced by anomalities in the distribution of the segmental durations
If one speaker produces vowel durations that highly deviate from the durations of all
the other speakers then this one speaker could alone be responsible for the observed high
SSI
scores of aiu This possibility was checked but not conrmed by the data For a
we found a mean duration of  ms and four speakers deviating more than  ms from
this mean two males and two females The mean for i was  ms and ve speakers
deviated more than  ms from this value among which the four speakers mentioned for
a The mean duration of u was  ms three speakers deviated more than  ms
from this value which were all also in the groups mentioned for a and i From these
gures we conclude that much of the speaker specicity in the vowel durations can be
ascribed to the behaviour of three or four speakers but not to the behaviour of one single
speaker
It could be argued that longer segments naturally show more variance and there

fore more speaker specicity so that the results found may in fact be interpreted
as a kind of artefact caused by intrinsic phoneme duration This argument however
is refuted by the fact that for SSI INTERc was computed for the same segment as
INTRAc hence overall segment characteristics were removed by the dividing operation
INTERcINTRAc
It could further be suggested that contextual eect explains all the speaker spe

cicity found we observed that iu were considerably lengthened by postvocalic r
section  whereas these vowels also turned out to be very speaker
specic typically
in this context However this suggestion is invalid as well since a was demonstrated
to be very speaker
specic also in contexts that do not bring about notable lengthening
eects
Another factor that could explain the speaker specicity observed is sentence nal
lengthening All words were spoken in isolation and it may be conceived that the nal
lengthening to be expected in this production mode is realised in an idiosyncratic manner
It is not possible to evaluate this hypothesis since for example all nucleus vowels of our

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study appeared in penultimate position so that a factor Sentence Position could have only
one level which makes it untestable What can be said is that none of the speakers used a
typical list intonation by which subsets of the words are grouped together during reading
A fourth source of durational variability is speech tempo Its eect on speaker
specicity will be examined in the next section
 Eect of speech tempo
  Aim and method
The correlation between the length of a segment and its speaker specicity that was one
of the major ndings reported in the previous section may be attributed to dierences in
individual speaking rates Indeed in the last paragraph of section  it was concluded
that vowel durations were more aected by individual speech tempo than by idiosyncrasies
in the production of the segments as such Likewise this may also hold for the speaker
specicity of these durations This suggestion is not enfeebled by the way in which SSI
was computed since in this calculation the inuence of individual speech tempo is not
removed cf section 
An ANOVA on the durations of the test words with factor Word xed and factor
Speaker random revealed that speakers diered signicantly in their word durations
F

   p    Male speaker JK produced the shortest word durations
average  ms and female speaker NH the longest average  ms
On the basis of these considerations the hypothesis may be tested that the speaker
specicity in the vowel durations is predominantly caused by dierences in individual
speaking rates and not by speaker specicity in the intrinsic durations of the vowels as
such This implies that if we can nd a means to remove the eect of speech tempo
from the segmental durations the speaker specicity of vowels should drop to a level
comparable to that of consonants or at least should deteriorate more severely than the
speaker specicity of the consonants
We tested the hypothesis by carrying out a normalisation procedure for individual
speech tempo The desired normalisation is given by equation  page  which is
recapitulated below
INTERc 

S
S
X
s
d
sc 
 d
 c 
 d
s  
 d
   


 
Here the overall segment duration of each speaker d
s  
 is taken as representing hisher
speaking rate If we write this equation in a slightly dierent but equivalent form as
INTERc 

S
S
X
s
d
sc 
 d
 c 
 d
s  
 d
   



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we see more clearly how it operates The general deviation of a speaker d
s  
 from the
overall mean d
   
 is subtracted from the total inter
speaker variation given by the term
d
sc 
 d
 c 
 This is exactly what we require the normalisation to do We will now turn to
the results of this tempo normalisation
 Results
The average SSI
values for phoneme classes and phonemes that resulted after the tempo
normalisation are depicted by lled bars in gure  To facilitate comparison also the
SSI
values without tempo normalisation are shown These are given as white bars and
are of course identical in value to those of gure 
At rst impression the gure seems to conrm the hypothesis that the vowels have
lost more of their speaker specicity than the consonants To put this impression on a
rmer basis table  gives a numeric account of the results and in addition expresses
the decrement of speaker specicity for each phoneme in percentages Apart from initial
ptk also initial n and medial r were excluded from the computations given in the
table Initial n was discarded because of its instability see section  and below and
medial r was discarded because of its short duration see gure  which suggested
that its relatively high SSI
scores was caused by an artefact	 if the duration of a segment is
very small INTERc will be largely dominated by the term d
s  
 d
   
whereas INTRAc
is relatively small this obviously renders a disproportionally high SSI
score
The table conrms that in general the vowels have lost more speaker specicity
than the consonants and that a being the longest vowel has lost the most speaker
specicity On the other hand the consonants m and r were a(icted by a considerable
decrease in speaker specicity as well
With respect to the separate analyses on male and female data we found quite similar
results Two dierences between the sexes could be observed the rst being that again
see section  initial n was highly speaker
specic for the male speakers but not for
the female speakers Second for the male speakers the vowels were somewhat less speaker

specic than the consonants for the female speakers this balance was well comparable
to that of the pooled analysis A comparison of SSI
values for male and female speakers
by means of a t
test for matched samples revealed no signicant dierence between the
two sexes	 for the analysis on tempo normalised SSI for  segments we found a t
value
of t

   p    the compared means being  for male and  for female
speakers
In gure  the results for logarithmic durations are presented Logarithmic dura

tions were used to compute SSI
scores both with and without tempo normalisation The
gure is very similar to gure  and the conclusions to be drawn from it are identical
Only the the SSI
scores for d and r in C


position are less extreme for tempo

normalised logarithmic durations A numerical account of the loss in speaker specicity
in the logarithmic durations is given in table  Also this table conrms that the vowels

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Figure  Mean SSIvalues for phoneme classes and phonemes after tempo normal
isation lled bars and without tempo normalisation white bars The consonants
are split up according to their position as C

left bar and C

right bar
Table  Percentual loss of speaker specicity due to tempo normalisation For
each phoneme values are given for SSI without tempo normalisation SSI SSI
after tempo normalisation SSItempo and percentual decrement  loss For
each phoneme it is shown which segment positions C

 V C

 were used for the
presented calculation and how many segments N were correspondingly used to
calculate the phonemes average SSI
Phoneme a i u p t k d s m n r
Position V V V C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

N           
SSI           
SSItempo           
# loss            

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Figure  As gure  but calculated with logarithmic durations
Table  As table  but for logarithmic durations
Phoneme a i u p t k d s m n r
Position V V V C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

N           
SSI           
SSItempo           
# loss           

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have lost more speaker specicity than the consonants due to tempo normalisation
 Discussion
In this section we examined the hypothesis that the speaker specicity observed in the
vowel durations can be attributed mainly to dierences in individual speech tempos To
this end we adapted our measure for inter
speaker variability such that it would remove
the eect of speech tempo We hypothesised that by this operation the speaker specicity
of the vowels in a strict sense would drop to a level comparable to that of the consonants
or in a weaker sense would deteriorate more severely than the speaker specicity of the
consonants
The results of the analysis as listed in tables  and  conrmed our hypothesis
at least in its weaker version Although the reduction in speaker specicity is more
prominent for a the results for the vowels iu are particularly salient For these
vowels the average SSI has dropped to about  which can be interpreted as absence of
speaker specicity Further their SSI
scores have become comparable to those of quite a
number of consonants see gures  and  This accords with the stricter version of
the hypothesis as well Tempo normalisation was also carried out for the computation of
RSS
scores Van den Heuvel Cranen  Rietveld  These results favoured the stricter
version of the hypothesis even more since here also a appeared to be not more speaker

specic than both iu and the consonants In general we conclude that the speaker
specicity in vowel durations can be attributed primarily to dierences in individual
speech tempo and not in the intrinsic durations of the vowels as such The fact that in
gures  and  hardly any phoneme has an SSI larger than  constitutes additional
evidence that the speaker specicity in the durations of both vowels and consonants is
mainly caused by dierences in individual speaking rates
Two types of durational models were tested by our analyses	 an additive model
linear durations in ms and a multiplicative model logarithmical durations For both
types of models we found very similar results for the rank ordering of the phonemes in
terms of SSI
scores and for the contribution of individual speaking rates to the speaker
specicity This suggests that the SSI
measure is relatively insensitive for the type of
model that is assumed to underlie the durations
Our normalisation for speech tempo was achieved by taking a speakers average
segmental duration as representative for hisher speaking rate This is perhaps a very
crude way to normalise for speech tempo since it may well be claimed for example that
speech tempo has a more substantial eect on vowel length than on consonant length In
that case a dierence ought to be made between vowels and consonants In our formula
for inter
speaker variation see section  this may be achieved by utilising separate
averages for vowel and consonant durations in order to compute d
s  
and d
   
 However
we refrained from such an approach because it is not evident that it is indeed a more
realistic one The very few publications that deal with the eect of speaking rate on

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Table 
 Eect of speech tempo on vowel durations V and consonant closure
durations C Data in ms are shown for fast and slow speaking rates On the
bottom line the ratio of durations for fast and slow speaking rate is given See the
text for further details
Reference Gay  Crystal  House Behne  Nygaard
ab ab
Seg type V C V C V C
Fast      
Slow      
Ratio      
vowel durations on the one hand and on consonantal durations on the other present rather
contradictory results In table  an overview is given for a series of ve studies Gay
	 published a direct comparison for vowels and consonants whereas Crystal 
House and Behne  Nygaard have published their observations on vowels and conson

ants in separate papers With respect to Crystal  House the data in the table were
extracted from Crystal  House a	 vowels and Crystal  House b	
consonants As regards Behne  Nygaard the data were derived from Behne  Nygaard
a	 vowels and Behne  Nygaard b	 consonants All data presented
in the table were obtained on vowel durations and consonant closure durations
As is clearly demonstrated by the table the data published by Gay  suggest
that due to faster speech tempo vowels are compressed to a larger extent than conson

ant closures whereas the more recent data of Crystal  House ab and Behne 
Nygaard ab point to equal compression of vowels and consonants On this basis
then it seems premature to claim that a dierentiation into vowels and consonants gives
a more realistic account of the eect of speech tempo on segmental durations
Yet another issue is where the dierences in speaking rates emerge from Two
sources can be mentioned The rst is the already noted distinction between tempo
modi	 fast medium slow We call this source objective speech tempo The second is
the interpretation of these modi by individual speakers We call this source subjective
speech tempo We controlled for objective speech tempo by urging all of the speakers to
maintain a relaxed speech tempo section  Hence only the second source of variation
subjective speech tempo applies to our data
 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter various general aspects of speaker variability in segmental durations were
explored The analyses that were discussed were based on the segmental durations of

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experiment  These durations were measured in  C

V C

 
words which were read
out ten times in isolation by ve male and ve female speakers The vowels studied were
aiu the consonants under investigation were ptkdsmnr The speaker variability
in individual segments was quantied as the Speaker Specicity Index SSI which was
founded on an ANOVA score model
Our ndings can be summarised by the following set of statements
 A signicant vowel lengthening eect was observed for both postvocalic and prevoc

alic r the latter however was less established than the former section 
 Vowel identity and consonantal context had far stronger eects on vowel durations
than speaker idiosyncrasies Speaker variability in speech tempo had a larger eect
on vowel durations than speaker variability on a segmental level section 
 As regards the not tempo
normalised durations most segments were realised in
a speaker
specic manner their SSIs were greater than  The long segments
vowels and among these particularly the long vowels showed the largest speaker
specicity section 
 The relatively large speaker specicity of vowel durations had to be primarily at

tributed to the prosodic component ie idiosyncratic realisations of speech tempo
and not to properties of the segments as such section 
 The SSI
measure is relatively insensitive for the type of model additive or multi

plicative that is supposed to underlie the durations section 

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Chapter 
Speaker variability in durational
coarticulation
 
Abstract
In this chapter we study the eect of consonantal context upon the dura
tions of the vowels aiu To this end we used a selfdened measure for
coarticulation in durations COART This measure allows the denition
of alternative reference durations to compute coarticulation the con
sequences of dening alternative references are explored in this chapter
The most substantial eects were observed for postvocalic r and to
a less extent for prevocalic r which corresponds to the results of the
ANOVA presented earlier in chapter  The speaker specicity in the
durational coarticulation of a was analysed It was concluded that
vowel lengthening by postvocalic r can be interpreted as an obligat
ory ie speakerindependent rule and vowel lengthening by prevocalic
r as an optional speakerdependent rule
 
Section 	 of this chapter contains analyses and discussions that were published earlier in Van den
Heuvel Rietveld  Cranen  Section  Section 	 of this publication was inserted as section 

of the present study

	 INTRODUCTION
 Introduction
The aim of the present chapter is to examine a contextual eects on vowel durations in
terms of durational coarticulation and b the speaker variability in this coarticulation
We will delve into this matter on the basis of the contextual vowel lengthening eects that
we encountered in the previous chapter We will attempt to interpret these lengthening
eects in terms of durational coarticulation and we will study the speaker specicity in
some of these eects
It was demonstrated in the previous chapter section  that two contextual
eects were present in the durations of aiu	 vowel lengthening by postvocalic r
and to a less extent by prevocalic r We can look upon these lengthening eects
as coarticulation phenomena if we dene coarticulation in the broad sense suggested by
Danilo  Hammarberg	
  we can dene coarticulation as the inuence of one speech segment upon another
that is the inuence of a context upon a given segment Danilo  Hammarberg

		
In this sense we will further use the term durational coarticulation to denote the dur

ational eect of a context upon a given segment It must be noted here that of course
more narrow denitions of coarticulation as developed in the spectral domain in terms of
target
undershoot and for the production domain in terms of feature spreading or ges

tural overlaps do not readily apply to this type of coarticulation however cf section 
below Nonetheless as we will demonstrate in this thesis the score model approach to
coarticulation is useful to quantify both spectral and durational coarticulation For now
we will concentrate on the durational type of coarticulaton whereas the spectral type is
dealt with in chapter 
Research into linguistic rules governing segmental durations has generally considered
speaker variability as residual variation obscuring general tendencies This explains
why studies of segmental durations are for example often based on the utterances of a
single speaker eg Campbell  Isard  Nooteboom  Umeda  This is
perfectly justied in cases where one attempts to mimic the behaviour of one speaker in
developing durational rules for speech synthesis applications eg OShaughnessy 
Van Coile  Van Santen  However such an approach is less appropriate if
one attempts to oer a speaker
independent linguistic model of temporal control as
dierences in durations could be partly or entirely a function of speaker idiosyncrasies
and not of the postulated linguistic factors Another procedure that is applied to get rid
of the inter
speaker variation is to average segmental durations over a large set of speakers
However in that case the resulting model may be invalid if the speaker dependencies are
not carefully examined
From a rule
based point of view speaker variability can appear in two conceivable
ways	  all speakers follow the rule but to a dierent degree in this case we could
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term the rule obligatory  speakers dier in obeying the rule some do and some do
not in this case we could term the rule optional A speaker
dependent rule system for
segmental durations is presently oered only by Bartkova  Sorin 
Thus two questions will be investigated in this chapter
 In which contexts do we observe the strongest durational coarticulation
 Section 
 a What are the speaker
specic aspects of this coarticulation
b Can we interpret our ndings in terms of obligatory and optional rules
 Section 
In this chapter we will use the data set of again experiment  A detailed description
of this data set is given in chapter  Here it must suce to note that we measured the
segmental durations in  C

V C

 
words which were read out ten times in isolation by
ve male and ve female speakers The vowels involved were aiu and the consonants
were ptkdsmnr The consonants appeared once both in C


position and in C



position Only the C

V C


part of the words was the object of our analyses For this
portion two linguistic factors can be identied	 intrinsic duration and phonetic context
In this chapter we will only concentrate on the latter	 phonetic context
 Measuring durational coarticulation by the score
model approach
  Introduction and method
The score model approach to coarticulation is given by equations  and  page 
For the durations equations  and  boil down to
COART c 

S
S
X
s

R
R
X
r
d
scr
 d
s  


 
where the coarticulation in a specic context c is operationalised as the squared dierence
between a raw duration d
scr
and the speaker
dependent average duration of the phoneme
involved d
s  
 See section  for a detailed explanation of the formula
An interesting aspect of the formula is that it allows to adjust the coarticulatory
reference d
s  
 Of course in its standard form it cannot be anything else but the mean
duration of a phoneme for speaker s averaged over contexts and replications but by
introducing a slight modication we obtain
COART c 

S
S
X
s

R
R
X
r
d
scr
 d
sref 


 
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where d
sref 
allows us to dene the coarticulatory reference in an arbitrary manner
preferably as a reference that is more in accordance with theories on coarticulation
In section  coarticulation was more or less exclusively viewed as a lengthening
eect In this interpretation the context that yields the shortest vowel durations should
be taken as the reference In the next subsection we show the COART
values that result
from this perspective However other approaches are possible For instance results will
be presented that were obtained if the mean vowel duration is taken as the reference
In that case coarticulation is regarded as a deviation from the average duration which
evokes quite dierent results Alternatively the context with the longest vowel duration
can be used as reference The results of this approach will be considered as well
Since the analyses on the subsets of male and female data lead to very similar results
only the analyses on the durations of the pooled sexes are presented below
 Results and discussion
Table  depicts the COART
values that are obtained if the context associated with
the shortest vowel duration serves as the reference duration Thus kap  served as
the reference for a mik  was used as the reference for i and duk  for u
cf table  page  The COART
values for the references are not equal to zero
because of intra
speaker variations in the replications It is possible to obtain a sort of
normalised COART
values by dividing the value for each context by the COART
value
for the reference
Table  COARTvalues found for the vowel durations of the phonemes aiu in
their varying contexts The contexts with the shortest average duration are used as
the reference for each vowel Each COARTvalues is calculated over  speakers  
 replications   vowel durations
Vowel a Vowel i Vowel u
Word COART Word COART Word COART
nar   tir   tur  
rad   rim   rus  
tan   kin   num  
sam   sid   kun  
pas   nit   pud  
dak   dis   mut  
mat   mik   sup  
kap   pip   duk  
It is readily observed that the results are quite alike those given in table  page 

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Table 	 COARTvalues found for the vowel durations of the phonemes aiu in
their varying contexts The mean vowel durations are used as the reference for each
vowel aiu Each COARTvalues is calculated over  speakers    replications
  vowel durations
Vowel a Vowel i Vowel u
Word COART Word COART Word COART
nar   tir   tur  
rad   mik   duk  
kap   pip   mut  
mat   kin   kun  
pas   rim   sup  
sam   nit   num  
dak   dis   rus  
tan   sid   pud  
 be it in reverse order But slight dierences emerge These dierences are a consequence
of the fact that in table  the contexts are sorted by their vowel durations whereas in
table  they are sorted on the basis of their COART
value which orderings do not
necessarily correspond
By taking the context with the shortest vowel duration as our reference coarticu

lation is essentially viewed as a lengthening phenomenon For all vowels under study it
can be easily veried that prevocalic and postvocalic r bring about the largest vowel
lengthening the latter of which is by far the most substantial Current durational rule
models however are typically not based on the shortest vowel durations but rather on
a type of average phoneme duration which is commonly refered to as inherent dura

tion Klatt   or intrinsic duration Bartkova  Sorin  Van Coile  Van
Santen  In that case the eect of context on vowel durations is interpreted as the
deviation from this average duration ie as the lengthening or shortening of intrinsic
phoneme durations under the inuence of neighbouring segments If we use the vowels
mean duration as the reference again in a speaker
dependent way which means in
fact that we apply equation  in its original form then we obtain the results listed in
table 
By taking the average vowel duration as reference we must realise that vowel length

ening eects caused by surrounding r may now be surpassed by shortening eects caused
by other contexts This is clearly demonstrated in the results for i and u where the
vowel lengthening by prevocalic r in rim  and rus  has become marginal since the
durations of i and u in these contexts closely correspond to the mean vowel durations
of i and u respectively However it is questionable whether the mean duration of
i and u is representative as a reference since this mean is heavily biased by the fact
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Table  COARTvalues found for the vowel durations of the phonemes iu in
their varying contexts The table is comparable to table 	 the dierence being
that tir  and tur  are excluded from the computation See text for further
details
Vowel i Vowel u
Word COART Word COART
rim   rus  
mik   num  
kin   kun  
pip   duk  
nit   mut  
dis   sup  
sid   pud  
that the short vowels iu turn into long vowels if they are followed by r Therefore
we reconducted the analyses for i and u and excluded tir  and tur  from the
computation of both d
s  
and COART The corresponding results are shown in table 
They now evidently corroborate the lengthening eect associated with prevocalic r
A tempting thought nally is to look upon durational coarticulation in a manner
analogous to spectral coarticulation	 as target
undershoot The longer vowel durations
can in this way be associated with near
target realisations both in durational and spectral
respect Viewed from this perspective the context with the longest vowel realisation
should serve as the reference Coarticulation in this sense is interpreted merely in terms
of vowel shortening The results obtained for this analysis table  are expectedly
about the opposite of those presented in table  For i and u the COART
scores
were very high since the durations of phonetically short vowels were compared to those
of the phonetically long vowels in respectively tir  and tur  Although this view is
not generally encountered in phonetic theories it stirs the mind since it allows at least
from a phonetic stance a unication of spectral and durational coarticulation under the
heading of target
undershoot We will return to this issue more extensively in chapter 
section 
Next we will come to speak of the speaker variability that can be observed in
coarticulatory eects For the remaining part of this chapter we will depart from the
average vowel duration as reference

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Table  COARTvalues found for the vowel durations of the phonemes aiu
in their varying contexts The contexts with the longest duration are used as the
reference for each vowel Each COARTvalues is calculated over  speakers   
replications   vowel durations
Vowel a Vowel i Vowel u
Word COART Word COART Word COART
kap   mik   duk  
mat   pip   sup  
pas   kin   mut  
dak   dis   kun  
sam   nit   pud  
tan   sid   num  
rad   rim   rus  
nar   tir   tur  
 Speaker variability in coarticulated a
  Aim and method
We saw that a is considerably coarticulated by postvocalic and prevocalic r At an
earlier juncture in this thesis section  it was noted that a being the longest segment
in our phoneme set was realised most speaker
specically A relevant question that now
arises is how these two ndings are related and more in particular if the lengthening
eects due to surrounding r are in fact not speaker
dependent
To study this the duration of a was analysed in three contexts
 sam 	 in which the duration of a corresponded to the mean duration of a
 ms vs  ms
 nar 	 in which a is lengthened by postvocalic r arriving at a mean duration
of  ms
 rad 	 in which a is lengthened by prevocalic r although not as much as by
postvocalic r Its mean duration here was  ms
These durations were submitted to an analysis of variance ANOVA in which two factors
Context  levels and Speaker  levels were distinguished Factor Speaker was con

sidered random and factor Context xed both factors were crossed Again one ANOVA
was run over the pooled data and two separate analyses were carried out for male and
female data The number of data points for these latter analyses was  allophones 
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 repetitions   speakers   for the analysis over the pooled data the number of
data points was  Since we were mainly interested in the speaker dependency of the
contextual eect the interaction between the factors Context and Speaker was examined
in more detail in this analysis
There were three reasons to study only the vowel a a It is the vowel with the
largest speaker specicity Therefore speaker
dependencies are more likely to show up in
this vowel than in others b The use of a adheres better to the concept of intrinsic
duration which is commonly used as the base for durational rules see section  Such
an approach is less valid for i and u since these vowels shift phonetically from short
to long if r appears in postvocalic position This gives a severe bias to the results as
was shown in the previous section c The present analysis serves mainly as illustration
to reect on the concepts of obligatory and optional rules
 Results and discussion
For all three ANOVAs male data female data and pooled data the two main factors
Context and Speaker as well as their interaction proved to be signicant below the p 
  level Table  lists the results for the ANOVA on the pooled data in terms of
F
ratios and 	


values Similar results were obtained for the ANOVAs on the subsets of
male and female data
As mentioned the interaction between factors Speaker and Context appeared to be
signicant as well For the separate ANOVAs on male and female data the corresponding
F
ratios were F
	
   p    and F
	
   p   
Table  Degrees of freedom Fratios and 

values for the factors that were tested
in the ANOVA on adurations C  factor Context S  factor Speaker
Factor df

 df

F 	

C    
S    
CxS    
To enhance our understanding of this interaction we applied an ANOVA to the
same speech data of each individual speaker In all these analyses the only factor
involved Context proved to be signicant below the # level Therefore Tukey HSD
    post
hoc comparisons were carried out for the three levels of the factor Context
for every speaker in order to assess in which contexts the durations of a constituted
homogeneous sets The results of these comparisons are given in tables  and 
Table  shows that the durations of a in sam  and rad  did not dier
signicantly for male speakers HH and IS whereas a signicant dierence in these contexts

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Table  Subsets with vowel a allophones not diering signicantly in duration
according to Tukey HSD posthoc comparisons applied for each individual speaker
Subsets are outlined by rectangular boxes a is shown in its C

V C

context
Subsets for male speakers
Speaker Subsets
HH sam rad nar
TR sam rad nar
JK sam rad nar
HS sam rad nar
IS sam rad nar
Table 
 As table  but for female speakers
Speaker Subsets
JL sam rad
rad nar
IB sam rad
rad nar
NH sam rad nar
AN sam rad
rad nar
ML sam rad nar

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did show up for the other male speakers TR JK HS Also our female speakers did not
behave uniformly as can be seen from table  Speakers NH and ML made a signicant
dierence between the durations of a in sam  and rad  whereas this dierence was
not signicantly present for the other three female speakers
However all ten speakers made a signicant durational distinction between a in
sam  and a in nar  which can also be inferred from tables  and  Thus
it appears that the greater contextual eect of vowel lengthening by postvocalic r is
speaker
independent whereas the smaller eect of vowel lengthening by prevocalic r is
not it appears to be confounded by speaker
related variation Accordingly we can regard
vowel lengthening by postvocalic r as an obligatory lengthening rule and vowel length

ening by prevocalic r as an optional lengthening rule The methodological implications
of the distinction between obligatory and optional rules will be addressed in the nal
chapter of this study section 
 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter we examined a contextual eects on vowel durations in terms of dur

ational coarticulation and b to the speaker variability in this coarticulation and the
implications of such speaker variability for durational rule systems
The analyses were performed on the segmental durations of experiment  These
durations were measured in  C

V C

 
words which were read out ten times in isol

ation by ve male and ve female speakers We studied the eect of the consonants
ptkdsmnr in C


position and in C


position on the nucleus vowels aiu
It was shown section  that the score
model based COART
index is a very versat

ile tool for the measurement of coarticulation since it gives the option to dene an arbitrary
reference A restriction on the reference however is that it be speaker
dependent because
a universal base of coarticulation is from a phonetic point of view not well conceivable
Three references were demonstrated Once the context with the shortest vowel duration
was taken as the reference from this perspective coarticulation is viewed exclusively as a
lengthening phenomenon Also the mean vowel duration once served as reference accord

ing to this view which is more in line with current durational rule models coarticulation
is interpreted in terms of both lengthening and shortening A third interpretation was
suggested in which coarticulation is solely regarded as vowel shortening in this view
durational coarticulation is interpreted in a manner analogous to spectral coarticulation
viz as target
undershoot
On the basis of a series of ANOVAs it was concluded section  that the lengthen

ing of the vowel a due to postvocalic r occurred speaker
independently whereas the
lengthening of a by prevocalic r appeared to be a speaker
dependent phenomenon
We argued that ndings such as these may be captured by the introduction of obligatory
and optional phonetic rules

Chapter 
Speaker variability in phoneme
spectra
Abstract
In this chapter we will examine the phoneme spectra as obtained from ex
periment  We investigated the speaker specicity in the middle frames
of the stationary phonemes aiumns spoken in C

V C

  pseudo
words by fteen male speakers The spectra were coded as lterband
energy levels SMOOTHCBS and as formantbandwidth pairs LPC
analysis By means of Linear Discriminant Analyses we found the fol
lowing rank order of speaker specicity a  n  i  m  u
 s with a being the most speakerspecic phoneme For a and
i F

was the most speakerspecic formant but for u and m it
was the least speakerspecic formant The speaker information was of
ten observed at formant peak locations and also surprisingly often at
lterbands in the immediate vicinity of the formant peak locations The
latter nding could not be explained by the speaker specicity of formant
bandwidths


 INTRODUCTION
 Introduction
The rst part of this book was devoted to the speaker specicity in segmental durations
We will now turn to the speaker specicity in segmental spectra This shift in attention
is also marked by a change in the experimental data analysed In this and the next
chapter we will examine the data of experiment  This experiment has been extensively
introduced in chapter  and will be briey reconsidered in section  To be more
specic the present chapter will deal with the speaker variability in overall spectra of the
stationary phonemes in the data set aiumns and in individual frequency bands and
formants of these phonemes For these analyses all contexts in which a phoneme occurs
are pooled In the next chapter however we will delve into the eect of the phonemic
context upon the spectral realisations of a segment and the speaker variability associated
with these contextual eects
   Review of the literature
Speaker variability in the spectra of segments has been examined a great deal more than
speaker variability in the durations of segments The main reason for this is that spec

tral parameters are much more successful in automatic speaker identicationverication
ASIV than segmental durations The speaker specicity in the spectra of individual
phonemes has received more interest lately because of the stimulating prospect to per

form ASIV text
independently Bonastre et al  Van den Heuvel  Rietveld 
Bonastre  Meloni  Eatock  Mason  Le Floch et al  Greisbach et
al  A further renement within this line of research is the study of the speaker
specicity of individual formants or other spectral coecients within phonemes recent
examples are Van den Heuvel Cranen  Rietveld  Thompson  Mason  Mella

The main variables in studies of this type include	 language under investigation
subjects number sex age data material method of spectral analysis and procedure
aural or by computer Table  gives an overview of a set of relevant studies on this
topic It concentrates on studies on speaker recognition by computer only since these are
of greater importance for our purposes than those dealing with aural speaker recognition
The results are limited to those obtained for the phonemes aiumns since only these
were involved in the present investigation The table presents rather conicting results
but a few tendencies can be observed	 among the vowels aiu a is generally most
speaker
specic and u least speaker
specic The results on the speaker specicity of
individual formants and other spectral coecients are sparse and lack coherence The F

of i however seems to be rather speaker
specic Nothing as yet is known about the
speaker specicity of spectral portions other than formant peaks for instance the spectral
valleys in
between two formant peaks the spectral bands close to the formant peaks and
the formant bandwidths

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Table  Overview of relevant studies concerning phonemerelated performance in
ASIV approaches For each study the table lists the language investigated speakers
F female M male data material type of spectral analysis and results The
results are reduced to those obtained for aiumns which are the relevant phon
emes for the present investigation With respect to the results column the following
legend holds  more speakerspecic than V vowels N nasals F fricatives
Study Language Speakers Data Analysis Results
Sambur 
 AmEng more than sentences F
 
from LPC VN  F
M i F

 u F

m 
	 Hz
n  Hz
s  	 Hz
Hofker 

 German  phonemes not reported nmi
uas
Paliwal  BritEng F  M hVdwords FFT with uai
peak picking a F

 F
 
 F

i F

 F

 F
 
u F

 F

 F
 
Suomi  Finnish F  M hVti in lterbands Bark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 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
For Dutch the speaker
specicity of segments has hardly been investigated sofar
The only attempts we are aware of are Van den Heuvel  Rietveld  and Van
den Heuvel Cranen  Rietveld  However the objective of the former study was
not to examine the speaker specicity of individual formants in Dutch Moreover the
results were based on a rather small and inhomogeneous speaker group The latter study
did focus on the contribution of individual lterbands and formants but it used the
standardised discriminant function coecients SDFCs to express the contribution of
lterbands which is not the most suited measure as discussed in section  under 
Furthermore the study examined the vowels aiu only and did not involve consonant
segments Therefore the latter study will be reconducted in a more elaborated manner in
this chapter We will try to establish the speaker specicity of the stationary phonemes
aiumns respectively Further we aim at identifying which formants or other parts
of the spectrum contribute most to the speaker specicity of a phoneme The character
of this investigation will be explorative
  Research questions
From the aforementioned considerations the following research questions emerge
 Which phonemes in the set aiumns are more speaker
specic in their spectral
properties
 Which combinations of formants contribute most to a phonemes speaker spe

cicity
 Which combinations of lterbands contribute most to a phonemes speaker spe

cicity
 How are these most speaker
specic lterbands related to the formant peak posi

tions
 How speaker
specic are formant bandwidths
Following this line of research it is required to adopt a spectral representation that
covers the whole spectrum and not only the locations of the formant peaks For this
reason and for reasons explained in greater detail in section  we chose for lterbank en

ergy levels as the primary parameters of our spectral analysis and LPC formant
bandwidth
pairs as secondary parameters
 General description of the data
This section consists of four parts in which the data of the present investigation are
described We will rst survey the data acquisition section  Then the distributions

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of the formant peaks in the lterband spectra are presented section  Next the
same distributions are shown for the LPC
analysis and the formant distributions resulting
from both types of spectral analysis are compared section  In section  we will
present a Principal Component Analysis that was performed to assess if some lterbands
in the spectra are redundant and can hence be excluded in advance Finally the results
of a set of MANOVAs will be shown that were carried out to establish the proportions of
the variances to be attributed to vowel identity consonantal context and speaker identity
respectively section 
  Summary of the data acquisition
As mentioned the analyses presented in this chapter were performed on the data of
experiment  See chapter  for an extensive description of this experiment Here we will
highlight only some basic information
The data set consisted of  C

V C

  mainly pseudo
words spoken in isolation
The three nucleus vowels used were aiu and the eight consonants which appeared
as C

and as C

 were ptkdsmnr Fifteen male speakers aged between  and 
years participated in the experiment They were selected from a larger group by a panel
of speech therapists which screened and approved them with respect to  pronunciation
of Standard Dutch  naturalness of production and  absence of voice and articulation
disorders Each speaker read each of the  words ten times which yielded a total of 
word
tokens
After AD
conversion the words were segmented into phoneme
sized units the nuc

leus vowel was additionally split up into a steady
state part anked by two transitions
Spectra were computed from the midframe of mns and the steady
state midframe of
aiu Since we were only interested in the segmental articulatory domain we attemp

ted to use a spectral coding in which no voice source characteristics were contained but
only vocal tract information Two types of coding were selected	 lterband energy levels
and LPC
based formant frequencies and bandwidths The lterbank analysis comprised
nineteen overlapping Bark
scaled lterbands of which the bands   Hz
were used normalisations for spectral tilt and for absolute energy levels were additionally
applied For s the frequency range was covered by all nineteen lterbands and the
normalisation for spectral tilt was not applied The resulting lterbank spectra will be
denoted as SMOOTH
CBS spectra For the LPC
analysis only the frequency values of
the lower three formants and their bandwidths were considered relevant Here acceptable
results could be obtained only for aium To keep the frequency scale compatible to
that of the SMOOTH
CBS spectra the formant frequencies were converted from Hz into
Barks
The middle frame spectra were subjected to linear discriminant analyses LDAs
LDA is particularly convenient to relate speaker specicity to lterbands or formants
because it is able to quantify the contribution of individual spectral lterbands or formants

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to speaker identication
 Formants in the lterband spectra
For a proper view on the relation between speaker specicity of lterbands and formant
locations it is necessary to have an idea where the formant peak positions in the SMOOTH

CBS spectra are located To this end SMOOTH
CBS spectra were plotted for each
phoneme aiumns in each context as spoken by each speaker and hand
checked To
save a factor  in time the spectra were averaged over the ten replications In this manner
 contexts   speakers   spectral plots were obtained for each vowel aiu and
 contexts   speakers   spectral plots for each consonant mns In the plotted
SMOOTH
CBS spectra no normalisation for spectral tilt was applied The location of
a formant peak was determined by visual inspection of the plots The lterband having
the highest energy level was chosen as the formant peak in case two adjacent lterbands
had equally high energy levels both peaks were interpreted as the formant peak location
The spectra were all nicely smooth no harmonic peaks showed up except for a where
seven speakers often showed a not formant
related peak in the second lterband This
peak probably reects the energy of the second harmonic see also gure  page 
This issue will be revisited later on
Figure  shows the formant peak distributions that were obtained in this way
It can be checked that sometimes more formant peak locations were found than could
in fact be available for instance F

of a has over  occurrences in total over the
lterbands  in such cases a number of adjacent lterbands had equal energy levels
and were as a result all marked as formant peak locations In other instances less formant
locations were observed than supposed to be available eg F

of a has less than 
occurrences in such cases the formant peaks could not be discerned in all plots
A few remarks are due as to the formant peak locations of individual phonemes
Filterbands will from now be denoted by their numbers thus B refers to lterband 
Anti
formants are associated with anti
resonances in the spectra of nasals they will be
denoted as Fa
a	 As mentioned an additional peak was quite often located at B Probably energy
from the second harmonic shows up here
F

could be discerned for only ve of the fteen speakers
i	 The words mik  and nip  quite often missed F

 Arguably this formant was
neutralised by an anti
formant stemming from the nasal word
initial consonant
u	 Next to F

a second peak occurred in a series of spectra This second peak was
interpreted as F

 However F

and F

were often dicult to resolve

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Figure  Formant peak distributions in the SMOOTHCBS spectra of aiu
lefthand page section and mns righthand page section The xaxis denotes
the lterband number and the yaxis the number of occurrences of the formant in
question Antiformants are denoted by Fa

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m	 Anti
formants were in most of the cases not visible In cases where an anti
formant
was interpreted a local minimum between two formant peaks was selected that was
in fact rarely characterised by a marked dip
In the words mik  and kim  F

and as a consequence the anti
formants Fa

and Fa

 could only occasionally be discerned
n	 The rst remark to m also holds for n
s	 B as the location of F

was only observed in the words sur  and rus 
 Formants in the LPCspectra
The location of the formant peaks in the LPC
spectra was used for two reasons First
obviously because also these spectral data were to be analysed as to their speaker spe

cicity Secondly we felt the need for a validation of the formant peak distributions
observed for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra At higher frequencies the formant peak loca

tions in SMOOTH
CBS spectra become increasingly more dicult to resolve since the
lterbands become wider Furthermore as mentioned in section  the location of the
formant peaks in the SMOOTH
CBS spectra was based on averages of ten spectra each
This implies that formant peak positions may have been levelled o by the averaging op

eration Since all LPC formant locations could directly be read from the LPC
data les
and were all checked see section  we could make distributions of the formant peaks
in the LPC
spectra cheaply and without the disadvantages of averaging Thus they could
serve as a validation of the formant distributions found for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra
However as discussed in section  reliable LPC formant locations could be obtained
for only aium
The formant frequencies were converted to the Bark lterband scale to allow com

parison with the SMOOTH
CBS data The distributions of the resulting formant peaks
for aium are displayed in gure  As can be veried in the gure the number of
occurrence of each formant exceeds that of gure  by a factor ten as no averaging of
ten replications was applied to make the distribution The white bars in the gure show
the corresponding values for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra multiplied by ten for better
comparability
Comparison of the formant distributions obtained for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra
and the LPC
data reveals only minor dierences The locations of the formants are
virtually identical whereas the exact distribution of the peaks over these locations may
dier now and then A remarkable dierence nonetheless is found for F

of ium B
is interpreted far more often as the location of F

in the SMOOTH
CBS spectra than in
the LPC
data Conceivably we see here again the eect of the strong second harmonic
in the SMOOTH
CBS spectra which was noted earlier for a in section  Thus it
seems that in B voice source information and vocal tract information are conated We
should be aware of this in the further analyses

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Figure 	 Formant peak distributions in the LPCspectra of ai lefthand page
section and mu righthand page section The xaxis denotes the lterband
number and the yaxis the number of occurrences of the formant in question The
white bars depict the corresponding distributions for the SMOOTHCBS spectra
as already shown in gure 
 Preanalysis of the lterband spectra
Principal Component Analyses PCA were conducted on the lterband data to ascertain
if a number of lterbands could be rejected in advance due to redundancy ie high pre

dictability from other lterbands The Kaiser
Meyer
Olkin KMO measure of sampling
adequacy was applied to this end see for an introduction to measures of sampling ad

equacy Rietveld  Van Hout 	 Separate PCA were run for each phoneme
once for spectra with and once for spectra without slope normalisation The results will
be briey summarised

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It was found that four to six components had an eigenvalue larger than one and
could thus explain most of the variance in the data
sets During the PCA warnings
indicating an ill
conditioned correlation matrix were given which points to some kind of
variable dependencies However no further warnings were issued and none of the analyses
was preliminarily terminated A high KMO of  points to a marvellous redundancy
meaning that every variable can be predicted on the basis of the remainder variables In
contrast values below  indicate unacceptable redundancy Rietveld  Van Hout
	 Since the KMO
values that were returned were extremely low between 
and  it can be concluded that in principle all lterbands of all phonemes are important
for our analyses of speaker specicity and none of them can be expelled in advance
Thus we conclude that all lterbands bear some amount of uncorrelated speaker
specic
information
 Segment and speaker related variability in vowel spectra
Before we turn to the degree of speaker specicity in the spectra of individual segments
section  it is instructive to bring the variability in vowel spectra that is brought about
by speaker
idiosyncratic behaviour into a proper perspective To this end we submitted
the vowel spectra to a multivariate analysis of variance MANOVA in which three main
sources of variance factors were distinguished
 Vowel identity three levels	 aiu
 Context eight levels since every vowel in the word list was surrounded by eight
dierent consonants combinations
 Speaker fteen levels since we had fteen male speakers in this experiment
The factors Context and Speaker were crossed Context was nested under Vowel
Due tot constraints imposed by the MANOVA software both SPSSx and BMDP all three
factors were analysed as xed The factor Speaker is in fact random We carried out one
MANOVA for the SMOOTH
CBS data lterbands  and one for the LPC
analysis
formants F
 

Table  lists the results for the MANOVAs All three main factors together with
their interactions proved to be highly signicant p    The F 
statistic in the table
was computed from Wilks Lambda
To determine the strength of each factor we calculated the percentual contribution
of each factor and each interaction to the total sum of squares To this end the sums of
squares were summed over the spectral coecients lterbands or formants respectively
This gives a measure that is comparable to the 	

value discussed in section  for the
vowel durations In table  these percentages for all three factors and interactions are
shown as well

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Table 	 Degrees of freedom F ratios and percentage of contribution of each
factor to the overall sum of squares for the three factors and their interactions V
 factor Vowel C  factor Context S  factor Speaker All factors and interactions
were signicant at the  level
SMOOTH
CBS LPC
Factor df

 df

F #Var df

 df

F #Var
V        
C        
S        
VxS        
CxS        
The percentages in table  indicate that the eect of vowel identity is largest and
that the eect of speaker and the interactions associated therewith is stronger than the
eect of consonantal context This means that in general speaker identity brings about
more spectral variation than context but this depends on the vowel and context under
consideration We will return to this issue in the discussion section 
With these MANOVAs we conclude the general description of the spectral data We
will now turn to the speaker specicity in individual phonemes
 Results speaker specicity
Speaker specicity was measured in both SMOOTH
CBS and LPC
data The results for
the SMOOTH
CBS spectra are presented in section  The results for the LPC
data
which are considered of secondary mainly validating importance are given in the section
following it section 
For both data types we will rst look at the speaker specicity of segments then the
intra
session consistency of the results are examined and nally the speaker specicity
of individual lterbands andor formants is addressed With respect to the LDAs the
maximum number of functions that can be obtained is the minimum of the number of
speakers S minus  and the number of acoustic coecients p predictors	 minS p
Fifteen speakers were involved in the experiment This implies for the formant analysis
p   that the maximum number of functions is  being p and for the lterband
analysis p   that it is  being S  


 RESULTS SPEAKER SPECIFICITY
  Filterband spectra
	 Speaker specicity of segments
As was mentioned earlier LDAs were applied to determine the speaker specicity in our
spectral data The classication option of LDAs was used to classify the speakers on the
basis of the SMOOTH
CBS spectra
In table  the speaker identication percentages for each phoneme aiumns are
presented as a function of the number of discriminant functions considered Furthermore
the variance explained by the functions is listed If we depart from our criterion to retain
only those functions that together account for # of the variance as explained
in section  page  under  then we nd that four functions suce to describe
the data only for s we end up with a percentage slightly below this threshold In
the following we will therefore adhere to these results and use only four discriminant
functions however maximal identication percentages as found for  functions can also
be retrieved from table 
If the identication percentages for four functions are considered the following
rank order of speaker specicity emerges for the segments under study	
a #  n #  i #  m #  u #  s #
An identical sequence is observed if all  functions are taken into account
If a distinction is made between vowels and consonants we obtain
a #  i #  u # and
n #  m #  s #
If we include voice source information in the lterbands by retaining B and omitting
the linear normalisation of spectral tilt we obtain nearly identical rank orders for the
phonemes but the identication precentages are somewhat higher For four functions the
results are	
a #  i #  n #  m #  u #  s #
and for fourteen functions	
a #  n #  i #  m #  u #  s #

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Table  Cumulative explained variance var and cumulative speaker identica
tion percentages id as a function of number of discriminant functions for each of
the segments aiumns The data are SMOOTHCBS spectra B	 with slope
normalisation and normalisation of absolute intensity For s B were used and
no slope normalisation was applied Upper table for vowels aiu lower table for
consonants mns An extra horizontal line is drawn after four functions as four
functions were considered sucient for our purposes see text
a i u
Func var id var id var id
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
m n s
Func var id var id var id
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 Intrasession consistency
As was explained in section  each speaker uttered each word ten times in one single
recording session The data presented in table  apply to an analysis setting in which
all replications  were employed both as training and as test data A set of alternative
analyses was carried out as a means to validate the previously given results To this end
intra
session consistency was evaluated by splitting the data into two groups The rst
group contained the data of replications  and the second group contained the data of
replications 
Table  shows the speaker identication percentages for the phonemes that were
observed if LDAs were performed using these two groups as training and test material in
a variety of combinations It can be easily veried that identication scores deteriorate
by # if training and test data consist of dierent speech material The results
demonstrate that more than  contexts   replications   tokens of each phoneme
per speaker are needed to obtain stable identication results Secondly the results suggest
that the identication scores presented in table  are somewhat attered and would have
been less if the test set had consisted of ten other replications
Table  Speaker identication percentages obtained for a range of LDA analysis
settings The settings are dened by the subset of the data used as training or
test material All identication percentages are based on LDAs extracting four
discriminant functions The rst row lists percentages that were copied from table
 Legend rXY replication X to Y
Setting
traintest a i u m n s
r
r
      
r
r
      
r
r
      
r
r
      
r
r
      
The identication percentages as listed in table  were submitted to an ANOVA
repeated measurements to assess if the factor Phoneme played a signicant role that is
if the dierences in identication percentages between the phonemes were stable in the
settings analysed Apart from the factor Phoneme only one other factor was present in
the statistical design	 the block
factor Setting ie the trainingtest conguration
The factor Phoneme indeed proved to be signicant at the p    level F
	

  whereas Huynh
Feldts epsilon was high     which indicates that the
assumption of sphericity cf Rietveld  Van Hout 	 is valid for the data A
Tukey post
hoc comparison     yielded subsets of phonemes which are delimited

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by  below	
an  ni  mu  s
where  signies that the between
phoneme dierences in speaker identication percent

ages were signicantly larger in one set than in the other
If we rephrase this result for vowels and consonants separately we get	
a  i  u and
n  m  s
which exactly matches the outcome given in the last paragraph of section  Thus it
may be concluded that the dierences in speaker identication for vowels and consonants
found in that section are signicant in terms of intra
session stability We will proceed
with the setting rr in the rst row of table  which corresponds to the results
given previously in table 
	 Speaker specicity in lterbands
So far we have been dealing with the question which segments are more speaker
specic
We will now look at the distribution of the speaker specicity along the frequency axis
Here our objective is to assess which combinations of lterbands contribute most to a
phonemes speaker specicity and how these lterbands are related to the formant peak
positions
This information was yielded by the LDAs too As mentioned four functions
suced to extract the most relevant information The SCs within
group Structure Coef

cients were chosen as an adequate measure for lterband performance in speaker dis

crimination cf section  page  under  Since SCs were obtained for all four
discriminant functions involved four SCs for each lterband were available To reduce
this information to one value per lterband the four SCs were averaged To this end the
absolute value of each SC was taken and weighted by the relative identication rate ir
of the corresponding discriminant function equation  below The ir of a function was
computed as the identication percentage associated with the function divided by the
maximum identication percentage using all  functions For example see table 
the ir of the rst discriminant function for a amounts to ir

       and of
the second function it amounts to ir

        
To sum up for every phoneme the average SC for each lterband i 
d
SC
i
 was
computed as
d
SC
i




X
f
ir
f
 jSCj
fi
 
where f represents the number of the discriminant function and i the lterband number
which is a more or less arbitrary criterion
Figure  depicts the speaker discrimination performance of each lterband meas


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ured as
d
SC
i
 for each phoneme aiumns Above the x
axis of the plots the main
locations of the formant peaks depicted in gure  page  are reproduced A lterb

and was considered a main location of a formant peak if the formant peak was encountered
ten times or more in the lterband
A general observation is that all lterbands contain some amount of speaker
specic
information for all phonemes none of the lterbands is irrelevant since the
d
SC values in
the plots are all larger than  On the other hand we also nd considerable dierences
between lterbands Below we give a brief overview of the most important lterbands for
each phoneme and their relations to formant peaks Only lterbands with an
d
SC larger
than the arbitrary value  are taken into account
a B	 Peaks F

and F

 perhaps more specically the area between the two
B	 Peak F


B	 Area to the left of F


i B	 Between F

and F

but most to the right of F


B	 Peak F


B	 Area to the left of F


B	 Area to the right of F

F


u B	 Between F

and F


B	 Peak F


B	 Area to the left of F


m B	 Fa

 area to the left of F


B
	 Fa

and the area left to it area to the left of F


B	 Area to the right of F


nB
	 Area to the left of F


B
	 Peak F


B	 Fa

 area to the left of F


sB

B	 Peak F
B	 Area to the left of F


B
	 Peak F


The perhaps most striking observation is that a large variety of highly speaker

specic lterbands is not located at the formant peak positions but in their vicinity

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 see text on the yaxis as a function of lterband
number xaxis Data are shown for the SMOOTHCBS spectra of aiu left
hand page section and mns righthand page section Above the xaxis the
main positions of the formant peak locations are printed Antiformants are denoted
by Fa

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Clear examples are B of a B of i B of u B of m B of n and B of s
Furthermore some formant peak locations such as F

of u F

of m and F

of s
are not speaker
specic at all At locations where speaker
specic lterbands do co
occur
with formant peaks it is noteworthy that these lterbands are mostly not those where a
formant peak occurred most frequently Examples are B of a B of i B of u
and B of s which can be checked by referring to gure  page 
A possible explanation for these observations might be that the formant bandwidths
are in fact more speaker
specic than the formant peaks A way to test this suggestion is
to analyse our LPC
data and compare the speaker
discriminating performance of formant
peaks on the one hand to that of formant bandwidths on the other The above ndings
will be further discussed in section 
 LPCdata
In this section we will consider the speaker specicity of the formant positions as extracted
from our LPC
data We will have a brief look at the speaker specicity of the individual
segments section  and the corresponding intra
session consistency section 
and then proceed with the speaker specicity of individual formants and compare formant
peak positions and formant bandwidths in this respect section 
	 Speaker specicity of segments
The values of the lower three formants were used as predictor variables in the LDAs This
means that a maximum of three discriminant functions could be generated by the ana

lyses As mentioned reliable formant peak values were extracted only for the phonemes
aium and were converted into Barks real values to make them more compatible to
the lterband spectra A crucial dierence with the previous LDAs is that the LDAs on
lterband data use an energy dimension to discriminate between speakers whereas the
LDAs on LPC
formants use a frequency dimension
Table  presents the cumulative speaker identication percentages as a function
of the number of discriminant functions taken into account
The results obtained by using the maximum of three discriminant functions will
serve as the basis of our observations
By comparing the identication scores to those of the SMOOTH
CBS spectra given
in table  it can be concluded that the present scores are considerably lower This
is no doubt a consequence of the fact that identication was based on only three pre

dictor variables whereas fteen predictor variables were available for the SMOOTH
CBS
spectra
The following rank order of speaker specicity emerges for the phonemes	
a  i  mu

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Table  Cumulative speaker identication percentages as a function of number of
discriminant functions for each of the segments aium The input data for the
LDAs are the lower three formant peaks from the LPCdata in Barks
Func a i u m
    
    
    
which ts the rank order established for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra agreeably well cf
the last paragraphs of section 
	 Intrasession consistency
Following the same procedure as for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra we divided the data into
two groups the rst comprised the data of replications  and the second the data of
replications  Each possible combination once served as trainingtest conguration
The resulting speaker identication percentages are displayed in table 
Table  Speaker identication percentages obtained for a range of LDA analysis
settings applied to the three lower formant peaks from the LPCdata The settings
are dened by the subsets of the data serving as training or test material All iden
tication percentages are based on LDAs extracting three discriminant functions
The rst row lists percentages that can directly be retrieved from table  Legend
rXY replication X to Y
Setting
traintest a i u m
r
r
    
r
r
    
r
r
    
r
r
    
r
r
    
It can be seen that the identication scores decrease if training and test data con

sist of unequal speech material as was earlier observed for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra
identication scores too In absolute terms the decrease is less substantial than for the
SMOOTH
CBS spectra but percentually the decrease is about equal
The data listed in the table were processed by an ANOVA repeated measurements

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to nd out if the dierences in identication percentages between the phonemes were stable
throughout the analysis settings The analysis rendered the factor phoneme signicant
F
	
   p    whereas the assumption of sphericity was perfectly armed
Huynh
Feldts     A Tukey post
hoc comparison     showed that the
following subsets of phonemes diered signicantly	
ai  mu
which closely matches the outcomes for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra see the last para

graphs of section  be it not exactly in terms of signicance but rather in terms
of rank order
We will proceed with the setting given in the rst row of table 
	 Speaker specicity of formants
The performance of single formants in discriminating between speakers can again be
expressed by means of average Structure Coecients 
d
SC These were dened by equa

tion  on page  Note that f   for the LPC
data since there were only three
discriminant functions to extract The results of these analyses are depicted in gure 
The gure demonstrates a dichotomy between ai on the one hand and um on the
other For a and i F

is the most rewarding formant for speaker discrimination
whereas in contrast F

is the least successful formant for m and especially u A
comparable result in particular for um was found for the SMOOTH
CBS spectra
Also there F

turned out to be relatively ineective for speaker discrimination on the
basis of u and m cf section 

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 see text on the yaxis as a function of formant
number xaxis Data are shown for the LPC formant data of ai lefthand page
section and mu righthand page section
A nal issue that needs to be addressed here concerns the speaker identifying ca

pacity of formant bandwidths From the SMOOTH
CBS spectra the impression arose
that perhaps bandwidths are more speaker
specic than formant peaks since quite a lot
of highly speaker
discriminating lterbands were not located at the lterbands where the
formant peaks occurred most frequently but next to these To sort this out LDAs were
applied to the bandwidths of the three lower formants Bandwidths expressed in Barks
were computed by converting the upper and lower cuto frequency from Hz into Bark
and by then subtracting the lower from the upper frequency Two types of analyses were
performed to obtain the formant bandwidths section 	 pitch asynchronous LPC
based on the autocorrelation method AUTOCOR and pitch synchronous LPC on the
closed glottis interval based on the covariance method COVAR We checked that the
bandwidths which we investigated contain meaningful variation A series of ANOVAs

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on the bandwidth values B

 B

and B

of aiu together  bandwidths   vowels
  ANOVAs per LPC
method in which the xed factors Speaker and Context were
comprised showed that the factor Speaker was signicant at p    for all ANOVAs
and the factor Context for seven out of nine ANOVAs Therefore we felt condent to use
the bandwidth values in the LDAs for speaker discrimination Table  lists the speaker
identication percentages obtained in comparison to those observed for the resonance
frequencies of the same formants which were copied from table  It also shows the
results for combined formant and bandwidth data
Table 
 Speaker identication percentages on the basis of formant peak resonances
F formant bandwidths B and their combination FB The values in Bark of
the three lower formants were used for the LDAs which were instructed to extract
three functions Results are presented for the bandwidths of aiu obtained by two
LPCmethods AUTOCOR and COVAR
a i u
AUTOCOR F   
B   
F B   
COVAR F   
B   
F B   
As can be seen addition of bandwidth data to formant values does not lead to
a salient improvement in speaker identication the sole exception perhaps being u
Second and more importantly speaker identication percentages are much lower if formant
bandwidths alone are used as predictor variables It thus appears that there is no general
tendency of the formant bandwidths to be better speaker discriminators than the formant
peak positions Nonetheless it cannot be precluded that for individual instances this
might be the case Therefore a similar analysis was performed exclusively for the rst
formant of aiu for which it was found in section  that a lterband near
F

was more speaker
specic than the lterbands coinciding with F

itself But here
as well as can be concluded from table  bandwidth was not a better predictor for
speaker identity than the formant resonance frequency Possible reasons why speaker
identication was worse for the COVAR
method than for the AUTOCOR
method will be
addressed in section  below under 

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Table  Speaker identication percentages for F

on the basis of formant peaks
F formant bandwidths B and the combination of F and B of aiu Only the
rst discriminant function was used for classication
a i u
AUTOCOR F   
B   
F B   
COVAR F   
B   
F B   
 Discussion
The speaker specicity in the spectral realisations of aiumns was investigated on
the basis of two spectral representations	 lterbank analysis SMOOTH
CBS and LPC
formant analysis The LPC data served to validate the ndings of the SMOOTH
CBS
spectra in terms of the locations of formant peaks and the speaker specicity thereof
Further the LPC data were used to assess the speaker discriminating power of formant
bandwidths
Although the formants in the SMOOTH
CBS spectra were established by simple
visual peak picking on averages over ten spectra a close resemblance in formant peak
distribution was found between these spectra and the LPC data section  Gener

ally the formant peak positions were found in the same frequency bands for both spectral
representations although the precise distribution over the lterbands could dier Note

worthy was the observation that for ium B occurred far more often as the location of
F

in the SMOOTH
CBS spectra than in the LPC data Together with the observation
that an additional peak on B was often found for a in the SMOOTH
CBS spectra
the argument is rather convincing that we see the inuence of the second harmonic here
This implies that we have not been able to completely remove the voice source information
from the lower part of the spectrum However to omit B from further analysis would
not be fair since B doubtlessly also contains F


information for iumn If B and
B are left out of the LDA on a then the identication scores are reduced from # to
# which points to some though not much speaker specicity in B In addition
B did not appear to be notably speaker
specic for any of the phonemes under study on
the basis of the analyses on the SCs see gure 
Part of the general inspection of the data was aimed at establishing the contribution
of the factors vowel identity consonantal context and speaker to the total variance in the
data set section  The percentages in table  page  indicated that the eect of
vowel identity was largest and that the eect of speaker and the interactions associated

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with this factor was stronger than the eect of context In a study of the acoustic
variation in phoneme spectra Mel Frequency cepstra taken from the TIMIT database
Sun  Deng  reported that # of the spectral variance could be attributed to
phoneme identity # to phonemic context and # to speaker characteristics The
fact that the eect of phonemic context was much larger in their data is probably caused
by the fact that Sun  Deng examined uent speech in which coarticulatory eects are
bound to be stronger than in the read out words examined here On the other hand
the percentual contribution of the speakers was larger in their data than it was in ours
This must be attributed to the more heterogeneous nature of their speaker set which
comprised male and female speakers from various dialect regions The comparison of
our data to Sun and Dengs clearly demonstrates the enormous eect of coarticulation
phenomena when words are spoken in continuous speech and not in isolation
We will now discuss the issue of speaker specicity in the light of the research
questions put forward in section  page 
 Speaker specicity of the phonemes aiumns
From the SMOOTH
CBS spectra the following rank order of speaker specicity emerged
for the phonemes under study cf section 	
a #  n #  i #  m #  u #  s #
which for vowels and consonants implies	
a  i  u
n  m  s
In terms of intra
session consistency these rank orders proved to be signicant sec

tion  They were in addition endorsed by the analyses on the LPC data of
aium sections  and  Thus we may conclude that a is the most
speaker
specic phoneme in our set that the nasals nm are more speaker
specic than
the fricative s and that i is more speaker
specic than u and n more than m
We note that a was also the most speaker
specic phoneme in the durational do

main section  However duration cannot have played a direct role in the spectral
data discussed here since each phoneme
token was represented by only one analysis frame
the middle frame To relate our ndings to results reported by others it is convenient
to consult table  page  It shows a general agreement about u being the least
speaker
specic vowel among aiu Suomi  Bonastre et al  Van den Heuvel
 Rietveld  Bonastre  Meloni  Eatock  Mason  Greisbach et al
 Contradictory evidence is reported by Hofker  and Paliwal  but we
will attempt to oer an explanation for this discrepancy under  Generally acknow

ledged too is the nding that vowels and nasals are realised more speaker
specically
than fricatives Sambur  Hofker  Bonastre et al  Van den Heuvel 
Rietveld  Bonastre  Meloni  Eatock  Mason  Le Floch et al 
Greisbach et al  Sheikhzadegan et al  Magrin
Chagnolleau et al  Less
consensus is observed as to the rank orders of a and i although there is a tendency
of a to be more speaker
specic than i and the rank order of n and m

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To obtain a clearer view on the acoustic
phonetic regularities that may underly our
results we will delve into the speaker
discriminating performance of individual formants
 Speaker specicity of formants
The general outcome of our analysis was that F

was the most successful formant in
speaker discrimination for a and i and the least eective formant for u m and
s cf sections  and 
Probably coarticulation plays a paramount role here It is known that the coar

ticulation of u due to consonantal context is high eg Stevens  House  and
that the coarticulation of m and n due to context is high as well Su Li  Fu 
Mann  Repp  Inspection of u and m in our data revealed that the indeed
considerable coarticulatory eects could be entirely attributed to the behaviour of F

see
chapter  for an elaborated account of the coarticulation in u During speaker discrim

ination by LDAs this type of contextual variation in F

is regarded as undesirable noise
which disturbs the discrimination process As a consequence the speaker
discriminating
power of F

will be low This line of reasoning is corroborated by the remarkable observa

tion that the only studies reporting relatively high speaker specicity for u Hofker
 and its F

Paliwal  used speech material in which the context of u was
kept constant
As mentioned for a and i F

appeared to be the most speaker
specic formant
For i this nding conforms to the observations of the majority of researchers Sambur
 Paliwal  Mella  for a however the results are in conict with those
of Paliwal  Hangai  Miyauchi and Mella 
	 Speaker specicity of lterbands
All of the lterbands were of some relevance for speaker discrimination Two arguments
were encountered in support of this statement
 The PC
preanalysis presented in section  yielded values for the Kaiser
Meyer

Olkin measure of sampling adequacy that indicated that none of the lterbands of
any phoneme could be rejected in advance due to information redundancy
 The contribution of individual lterbands to speaker discrimination as depicted in
gure  page  revealed that none of the lterbands ever had a close to
zero
value for
d
SC
i

Results pointing to the relevance of the entire frequency range were also reported by
Pruzansky  Mathews 	 and Thompson  Mason  On the other hand
some lterbands were obviously more speaker
specic than others This was found true
for all phonemes involved in the experiment The most interesting aspect here is the
relation of these most speaker
specic lterbands to the formant peak locations


	 DISCUSSION

 Relation to formant peak locations
On an a priori base we can formulate three hypotheses for the relation of the most
speaker
specic lterbands to the formant peak locations taking into account that due
to normalisation the linear part of the spectral tilt cannot be a source of speaker variation
in our data
a The peak hypothesis which argues that speaker
specic information should be
mainly located at formant peak positions Since formant peaks contain maximal
spectral energy one might expect that speaker variability can be largest here Ac

cording to this hypothesis phoneme identity and speaker identity should be coded
in exactly the same spectral bands
b The valley hypothesis which argues that speaker
specic information should be
mainly present in those spectral bands where formant peaks do not occur The
motivation behind this hypothesis could be that in trying not to interfere with
the phoneme
related formant peaks speaker
specic information will be typically
located in the more or less at parts between two formant peaks Thus according to
this hypothesis phoneme identity and speaker identity are coded in a complementary
way ie in dierent spectral regions
c The ank hypothesis which argues that speaker
specic information should manifest
itself mainly in the spectral bands adjacent to the formant peaks This hypothesis
constitues a midway between hypotheses  and  It takes the best of two worlds
in assuming on the one hand that the largest dierences between speakers may
show up where the energy concentrations are largest which is around the formants
and on the other hand that phoneme and speaker information are coded in some
kind of complementary fashion According to this hypothesis speaker identity is not
coded in exactly the same spectral area as phoneme identity but in an area in the
immediate vicinity
We do not nd any support for the valley hypothesis It might be put forward that
the high speaker specicity of B of i and of B of u favour the hypothesis but a
look at the mean SMOOTH
CBS spectra of i and u not pictured veries that both
lterbands are not located in a at valley but at the right ank of F

 However it is
impossible to make a choice between the remaining hypotheses the peak hypothesis and
the ank hypothesis Nevertheless a few remarks can be made
In its most rigid interpretation the peak hypothesis predicts that the lterband on
which the most occurrences of a formant peak were found would be the most speaker

specic one This idea is denitely contradicted by the results The most speaker
specic
lterbands are hardly ever those where a formant peak was encountered most frequently
cf gures  and  Clearly negative examples are B of a B of i B of
u and B of s Another interpretation of the peak hypothesis can however be

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defended It can be argued that most speaker specicity in lterbands will show up
if dierent speakers realise a formant peak in adjacent lterbands According to this
interpretation all lterbands on which formant peaks were observed are candidates for
optimal speaker specicity This idea is supported by quite some results for instance the
examples mentioned above but on the other hand it must be acknowledged that for some
formant peaks such as F

of u m and s none of the corresponding lterbands were
particularly speaker
specic but this is probably due to coarticulation
A remarkable amount of evidence nally was collected in favour of the ank hypo

thesis We found that in a considerable number of cases a maximum of speaker specicity
was located on lterbands which were not associated with formant peaks but only with
formant anks B of a B of i B of u B of m B
 and B of n B
of s One could argue that these lterbands are highly correlated with adjacent lter

bands that do contain formant peaks However this suggestion appears not to hold for
B of i and B of u which have no adjacent lterbands that contain formant peaks
Moreover we nd low correlations for a number of speaker
specic lterbands such as B
of a which correlates only weakly with B r    p    and for B of m
which correlates only weakly with B r    p    Another suggestion to explain
the relative success of the ank hypothesis is that the speaker specicity of formant anks
could be related to formant bandwidths This idea was examined using the formant and
bandwidth values from the LPC
analyses of the data
 Bandwidth performance
The results of the LDAs on the LPC
data showed that the formant bandwidths were less
speaker
specic than the formant peak positions This was found to hold for aium
in general but also for F

of aiu in particular cf the end of section  The
latter cases were selected as being representative for formants of which the anks were
more speaker
specic than the peaks according to the SMOOTH
CBS spectra From
this nding we conclude  that bandwiths as computed in our LPC
analysis are less
rewarding for speaker identication than the formant peak positions which is also attested
by Sambur 	 for American
English and  that formant bandwidths again as
yielded by our LPC
analysis cannot explain the speaker specicity of lterbands that
are associated with formant anks If bandwidths had indeed been better predictors of
speaker identity than formant frequencies this would have oered a direct explanation
for the speaker specicity of formant anks However the results being negative it is
impossible to formulate an unambiguous conclusion The relatively low performance of
the bandwidths could very well be an artefact of the LPC
analysis methods employed
The AUTOCOR analysis yields rather invalid though stable formant bandwidth values
due to the pitch asynchronous positioning of the analysis window and due to the fact
that an analysis window comprises more than one pitch period The COVAR analysis
on the closed glottis interval has the disadvantage that it needs more ne
tuning than
adopted here to nd the closed glottis interval of a pitch period it would have been helped
with an additional larynx signal to determine the exact length of the pitch periods If

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the bandwidths could be more accurately measured they might turn out to be more
speaker
specic than they appeared to be now Irrespective of the results of such an
analysis we can conclude already that the relative costs that will be needed to obtain
suitable bandwidth values make them inappropriate for applications in automatic speaker
recognition To sum up the relative success of the ank hypothesis remains unclear for
the time being
 Summary
Speaker variability in the stationary phonemes aiumns was investigated in Dutch
C

V C

  pseudo
words containing the consonants ptkdsmnr These words were
read out ten times in isolation by fteen male speakers of Dutch The middle frame of
the steady state of each token of aiumns was coded in terms of lterband energy
levels SMOOTH
CBS and in terms of formant
bandwidth pairs LPC
analysis It was
attempted to remove the voice source characteristics from the SMOOTH
CBS spectra by
normalising for spectral tilt and excluding lterband  from the analysis The locations
of the formant peaks in both types of spectral coding proved to be quite similar
For both types of spectral analysis the following rank order of speaker specicity
emerged for the phonemes under study	
a  n  i  m  u  s

which for vowels and consonants implies	
a  i  u
n  m  s
These ndings match rather well with results reported in the literature for other languages
We delved into the speaker
discriminating performance of individual formants to
obtain a clearer view on the phonetic regularities that might underly our ndings The
general outcome of our analysis was that F

was the most successful formant in speaker
discrimination for a and i and the least eective formant for u m and s
It was found that the speaker
identifying power of F

in um was minimised due to
coarticulation phenomena which will be elaborated upon in chapter 
Although all lterbands proved to be of some relevance to speaker identication
remarkable dierences between lterbands were encountered as well It was observed that
the most speaker
specic lterbands were often at locations co
occurring with formant
resonance peaks Surprisingly highly speaker
specic lterbands were also often found in
lterbands adjacent to formant peak locations A subsequent analysis using the LPC
data
revealed that the latter nding could not in a direct way be explained by the speaker
specicity of formant bandwidths
 
The word resulting from this phoneme sequence makes the rank order easy to remember

Chapter 
Speaker variability in spectral
coarticulation
 
Abstract
In this chapter we study the eect of consonantal context upon the spec
tra of the vowels aiu as produced in experiment  The formants
F
 
in Bark were extracted from the steadystate of each vowel token
aiu Coarticulation in each of  realisations per vowel was meas
ured in F
 
as a function of consonantal context using a scoremodel
based measure called COART The largest amount of coarticulation was
found in u where nasals and alveolars in C

position had the largest
eect on the formant positions especially on F

 Coarticulation in au
proved to be speakerspecic For these vowels the speaker specicity
of COART in a context was larger generally if COART itself was lar
ger Studied in a speaker identication task nally COART appeared
to improve identication results only in very restricted conditions
 
This chapter has been accepted for publication in Speech Communication Section  of the paper
Speakers and speech data has been replaced by a brief summary in section  of the present chapter
Further only slight modications have been carried out to integrate the text in the thesis framework

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	 Introduction
In the previous chapter vowel spectra have been shown to vary as a function of individual
speakers Another source of variation in the data is the vowels consonantal context The
inuence of a segments context upon its realisation is generally referred to as coartic

ulation In this chapter we deal with the variation in the spectra of the Dutch vowels
aiu that result from coarticulation We examine which consonantal contexts exert the
largest inuence on vowel spectra section  We will in greater detail focus on speaker
variability observed in the coarticulation of these vowels section  and investigate if
this variability can be used to help identify speakers section  We note in advance
that if we speak in the following of spectral coarticulation then we in fact refer to the
spectral eects of coarticulation phenomena taking place in the articulatory domain
A large variety of models has been developed to explain coarticulation but none of
them seems able to explain all observations found Critical reviews of models of coarticu

lation are given by Kent  Minie  Fowler  Sharf  Ohde  Tokuma
 Each model has to cope with the problem of how vowel realisations come to
dier in varying contexts from vowels produced in isolation Here we adopt the view
that some canonical or ideal form is observed when vowels are uttered in isolation or in
a compatible context like hVd Stevens  House  Danilo  Hammarberg 
Pols Tromp  Plomp  The deviation of a vowel realisation from its canonical form
may be brought about by eg stress word class speech rate and consonantal context
cf Van Bergem  In this chapter we deal only with the last factor	 consonantal
context The eect of this factor is generally called coarticulation A more general term
for the eect of all factors is vowel reduction The terms target undershoot spectral
undershoot or simply undershoot are used to describe the vowel formant shift in all
types of vowel reduction including coarticulation Stevens House  Paul 	
Van Son 	
Speaker variability in articulation has not been investigated on a large scale because
invariant aspects of speech production are often considered more interesting Nonetheless
a few studies have dealt with this topic	 Kuehn  Moll  examined the velocity and
the displacement of tongue movements as a function of speech tempo They observed ap

preciable dierences between speakers in the control of the two variables Similar ndings
of speaker dependencies in patterns of upper lip and jaw movements were reported by
Shaiman Adams  Kimelman  Johnson Ladefoged  Lindau  who stud

ied x
ray microbeam pellet trajectories during the production of vowels by ve speakers
found highly speaker
dependent patterns of inter
articulator coordination for lip jaw and
tongue movements They concluded that inter
speaker variation was too large to uphold
the hypothesis that articulatory dened phonetic features are of a universal nature In
the light of these studies it can be hypothesised that acoustic aspects of coarticulation
may also exhibit substantial inter
speaker variability
Recently Hertrich  Ackermann  reported on the inuence of speech rate on
spectral coarticulation in German Among other things they studied the coarticulatory

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eect of V upon schwa in words of the form  tVt  embedded in a carrier phrase with
V being one of the vowels aiu They found that the eect of V upon both schwas
was highly speaker
dependent Further evidence for the speaker specicity of spectral
coarticulation has been reported for some phonemes in the eld of automatic speaker
identication Su Li  Fu  noted that the amount of coarticulation in nasals and
especially in m varies highly among speakers and can as a result eectively be used
in automatic speaker identication Comparable experiments are reported for l and
r by Nolan  In his study the coarticulation in l appeared to be more speaker

specic than that in r Similar experiments for vowels have not been carried out so far
which is surprising since the coarticulation in vowels as such has been studied extensively
To study the speaker variability in coarticulation of aiu then is the objective of the
present investigation
1000
2000
3000
F1-3 (Hz)
Vowel in Context
/dak/ /mar/ /pas/ /sap/ /dis/ /mik/ /pin/ /sid/ /dup/ /mut/ /pud/ /sur/
/kad/ /nat/ /ram/ /tan/ /kim/ /nip/ /rit/ /tir/ /kun/ /nuk/ /rus/ /tum/
0
Figure  Averages and standard deviations of F
 
in the middle frames of aiu
On the xaxis each vowel is shown in its consonantal context The averages are based
on  speakers and  replications which makes  observations
For the analyses reported on in this chapter the formant data of experiment  were
used The set
up of this experiment is described at length in chapter  Here it must
suce to note that we measured the formants F
 
of the nucleus vowels in  C

V C

 


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words These words were read out ten times in isolation by fteen male speakers The
vowels involved were aiu They were surrounded by the consonants ptkdsmnr
which appeared in C


position and in C


position The structure of the words is such that
a syllable boundary is located between the nuclues vowel and the word
medial consonant
It can hence be expected that the coarticulatory eect of C

on the vowel will be larger
than that of C

cf Rietveld  Frauenfelder  The formants were extracted from the
middle frame of the vowels section  The resulting mean formant values of F
 
and
their standard deviations are depicted for the vowels in all contexts in gure  As was
explained in section  the formants were converted into Barks to keep them comparable
with the lterbank data The reason for this conversion is that on a linear frequency scale
Hz variations in the higher formants F

and F

would obtain a dominating weight
To illustrate the conceptual problems that arise if one tries to investigate the relation
between coarticulation and speaker specicity let us rst consider evidence showing that
a relation between the two actually exists A Linear Discriminant Analysis LDA was
performed on each of the vowels aiu in our data to yield speaker identication percent

ages on the basis of the formants F
 
 The LDA was instructed to discriminate between
the fteen speakers on the basis of three functions the maximum possible Percentages
of correct speaker identication were then obtained by classication of the data Two
types of analyses were carried out The rst contained the data of each vowel combined
over all contexts yielding one LDA per vowel pooled contexts the second contained the
data of each vowel sorted by context yielding eight LDAs per vowel whereafter the eight
identication percentages obtained were averaged split contexts The corresponding
results are displayed in table 
Table  Percentages of correct speaker identication for the three vowels aiu
in two conditions See text for further details
Vowel
Condition a i u
Pooled contexts   
Split contexts   
This table shows that the split contexts analysis leads to considerably higher speaker
identication percentages than the pooled contexts analysis This means that the vowels
consonantal context and therefore coarticulation may play a signicant role in speaker
identication by computer cf also Bonastre  Meloni 
Does this nding imply that coarticulation as such is speaker
specic The answer
is no Consider gure  which shows a hypothetical and highly simplied picture of
a possible distribution of F

and F

for u produced by two speakers S and S The
formant values of speaker S are in the lefthand top circle those of speaker S are in the
righthand bottom circle For both speakers the realisations of context du are found in

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the left upper part of the circles and the realisations of context ku are located in the
right lower part of the circles If we perform speaker identication on the pooled contexts
the ku
realisations of speaker S are confused with the du
realisations of speaker S
However if we conduct speaker identication on the du
 and the ku
realisations
separately then there is no overlap and better identication results are obtained Thus
gure  adequately explains the results of table 
F1
F2
S2
S1
/du/
/ku//ku/
/du/
+
+
Figure 	 Illustration of a hypothetical relation between coarticulation and speaker
variability The xaxis and the yaxis denote the rst and the second formant re
spectively The cross in the centre of each circle indicates the average values for u
tokens produced by two speakers S and S	 See the text for a further explanation
Note however that in this gure coarticulation is not speaker
specic$ If it were
then the circles diameters would be dierent as in gure a or they would have
dierent shapes for instance one of them would be an ellipse as in gure b
The only dierence between S and S in gure  concerns the centres of their
formant distributions These however do not bear a relation to coarticulation but are
determined by general characteristics of speakers in particular by their vocal tract lengths
Thus we have identied two possible reasons why the consonantal context and
therefore coarticulation may positively aect speaker specicity
 Coarticulation is speaker
specic or
 Speakers do not dier in coarticulation but in some other characteristic such as
vocal tract length Speaker dierences in this other characteristic emerge when

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F1
F2
S2
S1
/du/
/ku//ku/
/du/
+
+
(a)
F1
F2
S2
S1
/du/
/ku/
/ku/
/du/
+
+
(b)
Figure  As gure 	 but coarticulation is speakerspecic since the circles dier
in their diameters a or in their shapes b
speaker specicity is investigated for separate contexts In this case coarticulation
is only a catalyst but not itself a source of speaker specicity
The main aims of this chapter are to ascertain whether coarticulation in vowels is
speaker
specic and to investigate if it can be benecially used for speaker identication
To measure the degree of coarticulation we will use a self
dened index called COART
which will be claried in section  The following specic questions will be addressed
 Do the consonantal contexts of the vowels examined viz aiu cause dierent
degrees of coarticulation as measured with the COART
index  Section 
 Is the amount of coarticulation observed in the vowels speaker
specic And if so
is there a relation between the amount of coarticulation in a vowel as quantied by
COART and the speaker variability in this coarticulation  Section 
 Is the COART
index useful as a parameter in speaker identication  Section 

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	 The score model approach to spectral coarticu
lation
	  Introduction and method
Several methods have been suggested to measure spectral coarticulation A simple one is
to calculate the dierence between the observed values of a formant generally F

 to a
reference value for the same formant Ohde  Sharf  Whalen  A more soph

isticated method was described in Van Bergem  He computed euclidean distances
between two vowel realisations on the basis of mel
scaled formants F

and F

 to determ

ine acoustic vowel reduction The computation of our COART
index is very similar to the
latter approach but is designed specically for the computation of coarticulation Our
score model approach to coarticulation is given by equations  and  section 
page  In the score model the coarticulation in a formant i in a specic context c in
replication r as realised by speaker s is given by
COART s c r i  f
scr
i f
sref 
i

 
where f
scr
i refers to a raw formant value obtained from the midpoint of a vowel token
and f
sref 
i to the speaker
dependent reference value of the vowel formant
In a strict score model based approach the reference should be the vowel centroid
ie the average formant values for a speaker However the use of a reference other
than the vowel centroid is rather compelling for spectral coarticulation Stevens  House
 reported that formant values averaged over a set of contexts deviate greatly from
formant values that are obtained from vowels spoken in isolation or in a hVd
context
Since in both latter contexts the formant target values of the vowel are thought to be
realised we should use one of these contexts as reference context and obviously not
the phoneme centroids However our speakers did not produce aiu in isolation nor
in a hVd
context In order to obtain good estimates of these formant values for our
experiment we opted for the following solution The vowel formant frequencies as pub

lished by Pols Tromp  Plomp 	 for  male speakers of Dutch for aiu
in a hVt
context which is compatible to isolated vowels were taken as initial refer

ences We will refer to these values as the PTP
references Using the PTP
references as
f
sref 
i we computed the coarticulation for the vowels in each consonantal context from
equation  To obtain one COART
value for each consonantal context we averaged
over speakers replications and formants according to
COART c 

S
S
X
s

R
R
X
r

I
I
X
i
COART s c r i  
The results are shown by the dashed lines in gures   and  for aiu respectively
Since we required previously that our reference be speaker
specic the PTP
references
could not establish the ultimate vowel references Therefore in a next step we used f
sc 
i

 THE SCORE MODEL APPROACH TO SPECTRAL COARTICULATION
ie the speaker averages of F
 
in each context as the reference Each single f
sc 
i
served once as the reference for computing the average COART
value for all consonantal
contexts We selected as the ultimate reference for each vowel aiu the reference context
which yielded the best match to the PTP
reference ie the context that resulted in a
between
context pattern of COART
values that most closely corresponded to the pattern
found for the PTP
references
	 Results
The vowels in the following words were found to establish the closest match to the PTP

references	 pas  for a rit  for i sur  for u The COART
values obtained
by using these contexts as references are displayed in gures   and  for aiu
respectively For comparison the COART
values obtained by using the PTP
reference
are also shown in the gures The connections between the data points in the gures have
been added to facilitate visualisation they are not intended to suggest other relationships
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Mean /pas/ /tan/ /kad//dak//sap//mar//nat//ram/
Vowel /a/
Reference:
Vowel Context
COART
PTP
/pas/
Figure  COARTvalues for the vowel a both for the PTPreference and the best
matching context being the a from pas  The contexts shown in the gures equal
the corresponding words with the nal schwa being omitted See text for further
explanation
A number of observations can be made from the gures The rst is that the PTP

references yield considerably higher COART
values than the contextual references from
our own data This must be attributed to the fact that the PTP
references involved other
speakers whereas the best matching reference stemmed from our own speakers

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0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Mean /pin/ /tir/ /kim/ /dis/ /sid/ /mik/ /nip/ /rit/
Vowel /i/
Reference:
Vowel Context
COART
PTP
/rit/
Figure  COARTvalues for the vowel i both for the PTPreference and the
best matching context being the i from rit  See text for further explanation
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Mean /pud//tum//kun//dup//sur/ /mut//nuk/ /rus/
Vowel /u/
Reference:
Vowel Context
COART
PTP
/sur/
Figure  COARTvalues for the vowel u both for the PTPreference and the
best matching context being the u from sur  See text for further explanation

 THE SCORE MODEL APPROACH TO SPECTRAL COARTICULATION
We may expect that the context that has the largest vowel duration is bound to
establish the closest match to the PTP
reference Since the inertia of the articulators plays
a smaller role in the middle frame of a long than of a short vowel it is reasonable to assume
that the target values can be optimally attained in long vowels This expectation was only
partially corroborated by our data For a and i other reference contexts emerged than
those having the longest vowel duration being mar  and tir  respectively Since for
a and i the dierences in coarticulation between contexts appeared to be minor it
is arbitrary which context comes out as the best match Therefore we should not be
surprised that these references did not satisfy our expectation For u however where
the COART
values and the between
context dierences were much more substantial our
expectation was entirely conrmed sur  indeed contains the longest realisation of
u

A further observation is that not surprisingly the COART
values obtained for the
vowels in the selected reference contexts ie a from pas  i from rit  and u
from sur  were always the lowest Evidently the realisations in these contexts have the
shortest distance to the reference because the reference is the mean of the same context
As noted coarticulation was largest in u
contexts This was conrmed by an AN

OVA on the combined  vowels   contexts   COART
values of the three vowels The
factor Vowel was signicant in this analysis F

   p    A subsequent Tukey
HSD post
hoc comparison     showed that the COART
values found for u were
signicantly higher than those for a and i Furthermore for u the largest between

context dierences in coarticulation were observed as can be seen from the gures The
smallest COART
values and between
context dierences were found for i
The next step was to determine in which contexts coarticulation was largest An
ANOVA was carried out on the COART
values of each of the vowels aiu COART
was computed for individual speakers contexts and replications as an average over the
three formants in accord with the formula	
COART s c r 



X
i
COART s c r i  
Factors Speaker fteen levels and Context eight levels were crossed in the ANOVAs
with ten values per cell Speaker was considered random and Context xed Detailed
results of the analyses are presented in section  table  Context was signicant
only for a and u p    Tukey HSD tests     revealed that for a a sig

nicant dierence HSD   existed only between pas  and mar  cf gure 
For u the signicant dierences are listed in table  From the table we infer that
coarticulation in mut  nuk  and dup  was signicantly stronger than in sur 
and that the vowel coarticulation in mut  was also signicantly stronger than in pud 
and kun  It appears that the largest coarticulation eects upon u were due to nasal
 
It could be argued against this account that in Dutch vowels are coloured due to postvocalic r
However for aiu this colouring takes place in the last part of the vowel manifesting itself as a shift
towards schwa It has been veried that the vowel middle frames were not taken from this schwalike
tail but from the long stable vowel part preceding it

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Table 	 Subsets of u allophones not diering signicantly in amount of coartic
ulation according to a Tukey HSD posthoc comparison    HSD  	 In
the left column the COARTvalues of the vowel allophones In the subset columns
u is shown with both its adjacent consonants
Subset
COART   
 sur
 pud pud
 kun kun
 rus rus rus
 tum tum tum
 dup dup
 nuk nuk
 mut
and alveolar C


consonants see subset  with nasality being the more prominent of the
two
For u we investigated which of the three formants showed most coarticulation
We calculated COART for individual formants by averaging COART over replications
and speakers using	
COART c i 

S
S
X
s

R
R
X
r
COART s c r i  
Table  displays the results of this computation
It shows that coarticulation in u was largely restricted to F

	 F

had the largest
mean COART  of the three formants and also the largest spread over contexts 
Furthermore the rank order of contexts for F

is identical to the rank order obtained for
F
 
combined
To summarise the answer to our rst research question see the end of the Intro

duction we may say that the eect of coarticulation in u was considerably larger than
in ai and that the coarticulation eect of nasal and alveolar word
initial consonants
upon u was signicantly larger than of other consonants
We will next examine the speaker specicity of the coarticulation eects observed

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Table  COARTvalues for individual formants of ucontexts The left column
lists the COARTvalues for the combined formants SD standard deviation over
contexts
COART
Context F
 
F

F

F

sur    
pud    
kun    
rus    
tum    
dup    
nuk    
mut    
Mean    
SD    
	 Speaker variability in COART
	  Introduction and method
In the previous section we encountered signicant dierences in consonantal coarticulation
across vowels We may now ask whether the same pattern of between
context dierences
is observed for all fteen speakers If not then we may conclude that coarticulation is
speaker
specic
In section  we present the results of a set of ANOVAs referred to earlier sec

tion  which were carried out to answer this question The ANOVAs were performed
on the COART
values of each vowel aiu COART was computed for individual speak

ers contexts and replications in accord with equation  Factors Speaker fteen levels
and Context eight levels were crossed in the ANOVAs each cell contained ten replica

tions Speaker was considered random and Context xed If Speaker and Context show a
signicant interaction then the between
context pattern of COART is speaker
dependent
and consequently coarticulation is speaker
specic
We also examined the relation between COART and its speaker variability to de

termine if speaker
related variation in COART was larger in those contexts where COART
itself was larger If a positive relationship is found then the mean of COART in a con

text may be a good predictor of its speaker specicity To explore this question we
performed ANOVAs on the COARTs c r
values for each context of aiu These AN

OVAs involved the random factor Speaker only and were conducted on data sets of
 speakers   replications   COART
values each The strength of association of

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Table  Results of the ANOVAs on COART for each vowel aiu Factors were
Context C and Speaker S ns p   

values reect the strength of the
eects
Vowel Factor df

 df

F sign 	

a C    p    
S    p    
CxS    p    
i C    ns 
S    p    
CxS    ns 
u C    p    
S    p    
CxS    p    
the factor Speaker was computed using 


	



S
 

speaker

X


 

speaker


speaker
 

error
 
and was regarded as a measure of speaker variability of COART in the specic context
Then the Pearson product
moment correlation between 


S
and COART for the eight
contexts per vowel was calculated
	 Results
We will rst turn to the ANOVAs on COARTs c r that were carried out for each vowel
aiu to determine if coarticulation was speaker
specic The results of these ANOVAs
are summarised in table 
The 	


values in the table demonstrate that the interaction between Context and
Speaker is the strongest eect for all three vowels In addition this interaction is signi

cant for the vowels a and u Thus it appears that the amount of coarticulation as
expressed by COART is speaker
specic for a and u Interestingly these are exactly
the vowels that also showed signicant dierences between contexts In section  it was
shown that the contextual dierences were small for a but larger for u Therefore
we will focus on u to assess the eect of speaker variability on the COART
values in
more detail This speaker variability is shown in gure  where the speaker distribution
of COART for each context of u is plotted
The gure illustrates that indeed speakers do not coarticulate uniformly The
most salient observation is that the mean COART
values in contexts with alveolars in
C


position nuk dup and tum are pushed up due to the behaviour of two speak

ers	 JH and in particular RP A large part of the apicalisation of u in the alveolar

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Figure 
 The speaker distribution of COART for each context of u The speaker
means are denoted by the speakers initials the contexts mean is denoted by a black
circle slightly shifted to the left The contexts on the xaxis are displayed as the
vowel u with both its adjacent consonants
contexts is therefore attributable to these two speakers Nonetheless the interaction
CxS remains signicant if the data of these two speakers are removed from the ANOVA
for u	 F

   p   
So far we have said nothing about the relation between the magnitude of COART
and its speaker variability As explained earlier section  


S
 being a measure of
speaker variability in COART was computed for each of these ANOVAs and correlated
with the corresponding COART
value The results are summarised in table  which
shows that for a and u the speaker specicity of COART is positively correlated to
the mean value of COART in a context This correlation is signicant if the data for a
and u are combined Signicance here is also attained by the doubling of n to  The
correlation suggests that idiosyncratic variation in COART is relatively large if COART
is high An illustration of this can be seen in gure  For contexts with a low mean
COART
value like sur  and pud  speaker variability is small whereas for contexts
with a high mean COART
value like mut  nuk  and dup  speaker variability is
large
To conclude our answer to research question  is that  the amount of coarticu

lation in contexts as expressed by COART is speaker
specic and  is more speaker

specic if the mean COART
value for a context is higher
To answer our third research question we will examine if COART can be used to
identify speakers

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Table  Correlation r between COART and its speaker variability expressed as


S
 p signicance of r n number of observations eight contexts per vowel
Vowel n r p
a   
i  
 
u   
au   
	 Spectral coarticulation and speaker identication
	  Introduction
Our results indicate that coarticulation as expressed by COART is speaker
specic
which suggests that amount of coarticulation may be an eective and useful parameter
for speaker identication To collect additional evidence as to the speaker specicity of
coarticulation and to put our COART
index to the test the COART
index was used as
a speaker
discriminating tool in an actual speaker identication task Our third research
question will be divided into three subquestions
 Is it possible to identify speakers above chance level solely on the basis of their
COART
index
 Are the identication scores obtained by using the COART
index comparable to the
identication scores obtained by using F
 

 Do speaker identication scores improve if COART is used as an additional para

meter to F
 

Question  pertains to the issue if the one
dimensional COART
index is a better
dimension for speaker identication than the original three
dimensional formant space
It might be that for speaker identication less favourable because noisy properties of
the original speech signal are eliminated in the coarticulation index which will then be a
more eective predictor of speaker identity
Question  examines whether it is useful to employ COART as an extra speaker

identifying tool if the formants F
 
are already available This is a sensible question
only if COART is not highly correlated to one of the formants The highest correlation
observed between COART and a formant is the one between COART and F

of u it
was r    n   which is rather low This makes it interesting to evaluate the
question

	 SPECTRAL COARTICULATION AND SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION
	 Method
Speaker identication percentages were obtained by utilising the classication option of
Linear Discriminant Analysis LDA For the present purpose LDAs were carried out a
for split contexts of each vowel and b for the pooled contexts of each vowel In condition
a there were  speakers   replications   cases for each LDA in condition b
this number was multiplied by  contexts yielding  cases
To answer question  COART was used as the only predictor variable Con

sequently identication percentages were determined on the basis of one discriminant
function only The LDAs on the predictors F
 
yield a maximum of three discriminant
functions To answer question  only the rst function of these analyses was used to
keep the resulting identication percentages compatible to those obtained for COART
However to answer the third question the identication percentages were based on three
functions both for the LDAs on F
 
and for the LDAs on F
 
combined with COART
In this manner also these analysis results were kept compatible
	 Results
Table  presents the speaker identication scores based on COART on the one hand and
F
 
on the other hand Also the identication percentages for the individual formants
F

 F

and F

are shown In the pooled contexts condition all eight contexts of a vowel
were combined in one LDA In the split contexts condition the data belonging to each
consonantal context were analysed separately and the average identication percentage
was calculated The identication percentages for F
 
are not identical to those presen

ted in table  where identication scores were computed using all three discriminant
functions whereas only one discriminant function was used for the LDAs in the present
table This of course leads to much lower recognition scores
Table  contains information useful for answering questions  and  Fifteen
speakers were entered into the analyses yielding an identication
by
chance level of
   # The presented identication percentages for COART exceed this chance
level but at least for the pooled contexts condition only marginally be it still signic

antly in 


terms	 

    p    As for question  we note that the identication
percentages obtained for F
 
were much higher than those found for the COART
index
which holds for both analysis conditions Also the scores for individual formants were
higher except for F

of u in the pooled context condition Obviously the COART

index is not a very eective transformation for capturing the speaker
discriminating in

formation in the three formants
Apparently COART cannot replace the three formants in a speaker identication
task but it may still contain some useful complementary speaker information Thus we
arrive at the third subquestion and ask if the identication scores improve if COART is
used as an additional parameter to F
 
 In table  recognition percentages were based

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Table  Percentages for correct speaker identication of the three vowels aiu
using dierent predictors of speaker identity COART F
 
combined and each
individual formant
Condition Vowel COART F
 
F

F

F

Pooled a     
contexts i     
u     
Split a     
contexts i     
u     
Table 
 As table  However the LDAs were based on other combinations of
the predictor variables F
 
and F
 
combined with COART
Condition Vowel F
 
F
 
 
COART
Pooled a  
contexts i  
u  
Split a  
contexts i  
u  


 DISCUSSION
on three discriminant functions The percentages for F
 
are from table 
Pairwise comparisons of the identication percentages demonstrated that the dif

ferences between the two analysis settings F
 
vs F
 
 COART are signicant for all
three vowels in both conditions but the dierences are small except for u in the pooled
contexts condition where the improvement was about # In general terms then also
the third subquestion has to be answered negatively
This leads us to conclude that the COART
index was not found a useful cue in
speaker identication for most analysis settings
	 Discussion
In this study we examined the speaker variability in the coarticulation of aiu F
 
were extracted from the middle frame of the vowels steady
state and coded on a Bark
scale The vowels were taken from C

V C

 
words spoken in isolation by fteen male
speakers of Dutch The consonants surrounding the vowels were ptkdsmnr The
amount of coarticulation in a vowel was quantied using a score
model based measure
COART Two safeguards should prevent that the length of the vocal tract of a speaker is
reected in COART	  the reference of coarticulation was made speaker
dependent 
formant values were transformed to the Bark
scale which is more or less logarithmic
A still better removal of the average vocal tract characteristics of speakers can be
achieved by using an entirely logarithmic frequency scale The Bark
scale tends to be
linear up to say  Hz which may conate the COART
scores for F

of i and u
with a speakers average vocal tract characteristics For a and u logarithmically
scaled formants yielded results very similar to those for Bark
scaled formants For i
the COART
scores were somewhat higher than for the Bark
scaled formants but still
relatively low and the interaction CxS in table  became signicant thus endorsing
the speaker dependency of COART Considering that the results for logarithmic and Bark

scaled frequencies were very similar and that the Bark
scale was also used in chapter 
we adhered for uniformitys sake to the Bark
scale in this chapter too
We concentrated rst on the coarticulation eects in the vowel contexts as such
section  It was observed that the eect of coarticulation upon u was much stronger
than upon a and i and that especially nasal and alveolar word
initial consonants
introduced extensive formant shifts in the F

of u Carry
over eects of nasal consonants
onto u has been attested by eg Flege  as well as a strong eect of initial d
on u Schouten  Pols  Tokuma  especially with respect to F

Stevens 
House  Stevens House  Paul  Ohde  Sharf  The alveolar character
of C

in nuk  dup  tum  and perhaps rus  which are all contexts yielding a
high COART
value cf table  suggests that tongue
tip movement may have played a
vital role It can be put forward that due to its sluggishness the tongue
tip dwells at the
alveolar ridge for some time during the realisation of u This leads to an apicalisation

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of the u As a result the frontal mouth cavity is kept relatively small which leads to
a relatively high F


value This explains too why u coarticulates far more with the
alveolars than a and i do	 the locus of alveolars about  Hz is much nearer
to the F

of i about  Hz and to a less extent of a about  Hz than it
is to the F

of u about  Hz This probably is the major reason why we found
hardly any coarticulation in i only some in a and quite a lot in u Nonetheless we
have to concede that this interpretation does not make clear why most coarticulation was
observed in the u of mut  Presumably the eect of nasalisation upon u is more
profound than the eect of apicalisation
For nasal and alveolar consonants we may conclude from our data that the C

V 

part with V  u but tendentially the same was found for ai constitutes a stronger
production unit than the V C


part This is in line with ndings published by Ohde 
Sharf  and Suomi  It also conrms our expectation that coarticulation is
attenuated by the syllable boundary between V and C


The word durations produced by our speakers exhibited a relatively large range
even though the speakers were instructed to use a relaxed speech tempo Average word
durations ranged from  ms to  ms We took a closer look at the relationship between
the vowel duration and COART for the vowel u For every speaker we compared the
average duration of u with the average COART of u A non
signicant Spearman
rank correlation coecient of r
S
   n   was observed which indicates not
more than a weak relation between a speakers vowel duration and his COART
value We
also compared the average duration of u with the average COART of u for the eight
contexts We found a non
signicant Spearman rank correlation of r
S
   n  
which is a rather weak relation too These observations indicate that vowel duration as
such was not a major determinant of COART in our data
On the whole between
context dierences in coarticulation were substantial only
for u Perhaps our speech material disyllabic words spoken in isolation without a
carrier
phrase in a relaxed speech tempo allowed rather near
target realisations of a
and i in all contexts Seen from this perspective it is noteworthy that the coarticulation
phenomena observed for u apparently persist even in such unfavourable conditions In
more extensive data
sets containing spontaneous speech or read out sentences stronger
eects of vowel reduction and coarticulation may be expected due to the interference of
additional factors such as speech tempo syllable structure sentence position and stress
cf Van Bergem  Our ndings with the presented data
set can be considered as
a base
line eect of coarticulation as such If larger eects are found in other data bases
they will probably have to be attributed to these other factors
Next we looked at the speaker variability in the observed coarticulation phenomena
section  It was found that the coarticulation in precisely the vowels that showed
signicant dierences between contexts proved to be speaker
specic as well ie the
vowels a and especially u It was further concluded for a and u that the speaker
specicity in COART correlated positively with the mean value of COART in a context

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This makes the mean value of COART in a context a reasonable predictor for the speaker
specicity of COART
Guided by the nding that COART in au had turned out to be speaker
specic
a test was performed to assess if COART is a useful parameter for automatic speaker
identication section  Our results indicate that it is not a valuable parameter for
this task Three ndings support this view
 Used as a single predictor COART is only marginally able to identify speakers above
chance level
 Identication scores obtained by using F
 
as predictor variables are considerably
higher than those obtained for COART
 Adding COART to F
 
does not improve identication results
Similar ndings have been reported for l and r by Nolan 	
 No

lan found that his coarticulation measure which diered somewhat from ours yielded
identication percentages that were above chance level but the spectral lterband coe

cients as such constituted better predictors for speaker identity than did the coarticulation
measure So far high speaker identication scores for a coarticulation measure have been
presented only by Su Li  Fu  for m But this study did not prove that the
coarticulation measure performs better than or as well as simple spectral coecients of
m Not for a single phoneme then has it been reported to date that a coarticulation
measure has as much speaker
discriminating power as the spectral coecients formant
or lterbank values from which it was derived
Although we conclude that COART is not generally useful for speaker identication
one exception came to light For the vowel u in the pooled contexts condition an
# identication improvement was achieved by adding COART as a predictor to the
formants F
 
see table  Notably this eect was not found for the split contexts
condition Figure  may serve as an illustration to explain why Let us start with only
F
 
as predictors in our LDAs If every context is analysed separately optimal speaker
discrimination is possible as is indicated by the gure in a two
dimensional formant
space In the pooled contexts condition the overlap between speakers precludes this
optimal speaker discrimination since a vowel in one context as realised by a speaker is
confused with the realisations of the vowel in another context by another speaker Now by
adding the COART dimension to the predictor set of the pooled contexts the overlapping
formant space can be better decomposed in speaker
specic subspaces and obviously
better speaker identication scores will be attained An illustrative example for this
taken from the actual data is shown in gure  It can be seen that speakers EM and
RP have similar F


values for u in two dierent contexts but that the speakers can be
kept apart by introducing COART as an additional parameter
Thus COART may turn out to be useful as an extra speaker
identifying cue only if
three combined conditions are fullled	 a if COART is used as an additional parameter

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Figure  Illustration of the relation between F

and COART in u for speaker
identication Ten data points are shown for u in pud  for speaker EM and u
in dup  for speaker RP Ellipses around the data points were drawn by hand for
clarity The gure shows that speakers can be separated on the COART dimension
but not on the F

dimension
to the formant values and b if a phoneme exhibits large between
context dierences in
coarticulation and c if the identication procedure is performed on pooled contexts
In the next chapter we will address among other things the implications of our
ndings for models of vowel reduction and the relevance of the ndings for applications
in automatic speaker recognition

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
Chapter 
General discussion
Abstract
In this nal chapter we summarise the results found in chapters  to 
guided by the research questions put forward in chapter  Next we will
discuss some phonetic explanations for our ndings We will present a
theory of speaker specicity in vowel reduction and discuss some meth
odological aspects of the phonetic rule concept Finally we will deal with
the extrapolation of our results to applications in automatic speaker re
cognition

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 Introduction
The previous chapters were mainly of an explorative character We examined our data
in order to nd which phonemes were more speaker
specic which parts of the spectrum
contributed most to the observed speaker specicity and we investigated the speaker spe

cicity of coarticulation In the present chapter we will look at correspondences between
the results observed in the duration domain and in the spectral domain and consider
some explanations We will try to integrate our ndings in a vowel production model
and consider some methodological implications of the distinction between obligatory and
optional rules
The outline of the chapter is the following It starts with a summary of the study
section  Next we will successively address the strength of speaker
related eects
as compared to linguistic
phonetic eects section  the relation between mean values
for an acoustic parameter and its speaker specicity section  the relation between
a phonemes frequency of usage and its speaker specicity section  the speaker spe

cicity of a section  target undershoot in both vowel spectra and vowel durations
section  a model of speaker specicity in vowel reduction section  obligatory
and optional rules section  representativeness of the data section  and extra

polation to applications in automatic speaker recognition section 

 Summary of the study
The eect of speaker variability on acoustic properties of Dutch phoneme realisations has
not been systematically investigated as yet The present study is meant as a rst attempt
in this direction
As was discussed in section  two types of speaker variability can be distin

guished interspeaker variability and intra
speaker variability whereas the ratio of both
types can be regarded as a measure of speaker specicity Speaker specicity is important
from two perspectives From a descriptive point of view we may ask ourselves ques

tions like	 which phonemes are more speaker
specic which phonetic events underly this
speaker specicity what is the role of coarticulation in this respect in which parts of the
spectrum is speaker information predominantly located From a practical perspective
the answers to such questions may be important to optimise speaker recognition scores in
applications In this study we have looked at the speaker specicity of Dutch phonemes
in terms of durations chapters  and  and in terms of spectral energy distributions
chapters  and  Special attention was given to coarticulatory phenomena in these
durations and spectra chapters  and 
Because of the unexplored status of the subject we preferred to use simple data
set
ups Two experiments were run chapter 	 experiment  for phoneme durations
and experiment  for phoneme spectra The data sets used in the two experiments each

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consisted of  C

V C

  mainly pseudo
words spoken in isolation The three nucleus
vowels used were aiu and the eight consonants which appeared once as C

and once
as C

 were ptkdsmnr In this way  vowels   consonants   repetitions  
words were obtained for every speaker In experiment  ten speakers ve males and ve
females participated and in experiment  fteen speakers all males Part of the words
used in experiment  was dierent from those used in experiment  The new words were
easier to segment and made it easier to trace the coarticulation eects on the nucleus
vowel back to the specic consonantal environment cf section 
Each word was segmented into phoneme
sized units in addition the nucleus vowel
was split up into a steady
state part anked by two transitions section  The seg

mental durations being available no further signal preprocessing was needed for the data
of experiment  For experiment  however a spectral analysis of the speech data was
carried out section  Spectra were computed from a 
ms window located at the
middle of the stationary phonemes aiumns in our data
set In an attempt to use
only vocal tract information without voice source characteristics we selected two types of
spectral representations	 lterband energy levels and LPC
based formant frequencies and
bandwidths The lterbank analysis comprised fteen overlapping Bark
scaled lterbands
center
frequencies ranging from  to  Hz normalisations for spectral tilt and for
absolute energy levels were additionally applied For s the frequency range was covered
by  lterbands  Hz and no normalisation for spectral tilt was applied The
lterbank spectra were denoted as SMOOTH
CBS spectra For the LPC
analysis the
frequency values of the lower three formants and their bandwidths were used Here reli

able formant values could be obtained only for aium To prevent the higher formants
from obtaining a dominating weight and to keep the frequency scale compatible to that of
the SMOOTH
CBS spectra the formant frequencies were converted from Hz into Barks
In sections  and  page  we listed the set of research questions that we
tried to answer in this thesis on the basis of the speech data of experiments  and  In
the light of these questions we will summarise our results below
 a Which phonemes of Dutch contain more speakerspecic information in the dura

tional domain
In chapter  we conducted a set of analyses on the data of experiment  It was found
that in general the eects of vowel identity and consonantal context on vowel duration
were much larger than the speaker
related eects Further it was found that the vowels
were more speaker
specic in duration than were the consonants This was especially true
for the long vowels a and iu followed by r Among the consonants t and s
were most speaker
specic The prominent speaker specicity of vowel durations could
be largely attributed to the idiosyncratic realisation of speech tempo

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 b Which phonemes of Dutch contain more speakerspecic information in the spectral
domain
Chapter  dealt with this question on the basis of the data of experiment  The following
descending rank order in speaker specicity could be established for the SMOOTH
CBS
spectra	
a  n  i  m  u  s
By splitting the data into several training and test arrangements the consistency of
the ndings could be tested section  Signicant dierences in speaker specicity
were found between the following subsets	
an  ni  mu  s
which implies for the vowels	 a  i  u and for the consonants	 n  m  s
For the LPC
formant data similar results were obtained Further it was observed
that F

was the most speaker
specic formant for a and i whereas it was the least
speaker
specic formant for u and m
 a What is the relation between coarticulation and speaker specicity in the durational
domain
This issue was addressed in chapter  using the data of experiment  By means of the
COART
index the eects of consonantal context on vowel durations were measured The
COART
index was developed for this study to quantify the amount of durational coarticu

lation in a vowel segment section  As in chapter  the largest lengthening eects
were found for postvocalic r and to a less extent for prevocalic r Evidence was
collected that the lengthening of a by postvocalic r was a speaker
independent phe

nomenon whereas the lengthening of a by prevocalic r was speaker
dependent The
latter phenomenon was interpreted as an optional rule and the former as an obligatory
rule
 b What is the relation between coarticulation and speaker specicity in the spectral
domain
The data of experiment  were used to answer this question The coarticulation in the
rst three formants of aiu as a function of consonantal context was measured using
the COART
index The largest amount of coarticulation as dened by this index was
found in u Nasals and alveolars in C


position had the largest eect on the formant
positions of u especially that of F

 This latter nding explains why F

of u was
so speaker
unspecic in chapter 	 in F

of u speaker eects are overruled by con

text eects Coarticulation in au proved to be speaker
specic For these vowels the
speaker
specicity of COART in a context was generally larger if COART itself was lar

ger However in an actual speaker identication task COART did not turn out to be an
eective parameter
	 Regarding the spectral domain are there specic parts of the spectrum that contribute
more to a phonemes speaker specicity and if so how are these parts related to formant
positions
In chapter  it was found that the speaker specicity of the segmental spectra was often

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located at the formant peak positions and surprisingly even more often in the lterbands
in the direct vicinity of the formant peak positions By comparing LPC
derived form

ants with bandwidths we were not able to conrm the idea that speaker idiosyncrasies
in the formant bandwidths were responsible for this nding More accurate bandwidth
measurements are needed for a decisive conclusion

 Strength of the speakerrelated eects
We found a number of cases for which the eect of speaker specicity was considerably
smaller than the eect of the linguistic factors in our data	 vowel identity and con

sonantal context This was observed for the vowel durations in section  table 
page  where it was shown that both main eects Vowel identity and consonantal Con

text were much stronger than the interactions of these eects with the Speaker factor and
also stronger than the main factor Speaker itself A similar nding was observed for the
spectra F

of um appeared to contain relatively little speaker information gure 
page  and gure  page  because the speaker variation in this formant was
overruled by contextual variation see section  under 
However these ndings should not be interpreted as a free licence to neglect inter

speaker variability in phonetic research because of its weakness In cases where speaker
specicity is relatively high eg in the duration of a in our data a signicant con

textual eect may in fact be speaker
dependent An example of this was encountered
for the lengthening of a by prevocalic r which appeared to be speaker
dependent
section  Another example was observed in section  where the variability
in COART combined over F

 F

and F

 was examined It was shown in table 
page  that COART was realised in a speaker
dependent manner see the interac

tion SxC Moreover the accompanying 	


values demonstrate that the interaction eect
SxC was considerably stronger than the eect of Context on COART A nal example of
the strength of speaker
related eects was observed in section  Here it was shown
see table  page  that for both spectral codings SMOOTH
CBS lterbands and
LPC
derived formants the variance accounted for by the factor Speaker was considerably
higher than the variance accounted for by the factor Context
Therefore it is necessary to conduct phonetic research on a representative set of
speakers so that the speaker eects in the data can be evaluated In this manner it can
be avoided that speaker eect are mistaken as linguistic eects How many speakers are
required is dicult to say it depends on the phenomenon that is investigated Dening
tolerance criteria for rule deviations and performing power analyses see section  are
highly recommended operations here At any rate it is too hazardous to employ only one
speaker in phonetic research apart from instances where the speech of only one speaker
is to be modelled as for instance in speech synthesis applications

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 Mean values and speaker specicity
Another general observation in our data is that the mean value of a variable correlates
positively with its speaker specicity This was observed for a which appeared to
be the longest in duration section  and also the most speaker
specic in duration
section  Likewise it was shown for the spectral coarticulation of a and u that
contexts with the largest mean COART
value also displayed most speaker specicity in
COART section 
It could be put forward that this nding is rather trivial if viewed from another
perspective If a variable can take only positive values as is the case for both segmental
durations and COART and the between
speaker variance is large then clearly also
the mean of this variable will be large However this does not explain why the speaker
variance of this variable is large or to put it in other words why the high mean value of
the variable is not accompanied by very little speaker variance Therefore we uphold the
claim that our nding is not trivial especially if we recall that we obtained similar results
for logarithmic durations and that coarticulation was measured on Bark
scaled ie more
or less logarithmically scaled formant frequencies

 Phoneme frequency and speaker specicity
In this study we examined the vowels aiu and the consonants ptkdsmnr To
obtain an impression of the frequency of usage of the selected phonemes consider table 
The table demonstrates that the most frequent phonemes of Dutch have been included
ntdrs as well as less frequent phonemes pu a is among the vowels quite
frequent only   are more frequent percentages of   and  respectively
i is found in the middle region and u in the tail of the distribution These values
illustrate that the selected phonemes fairly well cover the range of frequently and less
frequently used phonemes in Dutch
There seems to be a positive relationship between the frequency of usage of a phon

eme and its speaker specicity For both durations and spectra we observed that a
was the most speaker
specic vowel and u the least speaker
specic vowel This is in
good correspondence with their frequencies as shown in the table For the consonants
the correspondence is also present but somewhat less straight
forward n was more
speaker
specic than s in the spectral domain and tdsn were more speaker
specic
than pk with respect to durations which is in line with the frequencies of usage for
these phonemes As a counter example m is more speaker
specic than s in the
spectral domain although it is less frequently used But in general we nd a tendency for
both vowels and consonants that phonemes which are realised more frequently are also
more speaker
specic An explanation could be that phonemes which are more often used
are in the course of time pronounced more sloppily allowing more speaker characteristics
to emerge This is an issue that deserves examination in future research For applications

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Table 
 Frequencies of usage for the phonemes of the experiments Data are taken
from the CELEX data base of Dutch words Phoneme frequencies were weighted by
the frequency of occurence of the word in which it was found The entry number
of each phoneme is its rank order of usage on the total number of phonemes 
considered Values are given in percentages
Rank Vowel Frequency Rank Consonant Frequency
 a   n 
 i   t 
 u   r 
 d 
 s 
 k 
 m 
 p 
in speaker verication where the utterance to produce is mostly predetermined by the
system designer these frequency gures are not of relevance But in applications in
speaker identication eg in the forensic eld it is important to know about a phone

mes frequency of usage A phoneme that is highly speaker
specic and frequently used
by speakers is much more interesting than a phoneme that is highly speaker
specic but
hardly ever occurs in practice

	 The speaker specicity of a
The vowel a turned out to contain the most speaker information both in the durational
and in the spectral domain An explanation could be that the relatively extensive length
of a allows speakers on the one hand to vary more freely in durations and on the other
hand to attain the articulatory target positions for a which are perhaps very speaker

specic Accordingly the relative length of a would cause its speaker specicity both in
the durational and in the spectral domain However this suggestion is not conrmed by
the results Table  shows the speaker identication percentages for the vowels aiu on
the basis of LDAs using the rst three formants sorted by word context If the aforesaid
explanation were correct we would expect the vowels with the largest durations ie the
vowels followed by r to have the highest identication scores The table demonstrates
that this is not the case and that in fact the vowel realisations with postvocalic r are
relatively speaker
unspecic
An alternative explanation could perhaps be found in the behaviour of the lower jaw
Since a is the phoneme with the largest jaw opening the opening and closing gestures

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Table 
	 Speaker identication percentages for LDAs on the rst three formants
of aiu Identication scores are sorted according to word context Three dis
criminant functions were used to classify the speakers Contexts with postvocalic
r are printed in bold
a i u
dak   dis   dup  
kad   kim   kun  
mar  	
 mik   mut  
nat   nip   nuk  
pas   pin   pud  
ram   rit   rus  
sap   sid   sur  	

tan   tir  	 tum  
last relatively long which also accounts for the fact that a has the largest duration
Thus idiosyncrasies in jaw lowering might be suggested as the underlying factor for both
the durational and spectral speaker specicity of a Such an explanation would t
into the account mentioned above that the segment with the largest mean value for a
phonetic parameter exhibits also the largest speaker specicity For a this rule would
then basically apply to jaw lowering Of course we are well aware that this account as
such presents a too simplistic view on the production of a  eg the duration of a is
certainly not only determined by jaw opening Smith  Nonetheless we hypothesise
that part of the explanation for the speaker specicity of a may be found in individual
dierences in jaw lowering


 Targetundershoot in spectra and durations
In this study the amount of coarticulation in the vowel spectra of aiu was measured
with the COART
index This index calculates the deviation of a phoneme realisation from
a speaker
dependent reference For vowel spectra this reference is in accordance with pre

vailing theories on coarticulation the vowel as spoken in isolation or in a hVd context
Stevens  House  The deviation from this reference is commonly termed under

shoot Van Son 	
In chapter  we regarded the contextual eects of consonants on vowel durations as
a type of coarticulation which could be measured using COART If we interpret coar

ticulation in the broad sense as the inuence of one speech segment on the realisation of
another Danilo  Hammarberg 	 Sharf  Ohde 	 then indeed we
are allowed to speak of durational coarticulation A more dicult problem arises if we also

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attempt to interpret durational coarticulation in terms of target
undershoot It is obvious
that the main problem here is the denition of the reference duration However a solution
can be found In section  it was proposed to take the longest vowel realisation as the
reference	 the vowel followed by r This choice was guided by the actual data
set A
better proposal for a universal reference would be the vowel duration in sentence
nal and
stressed position as in the carrier phrase	 I say hV  Here the length of V can be con

sidered as the target duration from which other durations can be derived as undershoot
forms Analogous to spectral coarticulation the reference for durational coarticulation
should be speaker
dependent
To speak of durational coarticulation in terms of target
undershoot is more than just
a word game If we realise that a reduction in vowel spectra is often accompanied though
probably not caused by a reduction in vowel duration Lindblom  Koopmans
van
Beinum  Van Bergem  then it is clear that the two phenomena are intimately
related Accordingly it can be imagined that a unied target
undershoot theory could
be formulated comprising both spectral and temporal reduction characteristics of vowels
One of the pillars of such a unied theory would be the notion that vowel durations can
also be described in terms of target
undershoot The longest and not the shortest or the
mean duration of a vowel should be dened as the reference in this theory since it is the
starting
point for both spectral and durational undershoot

 A model of speaker specicity in vowel reduction
In  Lindblom published a theory on the economy of speech gestures Lindblom
 Although this theory is somewhat speculative in itself our ndings could be
incorporated in such a framework by stating that the way in which speakers economise
their speech gestures is speaker
specic Below we will clarify this for our results
The speaker specicity in the durations of a and in its spectral quality could be
regarded as idiosyncrasies in speech economy in the sense that some speakers reduce more
on their segmental durations andor speech gestures than others Also the inter
speaker
variability in vowel reduction attested by Koopmans
van Beinum  and Van Bergem
 and in coarticulation this study could be captured under this heading The more a
speaker economises his speech production the larger the reduction of the spectral quality
spectral undershoot of a vowel will be In our view this is typically a matter of the
individuals speaking style We will attempt to integrate this concept in a model of vowel
reduction
Van Bergem 	 presents a so called common cause model for vowel reduction
see gure  This model allows for factors that aect both the amount of spectral un

dershoot and vowel duration like word stress and speaking style and it allows for factors
that aect only vowel duration like speaking rate In this model coarticulation is just
one of the factors aecting spectral undershoot and vowel durations For studies in which
increased spectral undershoot is observed when speaking rate is higher Van Bergem as
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 Common cause model of vowel reduction after Van Bergem 
sumes that speaking style is responsible for the increased amount of spectral reduction
but not speaking rate itself Van Bergem 	 Only when an increased speaking rate
is accompanied by a sloppier speaking style can spectral undershoot in vowels increase
This account of Van Bergem is endorsed by ndings of Imaizumi  Kiritani  show

ing that increased speaking rate did not lead to vowel reduction if speakers were explicitly
instructed to maintain a careful pronunciation A similar nding is reported by Van Son
 who did not observe vowel reduction in the speech of a professional newsreader
Presumably by virtue of his profession the newsreader maintained his careful pronunci

ation when instructed to articulate at a faster speaking rate Van Bergem states that
speaking style is a speaker
dependent eect Van Bergem 	 with which we agree
In the following we will extend the common cause model of vowel reduction on the basis
of our own results with a speaker
related component of which speaking style is one factor
We will rst have a look at the relation between vowel duration and coarticulation in
our data For u we found a non
signicant Spearman rank correlation between vowel
duration and COART as reported in section  Averaging over replications and speakers
we obtained r
S
   n   contexts p    The correlation is somewhat higher
if we use the Pearson correlation coecient	 r    n   p    Averaging over
replications and contexts we observed that r
S
was   n   speakers p    for
individual speakers This indicates but not more than that that speakers with shorter
vowel durations for u tend to show more spectral undershoot For this reason we classify
speaking style as an individuality factor that leads to spectral undershoot and may in
addition lead to durational adjustments This is indicated in the extended version of the
model gure  In this model a distinction is made between linguistic and individual

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speaker
related factors Moreover within the individual factors a distinction is made
between idiosyncrasies and group features Speaking style is classed under individual
factors and within these under idiosyncrasies
Word stress
Sentence accent
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.
.
.
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Phonemic context
(= coarticulation)
Obj.speaking rate
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Figure 
	 Extended common cause model comprising speakerrelated factors
On the basis of our nding on speech tempo in section  we have further added an
individual factor subjective speaking rate which aects vowel durations only It shares
this property with objective speaking rate which was already present in the model

At present it is unclear if subjective speaking rate is part of the factor speaking style
For the time being we assume that it is independent We infer this from our nding
that the durations of i and particularly a were very speaker
specic experiment 
section  due to dierences in individual speaking rates section  whereas the
spectral undershoot in these vowels was fairly small experiment  section  From
this nding we draw the preliminary conclusion that subjective speaking rate aects vowel
duration only whereas speaking style may eect both vowel duration and spectral quality
If we adhere to the idea that variations in spectra and durations can both be in

terpreted as target undershoot section  then Vowel duration in gure  may be
replaced by Amount of durational undershoot Thus the whole model including the
durational part would constitute a unied model of acoustic ie both spectral and
durational vowel reduction
In the diagram both speaking style and organic constitution are classed under idio

 
Objective speaking rate refers to the rate at which a speaker is instructed to speak fast normal slow
Subjective speaking rate refers to the interpretation and realisation of this instruction by an individual
speaker See also section 	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syncratic individual factors The organic constitution comprises the anatomic settings of
a speaker eg vocal tract length on the one hand and hisher physiological charac

teristics eg inertia of articulators on the other We believe that both speaking style
and organic constitution have aected the amount of spectral undershoot and the vowel
durations measured in this study However it is impossible to separate the contribution
of each factor see also section  under 

 Obligatory and optional rules a matter of power
One important theoretical aspect of speaker variability is how speaker variability should
be coped with in phonetic rule models Obviously such models should distinguish between
speaker
dependent and speaker
independent regularities On the basis of our durational
data it was discussed how the introduction of obligatory speaker
independent and op

tional speaker
dependent rules can contribute to such a distinction section 
The distinction between obligatory or categorical and optional rules is known in
sociolinguistics Labov 	 makes the distinction but comments that an optional
rule as such is too vague to be incorporated into linguistic theories because it does not
tell us anything about the probability of the rule applying and thus violates the prin

ciple of accountability Labov 	 This rule probability is the result of many
underlying speaker
dependent factors eg sex age dialect social group In determ

ining the probabilities Labov does not distinguish between inter
speaker variability and
intra
speaker variability the two types are taken together to specify a rules probability
In the following we will elaborate on some statistical aspects relating to the introduc

tion of obligatory and optional rules and we will attempt to integrate both inter
 and
intra
speaker variability into our ideas about a linguistic rule In this discussion we will
refer to phoneme durations to illustrate our ideas It should be obvious that the same
methodological considerations apply for rules in the spectral domain eg for spectral
undershoot see section  above
What is a rule In many investigations we see that mean values of a dependent
variable are compared across specic contexts if the observed dierence is found to be
signicant the nding is summarised as If a segment appears in context X then add Y
percent to the grand mean see for a discussion of durational rule systems Van Santen
 If no signicance is found it is assumed that the rule does not exist and that
random variation prevails
As a matter of fact the absence of signicance of a main factor can be the result
of a number of underlying causes The simplest one is the genuine absence of the eect in
the subpopulation that has been sampled Another more complicated situation arises
when interactions show up between conditions and speakers Then a main factor like
vowel lengthening by prevocalic r is signicant for only a subset of speakers As a
consequence the regularity at issue should be regarded as a speaker
strategy within the
constraints of the linguistic community and an optional rule may be supposed There is

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still another situation that may lead to the absence of signicant main eects	 lack of
power of the design Most introductory textbooks on statistics devote a section to two
types of error	 Type
I and Type
II The chance of making a Type
I error is expressed by
the well
known 
level whereas a Type
II error expressed as  refers to the chance of
accepting the null
hypothesis H

 when in fact H

there is an eect is true   is
called the power of the test One of the determining factors for making a Type
II error
is the number of observations If we do not nd an eect no signicance we are still
not sure whether it does not exist in the population unless the power of our experiment
is really high for instance  Unfortunately the phonetic community including us$
is not used to mentioning the power of the tests applied in a specic experiment As
a consequence the absence of a signicant eect in an experiment is not a warrant of
its absence in the population It only is if all details of the analysis power of the test
interaction of the eect with speakers are known
Now let us return once again to the distinction between obligatory and optional
rules What is obligatory and what optional Before taking the data as witness of an
assumed eect for the whole group of speakers or a subset of it we must determine which
value of an eect is to be considered as relevant and which proportion of the sample values
should behave according to a rule In fact we have to determine criteria both for within

speaker optional rule and between
speaker behaviour obligatory rule These criteria
may be dierent let us for the sake of the example assume that the verbal behaviour of
a speaker is assumed to follow a rule if at least # of the possible observations show the
tendencies specied by the rule The complement 
 # 
 is assumed then to be aected
by a random component which leads to a behaviour that is not specied by the rule
For the between
speaker variation we might require a higher percentage of rule
governed
behaviour for instance # Thus in this example the demands for an obligatory rule
are	 # of within
speaker samples follow the rule and # of the speakers can be
classied as rule
followers If the rst demand is fullled but by less than # of the
speakers then the rule is assumed to be optional Obviously setting the proportions at
these values aects the test to be carried out First of all the sample size has to be
determined which is needed to distinguish between two hypotheses To simplify matters
let us focus on one speaker only Our hypothesis is that # P of the observations
for the speaker follow the rule and the probability of rejecting the hypothesis when it is
actually correct must be  at most  Furthermore the probability of accepting the
hypothesis when actually P is smaller than # by say # or more  must not exceed
 thus statistical power is set at  A calculation with z
sores or consultation of the
tables published by Cohen  reveals that a sample of no less than  observations
is needed to distinguish between both hypotheses This is a large sample larger rather
than used in most phonetic investigations
In short it is apparent that the concept of obligatory and optional rules can only
be operationalised if a number of criteria has been dened in advance Some form of
consensus has to be established as to the decision percentages that are needed to determine
whether or not a rule is at work the same goes for the statistical power that is required

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to evaluate the results found

 Representativeness of the speech data
We consider the analysis of restricted data
sets as presented in this thesis as important
also for the exploration of larger more complex speech corpora Restricted data
sets
containing only a few well controlled factors may on the one hand be used to identify
relevant factors and interactions that should be incorporated when analysing a speech
corpus on the other hand they may be used to verify hypotheses that emerge when a large
speech corpus is analysed if due to too few samples in the relevant cells the hypotheses
cannot be evaluated on the basis of the speech corpus itself In this way analyses on both
types of data bases must be considered of complemental value
Our decision to use isolated pseudo
words as speech material poses two questions	
 how representative for Dutch words are our pseudo
words  how representative for
running speech are words spoken in isolation
 In section  we listed our arguments to use disyllabic pseudo
words These
arguments will be resumed briey First the choice for pseudo
words oered much more
exibility in word construction because it released us from lexical restrictions on the
combination of the phonemes Second it allowed us to remain strictly in the C

V C

 
framework thus the introduction of a variety of word
nal consonants was avoided which
would have added an extra variable to the range of possible coarticulatory eects on the
nucleus vowel Despite the fact that pseudo
words were used we claim that the resulting
vowel productions do not markedly dier from the production of normal isolated Dutch
words This claim is supported by three facts	 a all pseudo
words were phonotactically
correct according to the Dutch phoneme distribution rules section  b the words
were presented to the subjects in an orthographic form which made them look like Dutch
words section  c the words were realised in a natural Dutch
sounding manner
by the selected subjects section 
 The reasons for using isolated words instead of running speech conversation or
read
out text were twofold In the rst place our approach reduced the number of factors
to account for to a controllable proportion This was thought a wise move because of the
still explorative status of this type of research for Dutch In the second place many of
the earlier studies on the coarticulation of vowels were conducted on isolated words too
as was put forward in section  In this manner our results could be better compared
to the results from these studies
These considerations do by no means intend to conceal that large dierences in
acoustic properties exist between speech sounds spoken in isolated words and in running
textconversation cf Koopmans
van Beinum  Van Bergem  For instance
we may expect vowel durations to become much shorter in connected speech Evidence
has been reported that inter
 and intra
speaker variability in segmental durations become
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more alike in sentence material OShaughnessy  which obviously reduces speaker
specicity Furthermore vowel reduction and coarticulation can be expected to be realised
more strongly in uent speech This is corroborated by Sun  Dengs  nding that
the eect of context on vowel spectra was stronger than the eect of speaker in running
speech whereas the strength of these eects was reverse in our analyses of isolated words
section  But it is dicult to predict if also the speaker specicity of coarticulation
will be stronger in uent speech than in isolated words Our nding that the speaker
specicity of COART is larger if COART itself is larger points to the armative but it
is evident that quite some future research is needed here
We believe that future research should also focus on larger data bases than were
available at the time this investigation was carried out At present a data base Poly

phone for Dutch has been compiled by the Dutch PTT and SPEX Speech Processing
EXpertise centre Exploitation of such data bases is an advisable move in future studies
on speaker variability in Dutch speech segments cf Boves Bogaard  Bos  as soon
as phonemic segmentations of the utterances in the data bases become available Also
automatic procedures can be employed to nd phoneme segments andor their middle
frames Schouten  Pols  Brugnara Falavigna  Omologo  Fujiwara Komori
 Sugiyama  Van Santen  Van Bergem  Such automatic segmentations
are more consistent but presumably less valid than manual segmentations for the time
being

 Extrapolation to applications
It should be borne in mind that our rst objective in this study was to examine speaker
variability in phoneme realisations from a fundamental be it explorative point of view
This makes it dicult to claim that the rank orders in speaker specicity for individual
phonemes as observed in this investigation are immediately valid for ASIV applica

tions Obviously the setting described in our experiments deviates considerably from the
conditions normally encountered in ASIV The most relevant dierences will be pointed
out below
The speech data on which this study was based consisted of isolated pseudo
words
This poses no problems for ASV where the choice of input speech is free since cooperative
speakers can be assumed who on request will be willing to pronounce arbitrary words
Accordingly quite a lot of ASV systems that work with isolated words have been described
eg Hunt  Xu  Mason  De Veth Gallopyn  Bourlard  Zinke 
However such a restriction to isolated words is less realistic for ASI applications There
speakers are mostly not cooperative and less controllable speech input must be expected
We might object that we examined speaker variability on a phoneme basis and that the
results as a consequence are at least valid for phoneme
based text
independent ASI
However we have already stressed the fact that speaker variability in connected speech
may dier greatly from speaker variability in isolated words For this reason it would be
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premature to extrapolate our results to any type of connected speech ASI even if the
application works on a phoneme basis
Our speakers constituted a rather homogeneous group with respect to dialect ab

sence of speaking disorders sex and age Much more inter
speaker variability can be
expected in eld conditions where group features of any kind can easily interfere In this
sense our study can be regarded a worst
case approach in which the experimental bias
on inter
speaker variability and thus on speaker specicity was negative as compared to
more practical situations
On the other hand the intra
speaker variability was kept systematically low in our
set
up Firstly all recordings were made in one single session without any intervening
time span between the recordings Secondly the training and test data were nearly al

ways identical in our analyses In the exceptional case where the training and test data
were split the identication percentages dropped by # as was demonstrated in
sections  and  However the rank order of phonemes did not change much
This low intra
speaker variability has positively biased speaker specicity in our experi

ments Therefore it establishes a countertrend to the negative bias brought about by the
homogeneity of the speaker groups Clearly it is impossible to predict how this trade
o
can be extrapolated to ASIV applications
The setting and equipment for speech recordings in our set
up are incompatible to
those met in ASIV applications Whereas our recordings were made in a sound
treated
room with hi recording equipment ASIV usually takes place in a far less formal setting
with much more background and transmission noise In telephone applications additional
quality reductions are introduced by the limited bandwidth imposed on the acoustic signal
A nal issue concerns the coding and segmentation of the speech In the present
study we conned ourselves to a coding that was perspicuous with respect to the form

ant locations For this reason cepstrum coecients which are known to be successful in
ASIV  Atal  were not attractive for our purposes A second reason is that it is
dicult to remove spectral tilt from cepstrum coecients This brings us to yet another
issue We deliberately attempted to remove voice source characteristics from our acoustic
representations In ASIV apllications there is no reason to eliminate this type of inform

ation In section  it was shown that this elimination reduces speaker identication
scores but does not aect the rank order of speaker specicity between phonemes With
respect to segmentation in most practical applications segmentation cannot be carried
out by hand as it was in this study but will have to be managed automatically Al

though automatic segmentation is within reach presently see the references at the end of
section  it may for the time being be a more error
prone procedure
Thus before it is justied to extrapolate the outcomes of this investigation to ASIV
applications the entire range of the above considerations should be taken into account
However in view of recent studies on ASIV Bonastre  Meloni  Eatock  Mason
 Le Floch Mantaci!e  Caraty  Greisbach et al  Mella  it is
justied to claim that the phoneme
based approach chosen in this study is a fruitful and

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promising one for the development of text
independent ASIV systems for Dutch as for
other languages
If this approach is taken then some gross and tentative recommendations for suitable
phonemes for ASIV can be given on the basis of the results of the present study
 Phonemes which are used more frequently seem to be more speaker
specic than
less frequently used ones section 
 Phonemes having long durations and phonemes with high COART
values probably
contain more speaker specicity than phonemes with low mean values for these
acoustic parameters section 

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Samenvatting
Hoofdstuk  Iedereen maakt het wel eens mee dat je aan de telefoon een spreker
herkent voordat deze zijn naam heeft genoemd Kennelijk bevat een gesproken uiting niet
alleen inhoudelijke informatie maar ook informatie omtrent de identiteit van de spreker
Die sprekerinformatie kan zich op vele taalkundige nivos bevinden bijv in de constructie
van de zin in het gebruik van bepaalde stopwoordjes echt wel onwijs of van voor
 en
achtervoegsels kei
eigenwijs rampje en verder ook in de toonhoogte van de stem en
in de uitspraak van bepaalde spraakklanken
Vele kenmerken zijn terug te voeren op de groep waartoe de spreker behoort Te
denken valt aan geslacht dialekt en eventuele spraakstoornissen bijv stotteren van een
spreker De combinatie van zulke groepskenmerken kan een spreker voor een luisteraar in
principe uniek identiceren Met nadruk moet vermeld worden dat groepskenmerken niet
het onderwerp van dit proefschrift vormen Wij hebben ons beperkt tot proefpersonen
die als sprekers van standaard Nederlands geen duidelijke groepskenmerken vertoonden
zodat de verschillen tussen de sprekers echt van de sprekers zelf afstamden dwz idio

syncratisch waren Voorts hebben we ons niet gericht op de vraag hoe luisteraars in staat
zijn sprekers te onderscheiden maar op de vraag hoe dit machinaal dwz met behulp
van de computer zou kunnen
Hoewel sprekerherkenning dus op grond van velerlei soorten van informatie tot stand
kan komen is het ook mogelijk sprekers alleen op basis van hun stemgeluid en articulatie
te herkennen Het stemgeluid en de daarbij behorende variaties in toonhoogte en luidheid
zijn afkomstig van de stembanden in het strottehoofd terwijl het uiteindelijke spraak

signaal wordt gevormd in de keel
 neus
 en mondholte gezamenlijk ook aanzetstuk
genoemd Terwijl sprekerverschillen in stembron en aanzetstuk in het dagelijks leven
nauwelijks worden onderscheiden we zeggen meestal gewoon dat we iemand herkennen
aan zijn stem is het verschil voor fonetisch onderzoek van fundamenteel belang
Van zowel stembron als aanzetstuk is bekend dat ze informatie bevatten over de
identiteit van een spreker al lijkt de precieze bijdrage van beide per spreker te verschillen
Eggen 	
 In dit onderzoek hielden we ons alleen bezig met het gedrag van het
aanzetstuk Dit vloeide voort uit het gegeven dat we alleen sprekervariatie op segmenteel
nivo nl van afzonderlijke spraakklanken wilden onderzoeken typisch suprasegmentele
informatie resulterend uit stembrongedrag moest hierbij zo goed mogelijk uit het spraak

signaal verwijderd worden De verschillen tussen sprekers in aanzetstukkarakteristieken
zijn zo blijkt uit eerder onderzoek aanzienlijk Zowel de wijze waarop lipstulping voor
het maken van de u tot stand komt als de wijze waarop tong
 en kaakbewegingen voor
de productie van verschillende vokalen gecoordineerd worden blijken sterk sprekerafhan

kelijk Perkell  Matthies  Johnson Ladefoged  Lindau  De auteurs van
voornoemde studies adviseren voortgezet onderzoek aan het spraaksignaal zelf dwz in
het akoestisch domein In dit onderzoek is dit advies opgevolgd
Twee eigenschappen van spraakklanken fonemen zijn onderzocht	 duur en spec


trale samenstelling De duur van een foneemrealisatie kan worden opgemeten in millise

conden Met spectrale samenstelling doelen we op de energie waarmee de verschillende
frequenties op een bepaald tijdsmoment vertegenwoordigd zijn De energie blijkt op
bepaalde plaatsen langs de frequentie
as een maximale concentratie te hebben hetgeen
herkenbaar is aan pieken in het spectrum De frequenties waarbij deze energieconcentra

ties optreden worden formanten genoemd de combinatie van de eerste drie formanten is
uniek voor de meeste klinkerfonemen
Bij het onderzoek naar sprekervariatie moeten twee typen worden onderscheiden
Het eerste type is tussenspreker
variatie dit treedt op als verschillende sprekers dezelfde
uiting produceren in dezelfde setting Het tweede is binnensprekervariatie dit type
treedt op als dezelfde spreker dezelfde uiting verschillende malen produceert in dezelfde
setting Sprekerspeciek nu zijn de uitingen waarvan de tussenspreker
variatie bedui

dend hoger is dan de binnenspreker
variatie
In dit onderzoek is de sprekerspeciekheid van foneemrealisaties zowel in duur als
in spectrale samenstelling bestudeerd De vragen die we ons daarbij stelden luidden	
 Welke Nederlandse fonemen zijn sprekerspecieker dan andere fo
nemen
a in duur onderzocht in hoofdstuk 	
b in spectrale samenstelling onderzocht in hoofdstuk 
 Zijn er frequentiebanden in het spectrum die meer sprekerspeciek
heid bevatten dan andere banden en zo ja hoe zijn deze banden
gerelateerd aan de locaties van de formantfrequenties van de fone
men onderzocht in hoofdstuk 
Fonemen worden eigenlijk nooit in isolatie gerealiseerd Meestal staan ze in een
context met andere fonemen Zo is een vokaal vaak ingebed tussen twee consonanten
Tijdens de spraakproductie kunnen de articulatoren tong kaak en lippen niet op stel en
sprong de juiste posities voor een foneem innemen Bijgevolg zijn de overgangen tussen
twee fonemen vloeiend en wordt de realisatie van een foneem be)nvloed door de realisatie
van een naburig foneem Dit verschijnsel wordt coarticulatie genoemd In dit proefschrift
is ook de sprekervariatie in coarticulatie onderzocht Hierbij zijn we ervan uitgegaan
dat ook duurvariaties in een vokaal tengevolge van de direkte consonantomgeving als
coarticulatie kunnen worden opgevat De volgende vragen werden onderzocht
	 Wat is de relatie tussen coarticulatie en sprekerspeciekheid
a in duur onderzocht in hoofdstuk 

b in de ligging van de eerste drie formanten onderzocht in
hoofdstuk 

Omdat sprekerspeciekheid in akoestische eigenschappen in Nederlandse foneem

realisaties niet of nauwelijks onderzocht is draagt dit onderzoek een sterk exploratief
karakter Dit komt tot uitdrukking in de bijzondere aandacht voor het statistisch instru

mentarium hoofdstuk  en de aandacht voor methodologische en fonetische implicaties
van het onderzoek hoofdstuk 
Hoewel dit onderzoek in feite fundamenteel van aard is zijn er een aantal toepas

singsgebieden te noemen die baat zouden kunnen hebben bij de resultaten ervan mits
een en ander nader uitgewerkt wordt Wanneer men een idee heeft welke spraakklanken
relatief sprekerspeciek worden gerealiseerd zou dit van nut kunnen zijn bij de opspo

ring van criminelen door middel van spraakvergelijkend onderzoek Ook zou deze kennis
benut kunnen worden voor spraakgestuurde beveiligingssystemen In zulke systemen kan
men zijn stem gebruiken als een sleutel om bepaalde handelingen te mogen uitvoeren
bijvoorbeeld geldtransacties
Hoofdstuk  Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op twee experimenten
In het eerste experiment werden de foneemduren onderzocht aan dit experiment deden
vijf mannen en vijf vrouwen mee In het tweede experiment werden de spectra van de
fonemen onderzocht aan dit experiment deden vijftien mannen mee
In beide experimenten bestond het spraakmateriaal uit  woordjes Elk woordje
was opgebouwd uit een consonant C

 een vokaal V  een tweede consonant C

en een
schwa stomme e In elk woordje was V steeds a i of u en C

en C

waren steeds
geselecteerd uit de set ptkdsmnr Elk woordje werd tien maal door elke spreker
gerealiseerd zonder inbedding in een draagzin Voor het eerste experiment resulteerde dit
in  woordrealisaties  woordjes   sprekers   herhalingen en voor het tweede
experiment in  woordrealisaties De woordjes werden in de computer ingelezen en
gesegmenteerd tot stukken ter grootte van een foneem
De gebruikte sampling frequentie was  kHz Voor de spectrale codering werden twee
analyses gebruikt  een FFT lterbank analyse frequentieschaal Bark met als
output per frame de energiewaarden voor vijftien frequentiebanden 
 Hz
Door de overlapping van de lterbanden werd de invloed van afzonderlijke harmo
nischen nagenoeg gladgestreken behalve tussen 	
 Hz Verder werd de spec
trale helling opgevat als bronkenmerk en door een eerste orde kleinste kwadraten
benadering genormaliseerd  een LPC analyse waarbij in totaal acht formant
bandbreedteparen voor elk frame werden get eveneens op een Barkschaal
Van elk stationair foneem werd voor experiment  de duur bepaald Voor expe

riment  werd van elk stationair foneem een frame uit het midden als spectrale repre

sentant van dat foneem gekozen Via een score
model benadering werden vergelijkingen
opgesteld voor tussen
 INTER en binnenspreker
variantie INTRA in duren en spec

tra van de fonemen Een sprekerspeciekheid
index SSI werd vervolgens gedenieerd
als INTERINTRA Ook werd er via dit score
model een coarticulatiemaat COART
opgesteld Een andere techniek waarvan in dit onderzoek gebruik is gemaakt is Lineaire
Discriminant Analyse Door middel van deze techniek werd gepoogd sprekers optimaal

van elkaar te scheiden discrimineren op basis van hun foneemspectra en deze scheiding te
evalueren in termen van sprekerherkenningspercentages Ook hierbij speelt de verhouding
van tussen
 en binnenspreker
variantie een essentiele rol
Hoofdstuk  In dit hoofdstuk werden de foneemduren van experiment  geana

lyseerd We stelden hierbij allereerst vast dat de factoren vokaalidentiteit en consonant

omgeving een aanmerkelijk sterker eect op de vokaalduren hadden dan factoren die met
de sprekers te maken hadden Verder bleek uit de waarden van SSI dat de duren van de
lange vokalen het meest sprekerspeciek waren De gevonden sprekerspeciekheid van
de vokalen kon voor een zeer belangrijk deel aan individuele verschillen in spreektempo
worden toegeschreven
Hoofdstuk  Hierna werd op basis van hetzelfde spraakmateriaal de invloed van
de consonantomgeving op de vokaalduur onderzocht Deze invloed werd opgevat als een
vorm van coarticulatie Hierbij werd met verschillende referentie
duren voor coarticulatie
geexperimenteerd De grootste vokaalverlenging werd gevonden ten gevolge van de post

vokale r zoals in nare een wat minder grote verlenging werd vastgesteld ten gevolge
van de prevokale r zoals in rade
De sprekerafhankelijkheid in de coarticulatie van a door r werd aan een nader
onderzoek onderworpen We concludeerden dat de verlenging van a door postvokale
r kon worden ge)nterpreteerd als een verplichte spreker
onafhankelijke regel en de
verlenging van a door prevokale r als een optionele sprekerafhankelijke regel In
hoofdstuk  werd dit verder uitgewerkt
Hoofdstuk 	 Het spraakmateriaal uit het tweede experiment werd gebruikt om de
sprekerspeciekheid van de foneemspectra te onderzoeken Dit onderzoek werd uitgevoerd
met behulp van Lineaire Discriminant Analyses
De spectra van de stationaire fonemen in het spraakmateriaal namelijk
aiumns werden geanalyseerd De volgende rangorde voor de fonemen in termen
van sprekerherkenningspercentages werd gevonden	
a  n  i  m  u  s Met andere woorden	 de a was het meest
sprekerspeciek en de s het minst
Bij nadere beschouwing bleek de tweede formant de grootste bijdrage aan de spre

kerherkenning van a en i te leveren terwijl deze formant het minst bijdroeg aan de
herkenning van u en m Voor u en m is dit resultaat aan coarticulatieverschijn

selen toe te schrijven die zich bij u en m vooral in de tweede formant manifesteren
zie hoofdstuk 
De lterbanden met de grootste sprekerspeciekheid waren vaak gelocaliseerd rond
de formantfrequenties Het daaruit volgende vermoeden dat de bandbreedten van de
formanten wellicht meer sprekerspeciek waren dan de formantfrequenties zelf werd bij
nadere analyse niet bevestigd
Hoofdstuk  Tenslotte werd de sprekerspeciekheid van de coarticulatie in de

eerste drie formanten van a i en u onderzocht Hiervoor werd de COART
maat
gebruikt De sterkste coarticulatie werd gevonden in u Vooral de tweede formant
van u bleek sterk door nasale mn en alveolaire ndt consonanten in C


positie
be)nvloed te zijn
De coarticulatie van a en vooral u in de verschillende consonantomgevingen
bleek signicant sprekerafhankelijk te zijn Wanneer de coarticulatie in de vokalen voor
sprekerherkenning werd gebruikt verbeterden de sprekerherkenningscores niet of nauwe

lijks Hoewel de sprekers op basis van COART beter herkend werden dan op grond van
het toeval te verwachten viel waren de formanten als zodanig betere voorspellers van
sprekeridentiteit
Hoofdstuk 
 Het proefschrift wordt afgesloten met een aantal methodologische
en theoretische overwegingen waartoe de bevindingen van dit onderzoek aanleiding geven
Een deel van de onderzochte verschijnselen bleek sprekerafhankelijk te zijn ver

lenging van a door prevokale r coarticulatie van vokalen in het spectrale domein
Dit geeft aan dat dit soort coarticulatie
eecten niet slechts bij !e!en of enkele sprekers
onderzocht moet worden maar bij een groter aantal omdat men anders het gevaar loopt
sprekergebonden eecten op te vatten als fonetisch
lingu)stische eecten
Onze data toonden een positief verband tussen de sprekerspeciekheid van een fo

neem en zijn frequentie van voorkomen Van de drie vokalen aiu komt a in het
Nederlands het meest voor en u het minst hetgeen precies correspondeerde met hun
mate van sprekerspeciekheid zowel in duur als in spectrale samenstelling Wat zwak

kere maar soortgelijke verbanden werden voor de consonanten gevonden Mogelijk is de
uitspraak van een frequent foneem wat slordiger waardoor sprekerkarakteristieken gemak

kelijker aan de dag treden
Voorts hebben we voorgesteld om zowel spectrale als temporele coarticulatie als een
vorm van target
undershoot op te vatten Voor beide vormen van undershoot kan een
lange vokaalrealisatie als in Ik zeg hV  als referentie worden genomen In elk geval dient
de referentie sprekerafhankelijk te zijn
Aan het common cause model voor vokaalreductie zoals gepresenteerd in Van Ber

gem 	 kon op basis van onze resultaten een sprekergebonden component worden
toegevoegd De in ons onderzoek gevonden verschijnselen kunnen in dit model worden
ge)nterpreteerd in termen van spreekstijl en subjectief spreektempo waarbij spreekstijl
zowel de duur als het spectrum van een vokaal be)nvloedt terwijl subjectief spreektem

po alleen aangrijpt op de vokaalduur Verder onderzoek naar de verschijnselen is echter
noodzakelijk voor meer eenduidige conclusies
Aan het eind van hoofdstuk  werd aangegeven dat de verlenging van a door
postvokale r als een verplichte dwz sprekeronafhankelijke regel beschouwd kan wor

den en de verlenging van a door prevokale r als een optionele dwz sprekeraf

hankelijke regel Enkele methodologische aspecten van dit onderscheid worden in dit
slothoofdstuk verder uitgewerkt Er blijkt behoefte te bestaan aan criteria voor het per


centage gevallen dat nodig is om te beslissen of een verschijnsel regelmatig is Daarnaast
zou er overeenstemming moeten komen over het statistische toetsvermogen dat nodig is
om afwijkingen van deze criteria te beoordelen
In een slotparagraaf wordt nagegaan in hoeverre de hier gepresenteerde data en
methoden relevant kunnen zijn voor praktische toepassingen in automatische sprekerher

kenning

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project Zijn grootste hobby is het lezen van boeken
STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
Speaker variability in acoustic properties of Dutch phoneme realisations
H van den Heuvel
 Het behoort tot de frustrerende aspecten van het wetenschapsbedrijf dat je pas na uitvoe
ring van een experiment ontdekt wat je ervoor had moeten weten
	 Zowel aan grootschalig spraaktechnologisch als aan kleinschalig fonetisch onderzoek kleven
voor en nadelen Beide vormen van onderzoek zijn evenwel nodig om iets zinnigs over
spraak te kunnen zeggen
 In fonetisch onderzoek verdient een frequentere vermelding van de vermogens van de
uitgevoerde statistische tests een dringende aanbeveling
 De wijze waarop aiu in het akoestisch domein coarticuleren met hun direkte consonant
omgeving is sprekerafhankelijk
 Het is mogelijk contekstuele eecten op vokaalduren te interpreteren als een vorm van
target undershoot Op grond hiervan kan een uniforme theorie worden opgesteld voor
zowel spectrale als temporele target undershoot
 Statistiek is een geraneerd instrument voor discriminatie

 De suggestie dat de naam van Homerus is afgeleid van het feit dat de dichter blind was ho
m%e horoon is even onwaarschijnlijk als de veronderstelling dat hij verdienstelijk honkbal
speelde home run
 Door de introductie van koren en combos in de hedendaagse liturgische praktijk krijgen
de woorden van Augustinus over de tranen die men kan schreien bij de gezangen der kerk
een actuele zij het geheel onbedoelde strekking
Aurelius Augustinus Confessiones lib X  
 Dat wij in ons taalgebruik uitsluitend de uitdrukking dames van lichte zeden kennen
verdoezelt op ernstige wijze dat het bestaan van heren van lichte zeden hiervoor een
conditio sine qua non is
 De hoge correlatie tussen het beoefenen van sport en het oplopen van blessures maakt het
onwaarschijnlijk dat het eerstgenoemde gezond is
 Sommige lieden zijn zo zeer nachtbrakers dat ze even goed ochtendmensen genoemd
kunnen worden
	 De mooiste stelling is een aanstelling
